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FOREWORD 

It has been estimated that nearly two-third& of the one and a half billion 
people living in the developing countries arc without adequate supplies of 
safe water. The conseqaences of this deficiency are innumerable episodes of 
the debilitating and incapacitting enteric diseases which annually affect an 
estimated 500 milliri people and result in the deaths of as many as 10 
million about half lof whom are children. 

Although there are many factors limiting the installation of small water 
systems, the lack of knowledge ill regard to the availability of ground water 
Lnd effective means of extracting it for use by rucal communities is a major 
element. It is anticipated that this manual will make a major contribution 
toward filling this need by providing the man in the field, not necessarily ar. 
engincer or hydrologist, with the information needed to locate, construct and 
operate a small well which cart provide good quality water iti adequate quan
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CHAPTER 1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

PURPOSE 
This manual is intended to serve as a basic introductory text book and to 

provide instruction and guidance to field personnel engaged in the construc
tion, operation and maintenance of small diameter, relatively shallow wells 
used primarily for individual and small community water supplies. 

It is aimed particularly at those persons who have had little or no 
experience in the subject. An attempt has been made to treat the subject 
matter as simply as possible in order that this manual may be of' benefit not 
only to the engineer or other technically trained individual (inexperienced in 
this field) but also the individual home owner, farmer or non-technically 
trained community development officer. This manual should also prove 
useful in the training of water well drillers, providing the complementary 
background material for their field experience. The reader who is interested 
in pursuing the subject further, and with reference to larger and deeper wells, 
is referred to the list of references to be found at the end of this manual. 

SCOPE 
This manual covers the exploration and development of ground-water 

,;ources in unconsolidatel formations, primarily for the provision of small 
potable water supplies. Its scope has been limited to the consideration of 
small tube wells up to 4 inches in diameter, a maximum of approximately 
/00 fpet in depth and with yields of up to about 50 U.S. gallonsper minute 
(All references are to U.S. units. Conversion tables are to be found in 
Appendix B). The location, design, construction, maintenance and rehabilita
tion of' such wells are among the various aspects discussed. The above 
limitation on well size (diameter) rules out the consideration of dug wells in 
favor of the much more efficient and easier to protect bored, driven,jetted or 
drilled tube wells. Ilowever, a method of converting existing dug wells to tube 
wells is discussed. 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND RELATED FACTORS 
Importance of Water Supplies 

Water is, with the exception of air, the most important single substance to 
man's survival. Man, like all other forms of biological life, is extremely 
dependent upon water and can survive much longer without food than he can 
without water. The quantities of water directly required for the proper 
functioning of the body processes are relatively small but essential. 



While man has always recognized tile importance of water for his internalbodily needs, his recognition of its importance to health is a more recentdevelopment, dating back only a century or so. Since that time, much hasbeen learned about the role of inadequa!e and contaminated water supplies inthe spread of water-borne diseases. Among the first diseases recognized to bewater borne were cholera and typhoid fever. Later, dysentery, gastro-enteritisand other diarrheal diseases were added to the list. More recently, water hasalso been shown to play an important role in tire spread of certain viral
diseases such as infectious hepatitis.

Water is involved in the spread of communicable diseases in essentially twoways. The first is the well known direct ingestion of the infectious agentwhen drinking contaminated wter (e.g. dysentery, typhoid and othergastrointestinal diseases). Tie second is due to a lack of sufficient water forpersonal hygiene purposes. Inadequate quantities of waier for the maintenance of personal hygiene arid environmental sanitation have been shown tobe major contributing factors in the spread of such diseases as yaws aridtyphus. Adequate supplies of water for personal hygiene also diminish theprobability of transinitting some of tire gastrointest inal diseases mentionedabove. The latter type of interaction between water arid tile spread of diseasehas been recognized by variots mblic health organizations in developingcountries which have been trying to provide adequate quantities of water ofreasonable, though riot entirely satisfactory, quality.
Health problems related to the inadequacy of water supplies are universalbut, generally, of grealer magnitude arid significance in tile underdevelopedand developing nations. It has been eslimated that about two-thirds of thepopulation of the developing countries obtain their water from contaminated sources. The World Health Organization estimates that eich year 500 millionpeople suffer from diseases associated with unsafe water supplies. Due largelyto poor water supplies, an estimated 5,000,000 infants die each year from 

diarrheal diseases. 
In addition to tile human consumption and health requirements, water isalso needed for agricultural, industrial arid other purposes. Though all ofthese needs are important, water for human consumption and sanitation isconsidered to be of greater social and economic importance since the health
of the population influences all other activities.
 

Ground-Water's Importance
It carn generally be said that ground water has played a much lessimporatnt role in the solution of tine world's water supply problems than itsrelative availability would indicate. It; out-of-sight location arid the associatedlack of knowledge with respect to its occurrence, movement arid developmenthave no doubt contributed greatly to this situation. The increasing acquisitionand dissemination of knowledge pertaining to ground-water development willgradually allow the use of this source of water to approach its rightful degree

of importance and usefulness. 
More than 97 percent of tie fresh water on our planet (excluding that inthe polar ice-caps and glaciers) is to be found underground. While it is not 



practicable to extract all of this water because of economic and other reasons, 
the recoverable quantities would, no doubt, exceed the available supplies of 
fresh surface water found in rivers and lakes. 

Ground-water sources also represent water that is essentially in storage
while the water in rivers and lakes is generally iji transit, being replaced
several times a year. The available quantity of surface water at any given
location is also more subject to seasonal fluctuations than is ground water. In 
many areas, the extraction of ground water can be continued long after 
droughts have completely depleted rivers. Ground-water sources are, there
fore, more reliable sources of water in many instances. 

As will be seen in Chapter 2, ground waters are usually of much better 
quality than surface waters, due to the benefits of percolation through the 
ground. Oftener than not, ground water is also more readily available where 
needed, requiring less transpoitation and, generally, costing less to develop. 
Greater emphasis should, therefore, be placed on the development and use of 
the very extensive ground-water sources to be found throughout the world. 

Need for Proper Development and Management of Ground-Water Resources 
While some ground-water reservoirs are being replenished year after year

by infiltration from precipitation, rivers, canals and so on, others are being 
replenished to much lesser degrees or not at all. Extraction of water from 
these latter reservoirs results in the continued depletion or mining of the 
water. 

Ground water also cften seeps into streams, thus providing the low flow 
(base flow) that is sustained through the driest period of the year. Conversely, 
if the surface water levels in streams are higher than those in ground-water
reservoirs, then seepage takes place in the opposite direction, from the 
streams into the ground-water reservoirs. Uncontrolled use of ground water 
can, thereore. affect the levels of streams and lakes and consequently the 
uses to which they are normally put. 

Ground-water development presents special problems. The lack of solu
tions to these problems have, in the past, contributed to the mystery that 
surrounded ground-water development and the limited use to which ground 
water hias been put. Tie proper development arid management of ground
water resources requires a knowledge of the extent of storage, tile rates of 
discharge from and recharge to underground reservoirs, and the use of 
economical means of extraction. It may be necessary to devise artificial 
means uf recharging these reservoirs where no natural sources exist or to 
supplemcnt the natural recharge. Research has, in recent years, considerably
increased our knowled.e of the processes involved in the origin amid 
movement of' ground water amid has prnvided us with better methods of 
development and conservation of ground-water supplies. Evidence of this 
increased knowledge is to be found in the greater emphasis being placed on 
ground-water development. 
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CHAPTER 2
 

ORIGIN, OCCURRENCE AND MOVEMENT
 
OF GROUND WATER
 

An understanding of the processes and factors affecting the origin, 
occurrence, and movement of ground water is essential to the proper 
development and use of ground-water resources. Of. importance in determin
ing a satisfactory rate of extraction and suitable uses of the water are a 
knowledge of the quantity of' water present, its origin, the direction and rate 
of movement to its point of discharge, the discharge rate and the rate at 
which it is being replenished, and the quality of the water. These points are 
considered in this chapter in as simplified and limited a form as the aims and 
scope of this manual permit. 

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE 
The hydrologic cycle is ilie name given to the circulation of' water in its 

liquid, vapor, or solid state from the oceans to the air, air to land, over the 
land surface or underground, and back to the oceans (Fig. 2.1 ). 

Evaporation, taking place at the water surface of oceans and other open 
bodies of water, results in the transfer of water vapor to the atmosphere. 
Under certain conditions, this water vapor condenses to form clouds which 
subsequently release their moisture as precipitation in the form of rain, hail, 
sleet, or snow. Precipitation may occur over the oceans returning sone of the 
water directly to them or over land to which winds have previously 
transported the moisture-ladei air and clouds. Part of the rain falling to the 
earth evaporates with immediate return of moisture to the atmosphere. Of 
the remainder, some, upon reaching the ground surface, wets it and runs off 
into surface streams finally discharging in the ocean while another part 
infiltrates into the ground and then percolates to the ground-water flow 
through which it later reaches the ocean. Evaporation returns some of the 
water from the wet land surface to the atmosphere while plants extract some 
of that portion in the soil through their roots and, by a process known as 
transpiration, return it through their leaves to the atmosphere. 

SUBSURFACE DIFTRIBUTION OF WATER 
Subsurface water found inthe interstices or pores of rocks may be divided 

into two main zones (Fig. 2.2). These are the zone of aeration and the zone 
of saturation. 

Zone of Aeration 
The zone of aeration extends from the land surface to the level at which 

all of the pores or open spaces in the earth's materials are completely filled or 
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Land Surface A 	 saturated with water. A mixture of 
air and water is to be found in the 

Belt of Soil Water pores in tilis zone and hence its 
name. it may be sub-divided into 

.•- three belts. These are (I) the belt of 
soil water, (2) the intermediaic belt 

Intermediate Belt 4 and (3) the capillary fringe. 
The belt of soil water lies ila

mediately below the surface and is 
that region froma which plants ex-

Capillary Fringe tract, by their roots, the moisture 
Water Table necessary for growth. The thickness 

of tile belt differs greatly with the 
type of soil and vegetation, ranging 
from a few feet in grass-lands and 

. field crop areas to several feet in 
2 forests and lands supporting deep-

Ground Water rooted plants. 

The capillary'fringe occupies the 
* 	 bottom portion of tile zone of 
0 	 aeration and lies immediately above 

the zone of saturation. Its name 
comes from the fact that the water 
in this belt is suspended by capil-

Fig. 2.2 DIVISIONS OF SUBSUR- lary forces similar to those which 
FACE WATER. cause water to rise in a narrow or 

capillary tube above the level of tile 
water in a larger vessel into which the tube has been placed upright. The 
narrower the tube or the pores, tile higher the water rises. Hence, tile 
thickness of the belt depends upon the texture of the rock or soil and may be 
practically zero where the pores are large. 

The intermediate belt lies between the belt of soil water and the capillary
fringe. Most of its water reaches it by gravity drainage downward through the 
belt of soil water. The water in this belt is called intermediate (vadose) water. 

Zone of Saturation 

Immediately below the zone of aeration lies the zone of saturation in 
which the pores are completely filled or saturated with water. The water in 
the zone of saturation is known as ground water and is the only form of 
subsurface water that will flow readily into a well. The object of well 
construction is to penetrate the earth into this zone with a tube, the bottom 
section of which has openings which are sized such as to permit the inflow of 
water from the zone of saturation but to exclude its rock particles. 
Formations which contain ground water and will readily yield it to wells are 
called aquifers. 
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GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS AS AQUIFERS 
For convenience, geologists describe all earth materials as rocks. Rocks 

may be of tileconsolidated type (held firmly together by compaction, 
cementation and other processes) such as granite, sandstone and limestone or 
unconsolidated type (loose materials) such as clay, sand and gravel. The terms 
hard and soft are also used to describe! consolidated and unconsolidated rocks 
respectively. 

Aquifers may be composed of consolidated or unconsolidated rocks. The 
rock materials must be sufficienltly Vpirous (contain a reasonably high 
proportion ol" pores or other openings to solid material) and be sufficiently
permeable (the openings must be interconnected to permit the travel of water 
through them). 

Rock Classification 
Rocks may he classified with respect to their origin into the three main 

categories of sedimentary rocks, igneous rocks, and metamorphic rocks. 
Sedimentarv rocks are the deposits of material derived from the 

weathering and erosion of other rocks. Though constituting only about 5 
percent of the earth's crust they contain an estimated 95 percent of the 
available ground water. 

Sedimentary rocks may be consolidated or unconsolidated depending 
upon a number of factors such as the type of parent rock, mode of 
weathering, means of transport, mode of deposition, and the extent to which 
packing. compaction, and cementation have taken place. Harder rocks 
generally produce sediments of coarser texture than softer ones. Weathering 
by mechani,: i disintegration (e.g. rock fracturo due to temperature varia
tions) produces coarser sediments than those produced by chemical decom
position. Deposition inwater provides more sorting and better packing of 
materials than does deposition directly onto land. Chemical ,oustituents in 
the parent rocks and the environment are responsible for the cementation of 
unconsolidated rocks into hard, consolidated ones. These factors also 
influence the water-bearing capacity of sedimentary rocks. Disintegrated shale 
sediments are usually fine-grained and make poor aquifers while sediments 
derived from granite or other crystalline rocks usually form good sand and 
gravel aquifers, particularly when considerable water transportation has 
resulted in well-rounded and sorted particles. 

Sand, gravel, and mixtures of sand and gravel are among the unconsoli
dated sedimentary rocks that form aquifers. Granular and unconsolidated, 
they vary in particle size and in the degree of sorting and rounding of the 
particles. Consequently, their water-yielding capabilities vary considerably. 
However, they consitute the best water-bearing formations. They are widely 
distributed throughout the world and produce very significant proportions of 
the water used in many countries. 

Other unconsolidated sedimentary aquifers include marine deposits,
alluvial or stream deposits (including deltaic deposits and alluvial fans), glacial 
drifts and wind-blown deposits such as dune sand and loess (very fine silty 
deposits). Great variations in the water-yielding capabilities of these forma
tions can also be expected. For example, the yield from wells in sand dunes 
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and loess may be limited by both the fineness of the material and the limited 
areal extent and thickness of the deposits. 

Limestone, e3sentially calcium carbonate, and dolomite or calcium
magnesium carbonate are examples of consolidated sedimentary rocks known 
to function as aquifers. Fractures and crevices caused by earth movement, 
and later enlarged into solution channels by ground-water flow through them, 
form the connected openings through which flow takes place (Fig. 2.3). 
Flows may be considerable where solution channels have developed. 

p 	 B 

Fig. 2.3 A. 	FRACTURES IN DENSE LIMESTONE THROUGH WHICH FLOW MAY 
OCCUR. 

B. SOLLIJION CHANNELS IN LIMESTONE CAUSED BY GROUND-
WATER FLOW THROUGH FRACTURES. 

Sandstone, usually formed by compaction of sand deposited by rivers near 
existing sea shores, is another form of consolidated sedimentary rock that 
performs as an aqi:ifer. The cementing agents arc responsible for the wide 
range of colors seen in sandstones. The water-yielding capabilities of 
sandstones vary with the degree of cementation and fracturing. 

Shales and other similar compacted and cemented clays, such as mudstone 
or siltstone, are usually not considered to be aquifers but have been known to 
yield small quantities of water to wells in localized areas where earth 
movements have substantially fractured such formations. 

Igneous rocks are those resulting from the cooling and solidification of 
hot, molten materials called magma which originate at great depths within tile 
earth. When solidification takes place at considerable depth, the rocks are 
referred to as intrusive or plutonic while those solidifying at or near the 
ground surface are called extrusive or volcanic. 

Plutonic rocks such as granite are usually coarse-textured and non-porous 
and are not considered to be aquifers. However, water has occasionally b'een 
found in crevices and fractures of the upper, weathered portions of such 
rocks. 

Volcanic rocks, because of the relatively rapid cooling taking place at the 
surface, are usually fine-textured and glassy in appearance. Basalt or trap 
rock, one of tile chief rocks of this type, can be highly porous and 
permeable as a result of interconnected openings called vesicles formed by the 
development of gas bubbles as the lava (magma flowing at or near the surface) 
cools. Basaltic aquifers may also contain water in crevices and broken up or 
brecciated tops and bottoms of successive layers. 
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Fragmental materials discharged by volcanos, such as ash and cinders, have 
been known to form excellent aquifers where particle sizes are sufficiently
large. Their water-yielding capabilities vary considerably, depending theon 
complexity of stratification, tie range of particle sizes, and shape of the 
particles. Examples of excellent aquifers of this type are to be found in 
Central America. 

Metamorphic rock is the name given to rocks of all types, igneous or 
sedimentary, which have been altered by heat and pressure. Examples of 
these are quartzit-, or metamorphosed sandstone, slate and mica schist from 
shale, and gneiss from granite. Generally, these form poor aquifers with water 
obtained only from cracks and fractures. Marble, a metamorphosed lime
stone, can be a good aquifer when fractured and containing solution channels. 

With the above description of the three main rock types, it should now be 
easier to understand why an estimated 95 percent of the available ground 
water is to be found in sedimentary rocks which constitute only about 5 
percent of the earth's crust. The wells described in this manual will be those 
constructed in unconsolidated sedimentary rocks which are undoubtedly the 
most important sources of water for small community water supply systems. 

Role of Geologic Processes in Aquifer Formation 
Geologic processes are continually, though slowly, altering rocks and rock 

formations. So slowly are these changes taking place that they are hardly 
perceptible to the human eye and only barely measurable by the most 
sensitive instruments now available. Undoubtediy, however, mountains are 
being up-lifted and lowered, valleys filled or deepened and new ones created, 
sea shores advancing and retreating, and aquifers created and destroyed. 
These changes are more obvious when referred to a geologic timetable with 
units measured in thousands and millions of years and to which reference can 
be made in almost any book on geology. 

Geologically old as well as young rocks may form aquifers but generally
the younger ones which have been subjected to less compression and 
cementation are the better producers. Geologic processes determine the 
shape, extent, and hydraulic or flow characteristics of aquifers. Aquifers in 
sedimentary rock formations for example vary considerably depending upon
whether the sediments are terrestrial or marine in nature. 

Terrestrialsediments, or materials deposited on land, include stream, lake, 
glacial, and wind-blown deposits. With but few exceptions they are usually of 
limited extent and discontinuous, much more so than are marine deposits. 
Texture variations both laterally and vertically are characteristic of these 
formations. 

Alluvial or stream deposits are generally long and narrow. Usually
subsurface, or below the valley floor, they may also be in the form of terraces 
indicating the existence of higher stream beds in the geologic past. The 
material in such aquifers may range in size from fine sand to gravel and 
boulders. Abandoned stream courses and their deposits are sometimes buried 
under wind-borne or glacial deposits with no visible evidence of their 
existence. Where a rapidly flowing stream such as a mountain stream 
encounters a rapid reduction of sloe, the decrease in velocity causes a 
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deposition of large aprons of material known as alluvial fans. These sediments 
range from coarser to finer material as one proceeds away from the 
mountains. 

Glacial deposits found in North Central U.S.A., Southern Canada, and 
Northern Europe and Asia may be extensive where they result from 
continental glaciers as compared to the more localized deposits of mountain 
glaciers. These deposits vary in shape and thickness and exhibit a lack of 
interconnection because of the clay and silt accumulations within the sand, 
gravel and boulders. Outwash deposits swept out of the melting glacier by 
melt-water streams are granular in nature and similar to alluvial sands. The 
swifter melt-water streams produce the best glacial drift aquifers. 

Lake deposits are generally fine-textured, granular material deposited in 
quiet water. They vary considerably in thickness, extent, and shape and make 
good aquifers only when they are of substantial thickness. 

GROUND-WATER FLOW AND ELEMENTARY WELL HYDRAULICS 
Types of Aquifers 

Ground-water aquifers may be 'lassified as either water-table or artesian 
aquifers. 

A water-table aquifer is one which is not confined by an upper 
impermeable layer. Hence, it is also called an unconfined aquifer. Water in 
these aquifers is virtually at atmospheric pressure and the upper surface of the 
zone of saturation is called the water table (Fig. 2.2). The water table marks 
the highest level to which water will rise in a well constructed in a water-table 
aquifer. The upper aquifer in Fig. 2.4 is an example of a water-table aquifer. 

An artesianaquifer is one in which tne water is confined under a pressure 
greater than atmospheric by an overlying, relatively impermeab!e layer. 
Hence, such aquifers are also called confined or pressure aquifers. The name 
artesian owes its origin to Artois, the northernmost province of France, where 
the first deep wells to tap confined aquifers were known to have been drilled. 
Unlike water-table aquifers, water in artesian aquifers wil! rise in wells to 
levels above the bottom of the upper confining layer. This is because of the 
pressure created by that confining layer and is the distinguishing feature 
between the two types of aquifers. 

The imaginary surface to which water will rise in wells located throughout 
an artesian aquifer is called the piezoinetric surface. This surface may be 
either above or below the ground surface at different parts of the same 
aquifer as is shown in Fig. 2.4. Where the piezometric surface lies above the 
ground surface, a well tapping the aquifer will flow at ground level and is 
referred to as a flowing artesian well. Where the piezometric surface lies 
below the ground surface, a non-flowing artesianwell results and some means 
of lifting water, such as a pump, must be provided to obtain water from the 
well. It is worthy of note here that the earlier usage of the term artesian well 
referred only to the flowing type while current usage includes both flowing 
and non-flowing wells, provided the water level in the well rises above the 
bottom of the confining layer or the top of the aquifer. 
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Fig. 2.4 TYPES OF AQUIFERS. 

Water usually enters an artesian aquifer in an area where it rises to the 
ground surface and is exposed (Fiy. 2.4). Such an exposed area is called a 
recharge area and the aquifer in thai area, being unconfined, would be of the 
water-table type. Artesian aquifers may also receive water underground from 
leakage through the conflning layers and at intersections with other aquifers, 
the recharge areas of which are at ground level. 

Aquifer Functioias 
The openings and pores in a water-bearing formation may be considered as 

a network of interconnected pipes through which water flows at very sw 
rates, seldom more than a few feet per day, from areas of recharge to ares i 
discharge. Tids network of pipes, thcrefore, serves to provide both storage 
and flow or conduit fuctions in an aquifer. 

Storage funiction: Related to the storage function of an aquifer are two 
important properties known as porosity and specificyiield. 

The porosity of a water-bearing formation is that percentage of the total 
volume of the formation which consists of openings or pores. For example, 
the porosity of one cubic foot of sand which contains 0.25 cubic foot of 
open spaces is 25 percent. It is therefore evident that porosity is an index of 
the amount of ground water that can be stored in a saturated formation. 

The amount of water yielded by, or that may be taken from, a saturated 
formation is less than that which it holds and is, therefore, not represented by 
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the porosity. This quantity is related to the property known as the specific 
yield and defined as tile a unit volume of thevolume of water released from 
aquifer material when allowed to diain freely by gravity (Fig. 2.5). Tile 

remaining volume of water not re
moved by gravity drainage is held by 

If capillary forces such as found in 
. . .. the capillary fringe and by other 

Static water 
level w *"erT forces of attraction. It is called 

Iit the specific retention and, like 
S the specific yield, may be ex

pressed as a decimal fraction or 
Reduced water percentage. As defined, oorosity is 
level 

therefore equal to the sum of the 
specific yield and the specific reten
tion. Al aquifer with a porosity of 
0.25 or 25 percent and a specific 
yield of 0.10 or 10 percent would, 
therefore, have a specific retention 
of 0.15 or 15 percent. One million 

, cubic feet of such an aquifer would 

Woter drained by , 	 contain 250,000 cubic feet of water 
gravity from 1.O _T of which 100,000 cubic feet would 
cu ft ofsand be yielded by gravity drainage. 

Conduit Jinction: The property 
I- t squore of allaquifer related to its conduit 

function is known as the perme-
Fig. 2.5 	 VISUAL REPRESENTATION ahilit,. 

OF SPECIFIC YIELD. ITS Permeability isa measure of tile 
VALUE HERE IS 0.10 CU 
FT PER CU lI OF AQUIFER 	 capacity of allaquifer to transmit 
MATERIAL. 	 water. It is related to the pressure 

difference and velocity of flow be
tween two points under laminar or 

non-turbulent conditions by the following equation known as Darcy's Law 
(after Henry Darcy, the French engineer who developed it). 

V- P(h 1 - h2 ) 	 (2.1) 

where 	 V is the velocity of flow in feet per day, 

hI is the pressure at the point of entrance to the section of 
conduit under consideration in feet of water, 

h2 is the pressure at tilepoint of exit of the same section in feet 

of water, 

length of the section of conduit in feet, andis tile2 

P 	 is a constant known as the coefficient of permeability but 
often referred to simply as the permeability. 
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Equation (2.1) may be modified to read 

V = PI (2.2) 

where I , and iscalled the hydraulic gradient. 

-4 t 

Slope equals hydraulic 
gradien,_
"''--.flow 


hl 


Direclon of flow h2from I to 2 

2 

Water - boaring sand 

Fig 2.6 SE CT10 N TIf R 0 U G If 
WATER-BEARING SAND 
SHOWING TilE PRESSURE 
DI FFERENCE (hi - hi)
CAUSING FLOW BETWEEN 
POINTS I AND 2. THE IIY-
D R A U L I C GRADIENT IS 
EQUAL TO rilE PRESSURE 
DIFFERENCE DIVIDED BY 
TIlE DISTANCE. Q, BE-
TWEEN THlE POINT3. 

The quantity of flow per unit of 
time through a given cross-sectional 
area may be obtained from equation 
(2.2) by multiplying the velocity ofby that area. Thus, 

ow 
where 

Q = AV = PIA (2.3) 
Q is the quanity of flow 

per unit of time 

and A is the cross-sectional 
area. 

Based on equation (2.3) the co
efficient of perneability may, 
therefore, be defined as the quan
tity of water that will flow through 
a unit cross-sectional area of porous 
material in unit time under a hy
draulic gradient of unity (or I= 1.0)
 

at a specified temperature, usually
taken as 60 0F. In ground-water 

piohls, Q is usually expressed in 
gallons per day (gpd), A in square
feet (sq ft)and P, therefore, in
gallons per (lay per squae foot 

(gpd/sq ft). The coefficient of per
neability can also be expressed in 

the metric system using unit!; of liters per day per square meter Linder a 
hydraulic gradient of unity and at a temperature of 15 5C. 

It is important to note that Darcy's Law in the form shown in equation 
(2.3) states that the quantity of water flowing tinder laminar or non-turbulent 
conditions varies in direct proportion to the hydraulic gradient and, 
therefore, lhe pressure difference (hI - Ih,) causing the !low. This means that 
doubling the pressure difference will result in doubling the flow through the 
same cross-sectional area. By definitiot, the hydraulic gradient is seen to be 
Clivalen t to the slope of the water table for a water-table aquifer or of the 
pielmnetric surface for an artesian aquifer. 

Considering a vertical cross-section of an aquifer Of unit width and having 
a total thickness, n, a hydraulic gradient, I, and an average coefficient of 
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permeability, P, we see from equation (2.3) that the rate of flow, q, through 

this cross section is given by 

q = Pml 	 (2.4) 

The product Pm of equation (2.4) is termed the coefficient of transmissi
bilit'v or transmissivity, 'r, of the aquifer. By further considering that the total 
width of the aquifer is W, then the rate of flow, Q, through a vertical 
cross-section of the aquifer is given by 

Q = qW =TIW 	 (2.5) 

The coefficient of transmissihility' is, therefore, defined as the rate of flow 
through a vertical cross-section of an aquifer of unit width and whose height 
is the total thickness of the aquifer when the hydraulic gradient is unity. It is 
expressed in gallons per day per foot (gpd/ft) and is equivalent to the product 
of the coefficieiit of permeability and the thickness of the aquifer. 

Factors Affecting Permeability 
Porosity is an important factor affecting the permeability and, therefore, 

the capacity of an aquifer for yielding water. This is clearly evident since an 
aquifer can yield only a portion of the water that it contains and the higher 
the porosity, the greater is the volume of water that can be stored. Porosity 
must, however, be considered together with other related factors such as 
particle size, arrangement and distribution, continuiti,of pores, and forma
tion stratification. 

The volume of voids or pores associated with the closest packing of 
uniformly-sized spheres (Fig. 2.7) will represent the same percentage of the 
total volume (solids and voids) whether the spheres were all of tennis ball size 
or all 1/!000 inch in diameter. However, the smaller pores between the latter 
spheres would offer greater resistance to flow and, therefore, cause a decrease 

Fig. 2.7 	 UNIFORMLY SIZED Fig. 2.8 UNIFORMLY SIZED 
SPHERES P ACK ED IN SPHERES PACKED IN CU-
RHOMBOIIEDRAL ARRAY. BICAL ARRAY. 
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in permeability even though the porosity is the same. 

Tile packing of the spheres displayed in Fig. 2.7 is referred to as the 
rhombohedral packing. The porosity for such a packing can be shown to be 
0.26 or 26 percent. The spheres may also assume a cubical array as shown in 
Fig. 2.8 for which the porosity is 0.476 or 47.6 percent. These porosities 
apply only to perfectly spherical particles and are included here to give the 
order of magnitude of the porosities that naturally occurring uniform sands 
and gravels may approach. A loose uniform sand may, for example, have a 
porosity of 46 percent. ('lays, on the other hand, exhibit much higher 
porosities ranging from about 37 percent for stiff glacial clays to as high as 84 
percent for soft bentonite clays. 

Consideration of the etTcts of particle size and arrangement on 
permeability would be incomplete without simultaneously considering the 
effect of particle distrihutiron or grading. A uniformly graded sand, that is, 
one in which all the particles are about the same size, will have a higher 

porosity and perineability than a 
less uniform sand and gravel mix
tore. This is so because the finer 
sand fills thethe openings between 
gravel particles resulting in a iore 
compact arrangement and less pore 
VOl ine (Fig. 2 .). Here. then, is an 
example of a fier material having a 
higher permeability than a coarser 
one due to the modifying effect of 
particle dist:'ibutill. 

Flow cannot take place through 

Fig. 2.9 	 NON-UNIFORM NI I XT URI E porous material unless the passages 
OF SAND AND GRAVEL. in the material are interconnected, 
wIrl LOW POROSITY ANt) that is to say, there is continuiti'of 
PERMEABILITY. the pores. Since permeability is a 

measure of tileratc of flow under stated conditions through porous material, 
then a reduction in y of the pores would result in a reduction intile contin Uit 
the permeability of the material. Such a reduction could be caused by silt, 
clay, or other cementing materials partially or completely filling the pores in 
a sand, th,os making it almost impervious. 

Ai aquifer is said to be stratified when it coisists of different layers of 
fine sand, coarse sand, or sand and gravel. Most aquifers are stratified. While 
some strata contain silt and clay, others are relatively free fro in these 
cementing materials and are said to be clean. Where stratification is such that 
even a thin layer of clay separates two layers of clean sand. this results in the 
cutting off of the vertical movement of water between the sands. Perme
ability may also vary from layer to layer in a stratified aquifer. 

A brief discussion on the measurement of permeability is to be found in 
Appendix A. 
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Flow Toward Wells 
Converging flow: When a well is at rest, that is, when there is no flow 

taking place from it, the water pressure within the well is the same as that in 
the formation outside the well. The level at which water stands within the 
well is known as the static water level This level coincides with the water 
table for a water-table aquifer or the piezometric surface for an artesian 
aquifer. Should the pressure be lowered within the well, by a pump for 
example, then the greater pressure in the aquifer on the outside of the well 
would force water into the well and flow thereby results. This lowering af the 
pressure within the well is also accompanied by a lowering of the water level 
in and around the wel. Water flows through the aquifer to the well from all 
directions in what is known as convetgingflow. This flow may be considered 
to take place through successive cylindrical sections which become smaller 
and smaller as the well is approached (Fig. 2.10). This means that the area 
across which the flow takes place also becomes successively smaller as the 

well is approached. With the same 
tl, quantity of water flowing across 

A these sections. it follows from equa
tion (2.3) that the velocity in
creases as the area becomes smaller. 

R- t-te Darcy's Law, equation (2.2), 
- tells us that tile hydraulic gradient 

'- varies in direct proportion to the 
- velocity. The increasing velocity to

wards the well is, therefore, ac-
I 	 companied by an increasing hy

draulic gradient. Stated in other 
terms, the water surface or the 

R,'ZR2 A,'2A2 piezometric surface develops an in
V .v, creasingly steeper slope toward the2 

well. In an aquifer of uniform shape 
Fig. 2.10 F L 0 W CONVERGES TO- and texture, the depression of the
 

WARD A WELL, PASSING
 
THROUGH IMAGINARY water table or piezometric surface 
CYLINDRICAL SURFACES in the vicinity of a pumped or
THAT ARE SUCCESSIVELYf freely flowing well takes the form 
SMALLER AS THE WELL IS
APPROACHED. 	 of an inverted cone. This cone,

known as the cone of' depression 
(Fig. 2.11), has its apex at tile water level in the well during pumping, and its 
base at the static water level. The water level in the well during pumping is 
known as the pumping waterlevel The difference in levels between the static 
water level and the surface of the cone of depression is known as the 
drawdown. Drawdown, therefore, increases from zero at the outer limits of 
tile cone of depression to a maximum in the pumped well. The radius of 
influence is the distance from the center of the well to the outer limit of the 
cone of depression. 

Fig. 2.12 shows how the transmissibility of an aquifer affects the shape of 
the cone of depression. The cone is deep, with steep sides, alarge drawdown, 
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Pump and a small radius of influence 
when the aquifer transmissibility is 

7 Lnd rflce low. With a high transmissibility, 
I- the cone is wide and shallow, the 

-- - atc water vel-- - drawdown being small, and the 
Orawdwn I e-io'no-f 	 radius of influence large. 
N 1 	 Drawdown Recharge and boundary effects: 

" / Pupin - When pumping commences at a 
\\ watrrevet well, the initial quantity of waterdischarged comes from the aquifer 

storage immediately surrounding 
the well. The cone of depression is 
then small. As pumping continues, 
the cone expands to meet the in

- Well Screen creasing demand for water from the 
aquifer storage. The radius of in

....... fluence increases and, with it, the 
drawdown in the well in order to 
provide the additional pressure 

Fig. 2.11 CONE OF DEPRESSION IN head required to move the water 
VICINITY OF PUMPED through correspondingly greater 
WELL. distances. If the rate of pumping is 

kept constant, then the rate of 

(A) Radius -18.000 t-

C/ 

0 

aTransmissibility 	 10,000 gpd/ft 

20 s-22ft 

Radius '40,000 ft(B) 

~ - 2.5 ft . 

* 	 Transmissibiliy - IGO,000 gpd/ft 

2C 

Fig. 2.12 	 EFFEC-T OF DIFFERING COEFFICIENTS OF TRANSMISSIBILITY UPON 
THE SHAPE, DEPTH AND EXTENT OF THE CONE OF DEPRESSION, 
PUMPING RATE AND OTHER FACTORS BEING THE SAME IN BOTH 
CASES. 
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expansion and deepening of the cone of depression decreases with time. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 where CI, C2 and C3 represent cones of depression 
at hourly intervals. The hourly increases in radius of influence, R, and 
drawdown, s, become smaller and smaller until the aquifer supplies a quantity 
oi' water equal to the pumping rate. The cone no longer expands or deepens 
and equilibritn is said to have been reached. This state may occur in any one 

or more of the following situations. 

-R,-00 	 1. The cone enlarges until it in
5R,.o70 terceptsenough of the natural 

..400C , .	 discharge front the aquifer to 

equal tile pumping rate. 
-c-- 2. The cone intercepts a body of 

surface water from which 
water enters the aquifer at a 
rate equivalent to the pump
ing rate. 

3. 	Recharge equal to the pump
ing rate is received from pre
cipitation and vertical infiltra-

Fig. 	2.13 CHANGES IN RADIUS AND tion within the radius of in-
DEPTH OF CONE OF DE-
PRESSION AFTER EQUAL fluence. 
INTERVALS OF TIME, AS- 4. Recharge equal to the pump-
SUMING CONSTANT PUMP- ing rate is obtained by leak-ING RATE. age through adjacent forma

tions. 

Wheme the recharge rate is the same from all directions around the well the 
cone remains symmetrical (Fig. 2.12). If, however, it occurs mainly from one 
direction, as may be the case with a surface stream, then the surface of the 
cone is higher in the direction from which the recharge takes place than in 
other directions (Fig. 2.14). Conversely, the surface of ti. cone is relatively 
depressed in the direction of an impermeable boundary intercepted by it (Fig. 
2.15). No recharge is obtained from such a boundary while that received from 
other directions maintains the higher levels in those directions. Recharge areas 
to aquifers, such as surface streams are, therefore, often referred to as positive 
boundaries while impermeable areas are known as negative boundaries. 

Multiple well systems: Under some conditions tile construction of a single 
large well may be either impractical or very costly while the installation of a 
group of small wells may be readily and economically accomplished. Factors 
such as the inaccessibility of the area to the heavy equipment equired for 
drilling the large well and the high cost of transporting large diameter pipes to 
the site may be among the important considerations in a situation such as 
this. Small wells call be grouped in a proper pattern to give the equivalent 
performance of a mucl larger single well. 

Tile grouping of wells, however, presents problems due to interference 
among them when operating simultaneously. Interference between two or 
more wells occurs when their cones of depression overlap, thus reducing the 
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Fig. 2.14 	 SYMMETRY OF CONE OF DEPRESSION AFFECTED BY RECHARGE 
FROM STREAM. 

,-Discharging well 
Ground surface D 

.i 
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'! Im p erb e le '' '! 
'
.:i unda r, -

Aquifer 

Fig. 2.15 CONE OF DEPRESSION IN VICINITY OF IMPERMEABLE BOUNDARY. 
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yield of the individual 	wells (Fig. 2.16). The drawdown at any point on the 
composite cone of depression is equal to tile sum of the drawdowns af that 
point due to each of tih? wells being pumped separately. In particular, the 

drawdown for a specific discharge in 
Stoc water 	 a well affected by interference is 

-- -greater 	 than the unaffected vilue by 
the amount of drawdown at that 
well contributed by the interfering 

level 

Coe of.derso n- wells Purr u cpi wells. In other words, the discharge 
so,,c waterlee 	 per unit of drawdown commonly 

called the specific capacity of the 
well is reduced. This means that 
pumping must take pdce from a 
greater depth in the well, at a greater 

Comp ...... ,of .........- ..... samessionwe cost, to produce the quantity 
of water from the well iF it were not 

Fig. 2.16 INTERFERENCE BETWEEN subject to interference. 
ADJACENT WELLS TAP-
PING TIlE SAME AQUIFER. Ideally, tile solution would be to 

space tile wells far enough apart to 
avoid the mutual interference of one on tie other. Very often this is not 
practical for economic 	 reasons and the wells are spaced far enough apart, not 
to eliminate interference, but to reduce it to acceptable proportions. For 
wells used for water supply purposes, spacings of 25 to 50 feet between wells 
have been found to 	 be satisfactory. Spacings may be less in fine sand 
formations, in thin aquifers or when the drawdown is not likely to exceed 5 
feet. Greater spacings may be used where the depth and thickness of the 
aquifer are such as to permit the use of screen lengths in excess of 10 feet. 

There are many patterns which may be used when grouping wells (Fig. 
2 17). Where the aquifer extends considerable distances in all directions from 
the site of a proposed vell field, the most desirable arrangement is one in 
which the wells are located at equal distances on the circumference of a 
circle. This pattern equlizes the amount of interference suffered by each 
well. It should be obvious that a well placed in the center of such a ring of 
wells would suffer greater interference than any of the others when all are 
pumped simultaneously. Such centrally placed wells should be avoided in well 
field layouts. 

Where a known source of recharge exists near a proposed site the wells 
may be located in a semi-circle or along a line roughly parallel to the source. 
The lalter arrangement is the one often used to induce recharge to an aquifer 
from an adjacent stream with which it is connected. This is a very usuful 
technique in providing an adequate water supply to a small community long 
after the stream level becomes so low that only an inadequate quantity of 
poor quaity water can be obtained directly from the stream. This is possible 
since tile use of we~ls permits the withdrawal of water from the permeable 
river bed and the quality is enhanced by the filtering action of the aquifer 
materials. 
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Fig. 2.17 	 LAYOUT PATTERNS FOR MULTIPLE WELL SYSTEMS USED AS WATER 
SUPPLY SOURCES. CENTRALLY LOCATED PUMP EQUALIZES SUCTION 
LIFT. 

Well-point System 

... ,. 	 Static water 

Fig. 2.18 WELL-POINT DEWATERING SYSTEM. 
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Multiple well or well-point systems are also used on engineering construc
tion sites for de-watering purposes, i.e. to extract water from an area to 
provide dry working conditions (Fig. 2.18). The significant difference 
between this use and that for water supplies is the fact that it is now 
important to create interference in order to lower water levels as much as 
possible. Closer well spacings than those recommended for water supply 
purposes are, therefore, necessary. Well spacings for de-watering systems 
usually range from 2 to 5 feet depending upon the permeability of the 
saturated sand, the depth to which the water table is to be lowered and the 
depth to which the well points can be installed in the formation. It is 
important to note that the de-watering process may require a! much as a day 
of pumping before excavation can begin and must be continued throughout 
the excavation. Nevertheless, de-watering has often proved more economical 
than pumping from within a sheet pile surrounded working area. 

QUALITY OF GROUND WATER 
Generally, the openings through which water flows in the ground are very 

small. This considerably restricts the rate of flow while at the same time 
providing a filtering action against particles originally inl suspension in the 
water. These properties, it will be seen, considerably affect the physical, 
chemical, and microbiological qualities of ground water. 

Physical Quality 
Physically, ground water is generally clear, colorless, with little or no 

suspended matter, and has a relatively constant temperature. This is 
attributable to its history of slow percolation through the ground and the 
resulting effects earlier mentioned. In direct contrast, surface waters are very 
often turbid and contain considerable quantities of suspended matter, 
particularly when these waters are found near populous areas. Surface waters 
are also subject to wide variations of !emperature. From the physical point of 
view, ground water is, therefore, more readily usable than surface water, 
seldom requiring treatment before use. The exceptions are those ground 
waters which are hydraulically connected to nearby surface waters through 
large openings such as fissures and solution channels and the interstices of 
some gravels. These openings may permit suspended matter to enter into the 
aquifer. In such cases, tastes arid odors from decaying vegetation may also be 
noticeable. 

Microbiological Quality 
Ground waters are generally free from the very minute organisms 

(microbes) which cause disease and which are normally present in large 
numbers in surface waters. This is another of the benefits that result from the 
slow filtering action provided as the water flows through the ground. Also, 
the lack of oxygen and nutrients in ground water makes it an unfavorable 
environment for disease-producing organisms to grow and multiply. The 
exceptions to this rule are again provided by the fissures and solution 
channels found in some consolidated rocks and in those shallow sand and 
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gravel aquifers where water is extracted in close proximity to pollution 
sources, such as privies and cesspools. This latter problem has been dealt with 
in more detail in Chapter 1),where the sanitary protection of ground-water
supplies is discussed. Poor well construction can also result in the 
contamination of ground waters. The reader is referred to the section in 
Chapter 4 dealing with the sanitary protection of wells. 

Tile solution of tie potable water supply problems of Nebraska City,
Nebraska, U.S.A. 1957in bears striking testimony to the benefits derived 
from percolation of water through the ground and the general advantages of a
ground-water supply over one from a surface source. For more than 100 years
prior to 1957, Nebraska City depended upon the Missouri River for its 
domestic water supply. The quality of the water in the river deteriorated as 
the years went by due to tileuse of the river for sewage and other forms of 
waste disposal. To the old problems of high concentrations of suspended
matter, dark coloration from decayed vegetation and highly variable 
temperatures (too warm in sumnier and too cold in winter) was added
bacterial pollution. So bad was this situation that the Missouri River, in this 
region, soon became recognized as a virtual open sewer and tire water no 
longer roet the requirements of States Healththe United Public Service 
Drinking Water Standards for waters suitable to be treated for municipal use. 

The search for a new source of supply for Nebraska City led to the use of
wells drilled into the sands ihat underlie the flood plain of tile Missouri River 
at depths tIp to l00 feet. Wells drilled a niere 75 feet from the river's edge
and drawing a considerable percentage of their water from the river yielded a 
very high quality, clear water that showed no evidence of bacterial pollution 
or rioticeable temperature variation. The lessons of Nebraska City cai be put
 
to beneficial use inmarny otlier areas of the world.
 

Chemical Quality 
Tire chemical quality of ground water is also considerably influenced by its

relatively slow rate of travel through the ground. Water has always been one 
of the best solvents known to man. Itsrelatively slow rate of percolation

through the earth provides more than ample time for 
many of the minerals
 
that make up tie earth's crust to be taken into solution. These minerals have

varying rates of sohnit our in water, depending upon a rnrmber of conditions 
which themselves may vary widely within a small region. As a result, there 
may be appreciably wide variations inthe chemical quality of ground water 
found in regions of relatively limited areal extent. 

Tire uses to which ground water carl be pirt depend on its mineral content. 
Where this content exceeds tire recommended liirit, treatient should be 
provided to remove the excessive ariounts of the mnineral concerned. There are satisfactory metlhods available for tie rertoval of excessive quantities of
the irrtportalt Minerals usually found irr ground waters. Expert technical 
advice should always be sotught on tire need for and use of these methods.
 

The mirreral con tent of 
 water is most commonly expressed itnparts per
million (ppm) which means the number of parts, by weight, of tile mineral 
found in one million parts of the solution. For example, a concentration of 
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10 ppm of iron means that in every million pounds (or kilograms) of tile 
water examined there will be found 10 pounds (or kilograms) of iron. 
Another very common form of expression is that of milligrams per liter (mg/I 
or mg per 1) which is the number of milligrams of the mineral found in one 
liter of water. This latter unit differs so little from the former that they are, 
for all practical purposes, considered equal and are commonly used 
interchangeably. 

The following are among the more important chemical substances and 
properties of ground waters which are of interest to the owners of small 
wells: iron, manganese, chloride, fluoride, nitrate, sulfate, hardness, total 
dissolved solids, pH. and dissolved gases such as oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, 
and carbon dioxide. 

Iron and manganese are usually considered together because of their 
resemblances in chemical behavior and occurrence in ground water. It is 
important to note that iron and manganese, in the quantities usually found in 
ground water, are objectionable because of their nuisance values rather than 
as a threat to man's health. They both cause staining (reddish brown in the 
case of iron and bhck ill the case of manganese) of plumbing fixtures and 
clothes during laundering. Iron deposits may accumulate in well screens and 
pipes, restricting the flow of water through them. Iron-contairiing waters also 
have a ciwiracterislic taste which sonm2 people find unpleasant. Such waters, 
when first drawn from a tap or pump, may be clear and colorless, but upon 
allowing the water to stand, the iron settles ott of solution giving a cloudy 
appearance ti; the water and later accumulating in tile botton as a 
rust-colored deposit. 

Cth)ridles occur in very high concentrations in sea water, usually of the 
order of 20,000 mg/l. Rainwater, however, contains much less than I mg/I of 
chloride. Aquifers containing large chloride concentrations are usually coastal 
ones directly connected to tile sea or which were so connected some time ill 
the past. Excessive pumping oi wells in aquifers directly connected to the sea 
or to brackish-water rivers will cause these high chloride-containing waters to 
move into the otherwise fresh water zones of the aquifers. Expert technical 
advice should be sought on the possibility of such an occurrence. 

Water with a high chloride content usually has an unpleasant taste and 
may be objectionable [Or sonme agricultuoral purposes. The level at which the 
taste is notiLc:tble varies from person to person but is generally of the order 
of 250 mg/I. A great deal depends, however, on tile extent to which people 
have been accustomed t risilg such waters. Animals usually can drink water 
with much more chloride than humans call tolerate. Cattle have, reportedly, 
been known to ConlsuLe water with a chloride content ranging from 3000 
mg/I to 4000 mg/l. 

Fhuorite concentrations in ground water are ustally small and mainly 
derived from the leaching of igneous rocks. Notable among the few cases of 
high concentrations is the reported 32 mg/I from a flowing well near San 
Simon, Arizona, U.S.A. Iligh concentrations have also been reported in some 
parts of India, Pakistan and Africa. 
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When present in concentrations less than 1.0 mg/I in water, fluoride
generally reduces tooth decay in small children and is desirable. Excessive 
concentrations, however, result in a brown discoloration and pitting of'the
teeth called dental fluorosis. This condition is particularly noticeable if)
children but can also occur in adults. The level of concentration at which this
adverse effect occurs varies troi one community, to another depending upon
factors such as temperature and fluoride intake to the body through food. It
is also likely that continued consumption of waters containing fluoride in 
excess of 4 mg/I may affect bone structure. Waters with concentritions in 
excess of about 3.5 mg/I iare usually not recommended 'or drinking water 
supplieS. 

Nitrate content in ground waters varies considerably and isof tel unrelated 
to the rock formations in tihe area. Iligh nitrate concentrations are very often 
due to tlie percolation of surface waters containing human wastes and/or
animal and other agricultural wasie products into aluifers or to the direct
flow of contaminated surface runoff into wells. Precautions must therefore 
be taken illthe location and construction of shallhw wells in areas where 
privies, cesspools and barnyards are to be foud. These precautions are
discussed in later sections on well design (Chapter 4) and the sanitary
protection of prounnd-water supplies (Chapter 9)).ligh concentrations of' nitr'ite in water produce an effect known as
cyanosis (methemoglobieniia) in This whichinfants. condition is char
acterized by a bluish discolo ration 'ftire skin, listlessness and drowsiness can
be fzatal. For this reason, water containing nitrat': in excess of 45 mg/I should 
not he used illpreparing f'ond for babies under six months of,Jge. It should be
noted that the boiling of sLch water will only serve to increase the nitrate 
C.rIcenl rat ioI. 

Sulfite in ground water is derived mainly from th leaching of natural
deposits 1*magrIesiu m strl fate (Epsom salts) or sodium sidIlate (Glauber's salt)
both of which, inl sufficient qulantities, may produce laxative effects. 

Ilardness is that of' watcrproperty best demonstrated by the readiness

with which it dissolves soap 
to produce suds. No suds are produced in a hard
 
water until tire minerals causing the hardness have been rerm oved by chemical
 
combination with constituents of 
 the soap. The greater the hardness, the 
more soap is reqcuired to produce suds. 

The hardness produced by tIre bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium can
be virtually removed by boiling Ire water and is called temporart hardness. 
The hardness caused mainly by tile sunlfates and chlorides of calcium and
magnesium canot be removed by boiling ard is called permanent hardness. 
Total hardtnss is tile sunt of'tiletemporary and permarnen t hardness.

'FIre removal of tempo rary hardness by heat causes the deposition of
calcium and magnesium carbonates as a hard scale in kettles, cooking utensils,
heat irg coils, and boiler tubes which may result in a waste of'"f'el. 

Total c/issoled sol/s refer to the sum total of all the minerals such as
chlorides, sulfates, etc. found dissolved in the water. A water with a high total 
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dissolved solids content would therefore be expected to present the taste, 
laxative and other problems associated with the individual minerals. Such 
waters are usually corrosive to well screens and other parts of the well 
structure. 

pH is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration in water and indicates 
whether the water is acid or alkaline. It ranges in value from 0 to 14 with a 

value of 7 indicating a neutral water, values hetween 7 and 0 increasingly acid 

and between 7 and 14 increasingly alkaline waters. Most ground waters in the 

United States have p-I values ranging from about 5.5 to 8. Deterininalion of 
the p-I value is important in tile control of corrosion and many processes in 
water treatment. 

The dissolved ox) 'gen content of ground waters is usually low particularly 
in waters found at great depths. Oxygen speeds up the corrosive attack of 

water upin iron, steel, galvanized iron, and brass. The corrosive process is also 

more rapid when the p-I is low. 

lydrogen suljide is recognizable by its characteristic odor of rotten eggs. 

It is very often found in ground waters which also contain iron. In addition to 

the odor, which is noticeable at as low a concentration as 0.5 mg/I, hydrogen 
sulfide combines With oxygen to produce a corrosive condition in wells and 

also combines with iron to form a scale deposit of iron sulfide in pipes. Most 
of the hydrogen sulfide can be removed from ground water by spraying it 

into the air or allowing it to vascade in thin layers over a series of trays. 

Carhon dioxide enters water in appreciable quantities as the water 
percolates through soil in which plants are growing. Dissolved ill water, it 
forms carbonic acid which, together with the carbonates and bicarbonates, 
controls the pH value of most ground waters. A reduction of pressure, such as 
caused by the pumping of a well, results in the escape of carbon dioxide and 
an increase in the ph] value of the water. Testing of ground-water samples for 
carbon dioxide content and p1H, therefore, requires the use of special 
techniques and should be done at the well site The escape of carbon dioxide 
from a water may also be accompanied by tire settling out of' calcium 
carbonate deposits. 

While the above list includes those chemical substances that are likely to 

be of greatest general concern to owners of' small wells, it is by no means all 
exhaustive one nor intended to be such. Conditions peculiar to specific areas 
may require analyses of ground waters for other substances. The group of 
elements often referred to as the trace elements because of the very low 
concentrations in which they are usually found in water are here worth 
mentioning. Among these are arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead and 
selenium, all of which are considered toxic to man at very low levels of intake 
(the order of a fract ion of I rug/I). Since the rate of passage of some of these 
elemetn s through tle body is very slow, tIle effects of repeated doses are 
additive and chronic poisoning occurs. 

Trace elements generally are not present iii objectionable concentrations in 

ground waters but may be so in a few specific areas. It has been reported for 
example, that arsenic has been found in sufficiently high concentrations in 
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ground waters in some parts of Argentina and Mexico to be considered 
injinrious to health. Problems are most likely to arise in areas where waste 
di:;charges from industries, such as electro-plating, and overland run-off 
con taifiing high concentrations of pesticides (insecticides and herbicides) 
enter aquiters. 

The presence ol these trace elements in drinking water are generally not 
delectable by taste or smell or physical appearance of the water. Proper 
chemical analyses are required f*or their detection. IHealth departments, 
laboratories, geological survey departments, and other competent agencies 
should he consulted in areas where waste disposal is likely to increase the 
natural content of these or where tileelements in ground waler natural levels 
are likely to be high because of tilelocal geology. 
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CHAPTER 3
 

GROUND-WATER EXPLORATION
 

Water can be found almost anywhere under the earth's surface. There is, 
however, much more to ground-water exploration than the mere location of 
subsurface water. The water must be in large quantities, capable of sustained 
flow to wells over long periods at reasonable rates, and o" good quality. To be 
reliable, ground-water exploration must co1mbine scientific knowledge with 
experience and C0omon sense. It cannot t)e achieved by the mere waving of a 
magic forked stick as may be claimed by those who pirctice what is variously 
referred to as water witching, water dowsing, or water divining. 

Finding tie right locatioin for a well that produces a good, steady water 
supply all the year round isusually the job of scientists trained in hydrology. 
These scientists are called hydrologists. Their help may be sought from 
geological survey departments, governmental and private engineering organi
zations, and universities if and when available. These experts should always be 
consulted for large scale ground-water development schemes because of !he 
great capital expenditures usually involved. lowever, it should be apparent 
from the remaining sections of' this chapter that a sut'l'icient number of the 
tools of tie hydrologist is based upotl the application otf collillon sense, 
intelligence and &,)od judgemenit to permit their reasonably successful use by 
the average individual interesled in the location of' small wells. The 
interpretation of'geologic data may present problems though, with some help, 
these need rot be totally insurmountable to some of' our readers. The use of 
well inventories and surface evidence of ground water location should be 
nmich less difficult and f'ind greater general applicition. 

The f'ollowing sectiolns describe the simpler tools of tile hydrologist and his 
use of them. The more sophisticated methods ol exploration involving the use 
of geophysics are considered beyond the scope of this matual and, therefore, 
have been excluded. It is suTicient to note that they are available to the 
hydrologist to provide him with additional information on which to base his 
select ion. 

GEOLOGIC DATA 
Before visiting the area to be investigated, the hydrologist seeks out and 

studies all available geologic data relating to it. These would include geologic 
maps, cross-sect ions and aerial photographs. 
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Geologic Maps 
Geologic maps, of which Fig. 3.1 is an example, show where the different 

rock f'ornations, consolidated or unconsolidated, come to tile land surface or 
outcrop, their strike or the direction in which they lie, and their dip or the 
angle at which they are inclined to the horizontal. Other useful information 
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Alluvium, includesunconsolidated sand, 
gravel, l and clay 

Char formation 
limestone 
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0ilO i J Osage limestoneF'f 10 

. .sansoneL B.i/ lvrim.. 

/ 11, K\ Strike and Dip 

:ig. 3.1 tX\AMPLE 01: (AEOtLOGI(.MAP SHOWING TEST iOLE LOCATIONS. 

shown wtuld include theillot i ll of faitus and contour lines indicating depth 
to bedrick thronghout the area. Faiulls are lines of fracture about which the 
rock t'Orlnations are relatively dislocated. The) are the result of forces acting 
in the earth to cause lateral thrust, slippage or uplift. The hydrologist can 
determine tie location mtid areal extent of' aquifers fron the type and 
lolcation ot rtck outcrops and the locatiitt of faults. Faults are also likely 
sites for the (ccuirrelce ol'springs. The width of the olitcrop and angle of (lip 
indicate to him the apprtxinlate thickness of an aquifer and the depths to 
which it can be lttund. The cllmbillatitln td' strike and dip tell him in which 
diiection lie should lcate a well to obtain the inaxinlun thickness of the 
,lquif'Cr. ihe surlace outcrops also indicate the possible areas of recharge to all 
aitLIfer and, by deduction, the direction of flow in the aquifer. The bedrock 
coilltotlis indicate tlhe lnaxilltlni depth to which a well should be drilled in 
seaICII ot wa ter. 

Geologic (ross-Sections 
Geologic cross-sections provide soine ol' tile main cities to the ground

water clnditilons If' a locality. They indicate the character, thickness, and 
successioll OftUiderlying foriations and, therefore, the depths and thick
nesses of existing aquilers. Tle Main sources of infoiniation for the 
preparation itf these sectiots are well records and iatural exposules where tile 
rock faces have not been greatly altered by weathering. Exaniples of the latter 
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may be seen in some river valleys and gorges. These sections may also indicate 
whether water-table or artesian conditions exist in allaquifer. The cross
sect ions of Fig. 3.2, drawn from the geologic map of Fig. 3.1, illustrate many 
of the important features mentioned above. 
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Fig. 3.2 GEOLOGIC (ROSS-S'CUIIONS FROM TIl FMAP OF FIG. 3.1. 

Aerial Photographs 
Aerial photographs. skillfully ilterpreted, provide valuable inform ,tion on 

terrain characteristics which have considerable bearing on the occurrences of 
ground water. Features which indicate subsurface conditions such as 
vegetation, lind 'orm And use, crosilln, drainage patterns, terraces, alluvial 
plains, and gravel pits are appareni oilaerial photographs. The skillful 
interpreter of aerial pl otographs cal determine the most promising areas for 
ground-watcr development. 

INVENTORY OF EXISTING WELLS 
The hydrologist nlext makes a study of all available information on existing 

wells. 
tt'cll hgs which are records of information pertaining to tiledrilling and 

construction of wells would be tile main sources of' information. From these 
logs lie may obtain such information as tine location and depth of the well; 
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depth, thickness, and descriptiou of ,ock formations penetrated; water level 
variations as successive: strata Ae penetrated; vicids from water-bearing 
forimnatiOns penetrated and the co,'esponding drawd,wns; the form of well 
construction; and tire yield viod drawdown of the well upon completion. 
Many drillirg organizations also K.ecp samples of rocks from the various 
lormationls penetrateu. A,so-iatt d with the well log shotld be a record of the 
water quality (physica !;ad ch:e'ninal characterist'cs) ol' water-bearing strata 
encotIrtered. Of further interest :o the hydlrohgisi would be records of any 
tests making use ofltlheweli ,r,Ialeials tre well to) determineFrom._ the 
hydraulic characteristics such as pejru)rubility :rd trajismis,;ibility o" the 
Aqtifer. TO the pctur,., h,.- would h records tcompleC the nier.sted itt the 
variations in yield and w:ler qualo\ aid ihistory t anmy probleb.i associated 
with the well sfince its completion. The hydrologi:o mnay vishi to have new 
checks made on some ispet,!s of these records such :is the water qualily and 
Yield. 

All these ieterds rnaN not be avail able from any single sour,:e. Inaddition 
to the vaii(rts agencies already meiionecd, tie h.drohogist may have to 
cOnstillt well owners and drilling orga:,ai:,ltios. 

With records from a safficient ntroher of' wells, 'lie hydrologist would now 
be iln itOlltOlr or upper sulrface of'a position to make a llAp oft tIre water-table 
tie 10one of' Satoation. Yo otit this. lie uses Ilie ,caslred hptlhs ,rolllard 
surf'ace to table At \Vells and height of' tile:iid surface relative10ie waler the 
to sea level which lie obtaihs froll tolq;glaphic naps or :site survey. lie then 

p,mlts of al waler Thisconlects all equt,elevatiii tof' the table on 'imap. 
c011rt1rr Map shows tie slap_ of' the \,:tier ace.siln It i,a very irirportant map 
if) that it shows riot onrly the depth below whic11 gionrd water is stored but 
also, trn,,tire slope of' tie water ta te, lire direclion inl which tire water 
nioves. 

SURFACE EVIDENCE 
The hydrologist is now ready to visit the -areaand take a closer look at any 

surFace evid:nce of' mrortnd-waler ocirrerece. lie vill examirre in greater 
detail tie iniportant superficial f'eattres le had noted on tfie toplographic 
maps and aerial photographs. Amng the fealtres tha %Wouldprovide valuable 
cities would be land forms, stream pat tes. springs. lakes, and veetation. 

Grtrd witer is likely to occur it larger quianlrties nader xvaileys than 
under hills. Valley fills courtaining rock waste washed dowrr !'rom ,rOttaii 
sides are often 10rid rto be very productive aquif'er:. The muateri:l may have 
been deposited by strearrts or shecet floods with some of the f'iner material 
getting intio tutform stratified beds. SoMc of' these deposits mayhkes l:rk,. 
also be fo'tund to have been irarspirted by wind and re-deposited as sand 
dunes. All these arid otheifaclors iiiiuence tire rate at which tire valley lill 
wx'ill yield water. C'oastal terraces. I'tmed y tue sinkinmg and raisig of coastal 
areas relative it)sea level ill tire geologie past. and coastal and liver plains are 
other land fotins that would indicate tilepresence of good aqtifers. 

Any eviderce of stfface water such aS sltrearrns. springs, seeps. swxaml)s, or 
lakes is a good iridicalion of' Iie presence oF some ground water, though not 
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necessarily in usable quantity. The sand and gravel deposits found in river 
beda may very often extend laterally into the river banks which may b, 
penetrated by shallow, highly productive wells. 

Vegetation, particularly water-loving types when found in arid regions, 
provides good clues to shallow gfound-waler occurrence. Evidence of 
unusually thick overgrowth is genierally a sure pointer to the presence of 
streams and other sutrface waters, the vicinities t0 whicl Would be likely sites 
for ground-water investigations. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates the application of 
some of the principles outlined above in the selection of possible well sites. 
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fon t th foto il ndrvrbns 
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p- Dense vegetation indicating possible shallor water table and proximity
ei surface stream. 

2- River plains: possible sites in
for ellswater-table aquifer.

3 -Flowing spng where ground water outcrops. Springs may also be
found a( the foot of hills and river banks. 
4 - River beds cut into) water-bearing sand formation. Indicate possibility

of river banks as good well sites. 

In many areas, sonle of' tiherecords, inaps, and other relevant itilfornmation 
so far discussed will not be available Ito[ie hydrologist. Where tile size of' the 
project warrants it, lie,.ill arrange Itorill in the itfformation as tar as is 
practicable. [In tor tile size of ,,eilshereinoilier situations, very likely the case 
considered, lie will simtply use his best judgement based oil the readily 
available inf'ormnation. 
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CHAPTER 4
 

WATER WELL DESIGN
 

Generally, the aim of engineering design is to achieve the best possible 
combination of performance, useful life and reasonable cost. The designer of 
small wells will often find that his optimum solutions involve a variety of 
compromises and that he must adopt a flexible approach to each problem. 
Among these compromises is the need to sacrifice performance or efficiency 
in order to reduce costs. For example, in the situation where a small yield is 
required from a very thick and permeable aquifer, a less efficient type of 
intake section such as slotted pipe may justifiably be used in a small well to 
save the extra cost of a more efficient factory-manufactured screen. Here, the 
limited yield reii:tive to the highly productive nature of the aquifer makes 
cost and availability of funds assume a more important role than hydraulic 
e fficiency. It may also be considered worthwhile to compromise the useful 
lifeof a small well with respect to its cost. With stainless steel and other 
iion--colrosive materials costing two to three times as much as ordinary steel, a 
designer may use vell casing of the latter material under corrosive conditions, 
fully expecting to replace it, perhaps inone-half the time lie would have had 
he used stainless steel. Ie may very well have based his decision on the fact 
that at the end of the shorter useful life, extra funds might be available for a 
replacement of the existing well. 

For design purposes, a well to be constructed in unconsolidated materials 
may be coasidered as consisting of two main parts. The upper part or cased 
section of the well serves as housing for the pumping equipment and as a 
vertical conduit through which water flows from the aquifer to the pump or 
to the discharge pipe of a flowing artesian well. It is usually of water-tight 
construct ion and extends downward from the surface to the impervious 
formation immediately above an artesian aquifer or to a safe depth below the 
anticipated pumping water level (see the later section of this chapter dealing 
with sanitary protect ion of wells). It is also referred to as the well casing. 

The lower or intake section of the well is that part of tlie well structure 
where water from the aquifer enters the well. The intake section may be 
simply the open lower end of the well casing, though this would be a most 
unsatisfactory arrangement in unconsolidated formations. The disadvantages 
are the large well diameters required for the natural seepage of water into the 
well and the tendency for aquifer material to heave into the well casing 
as the well is being pumped. A screening device known as a well screen 
should be used instead. Such a screen permits the use of techniques aimed at 
increasing the natural seepage rate into the well (see later section on well 
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development), thus making a much smaller well practicable. In addition to 
ensuring the relatively free entry of water into the well at low velocity, the 
screen must provide structural support against the collapse of the unconsoli
dated formation material and prevent the entry of this material with water 
into the well. 

CASED SECTION 
The selection of tie well casing diamt'er is usually contro!led by the :ype 

and size of the pump that is expected to he required for the desired or 
potential yield of the well. The well casing must be large enough to 
accotmodate tile pump with sufficient clearance for easy installation and 
efficient operation. For larger wells, such as those used for municipal and 
industrial supplies, tilecasing diameter should be chosen as two nominal sizes 
(never less than one nominal size) larger than that of' the puilp bowls. For 
wells of 4 inches attd less in diameter it is satisfaclory to select a casing 
diameter which is one notuinal size larger than that of the pump bowls, pump 
cylinder or punp body. Tite above assumes tie use f'a deep-well type of 
pump which is usually suspended by pipe columni and/or shaft with itn tilewell
 
casing. A pump having at howl diameter (see Fig. 8.11 ) greater than 3 inches
 
should not. according to this rule, be installed in a 4-inch diameter casing.
 

lit small wells where pumping water levels below ground surface are known 
to be within the practic::l suction limits (15 feet or less) of tnost surface-type 
pumps, such pumps are either directly connected to the top of' the well casing 
or connected to a suCtion pipe suspended inside the well casing. The well 
casing diameter may then be selected in relation to tie diameter of the 
suction or inlet of' tileFLmp, bearing io mind that it is not good practice to 
restrict the s. :tion capacity of tile pump by using pipe of a smaller diameter 
than that of thme Suction side of' tle pump. 

lit larger and deeper wells than those being considered, it is sometimes 
advantageous fbr ecomrttic and other reasons to reduce tite casing diameter at 
levels below the lowest anticipated punping depth. This is done by 
telescoping one or more smaller sized casing sections through the uppermost 
one. This raves the extra cost of extending the large diameter casing all the 
way down to the aquifer when a smaller size of pipe would be sufficient to 
accommodate the anticipated flow with reasonable head loss. However, there 
is little justification for this type of design inwells of 4 inches and less in 
diameter and not mnore than 100 feet deep. 

INTAKE SECTION 
Type and Construction of Screen 

The single factor with greatest influence on the efficient performance of a 
well is the design and construction of the well scieen. A properly designed 
screen combines a high percentage of open area for relatively unobstructed 
flow into tilewell with sufficient strength to resist the forces to which tile 
screen may be subjected both during and after installation in the well. The 
screen Openings should preferably be shaped so as to facilitate flow into the 
well while making it difficult for small particles to become permanently 
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lodged in them and thus restrict flow. A discussion of various types of well 
screens and their uses is presented in the following paragraphs. 

The contintous-slot type of well screen shown in Fig. 4.1 is made with 
cold-drawn wire, approximately triangular in section, wound spirally around a 
circular array of longiltidinal rods. The wire is welded to the rods at all points 

Fig. 4.1 FAIRICATION OF A CONTINUOUS-SLOT TYPE OF WELL SCREEN. 

at which they cross. The resulting cylindrical well screen becomes a one-peice, 
rigid unit. 

The stronger the material used in construction, the smaller would be tlhr. 
dimensions of tire wire rods and hence tie greater the ratio of open area to
 
solid area of' the screen surface. These screens are being made of rme tals such
 
as galvanized ion, steel, stainless steel and various types of brass. 
 Experi
inents are also in progress with Ihe use of plastic malerials.
 

The percentage o 'open area is the factor exerting the greatest influence on
 
the efficiency of'a screen. 
 As will be shown later, the size of the weil scr_'en 
opening is determined from the size of the particles of the material 
composing tire aquiter. With this size fixed, tie aim of screen design is to 
obtain the maximum possible total open area in agiven length of screen. The 
greater the total open area, tlhelesser is tie resistance to flow into tileWeil. 
The entrance velocity through the larger intake area is also lower ard so is the 
resulting head Iss or flow through the screen. Ilence we have a more 
efficient well screen. The greater the percentage of open area in a screea, the 
greater is the total open area ina given length oh screen. 

Looking at it in another way, tire greater tIre percenlage open area of a 
screen, the shorler is tire length of"screen requIrired [Or a given rate of flow at a 
given velocity. This riearis Ihat a saving inconstructiotn co,"s cart be made 
through tle u:;c of' a shorter lenglh of screen. The continuous-slot type of 
screen provides more intake area per square hoot of screen surface or per unit 
length of screen than any olher known type arid, therefore, canl result in 
savings when used. 
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Along with maximum open area in a well screen, the design must also be 
such that the openings do tvot become clogged by sand particles after the 
screen is placed in the aquifer. This is achieved by the use of V-shaped 
openings formed by the triangular shaped wire as shown in Fig. 4.2. In Fig. 
4.3 is shown a sand grain entering and passing through a V-shaped opening, 
never clogging it, while remaining in other known types of openings to clog 
them. This property of the V-shaped opening is of special importance when 
developing the well, is the developing process isbased on passing the smaller 
sizes of sand particles through the screen and removing them from the well. 
This process, a necessary one for the completion of the well, is described later 
in this chapter. 

Another notable feature of the 
continuous-slot type of screen is 
the fact that the slot openings can 
be easily varied in size even within 
the same section of screen if tile 
geologic conditions so require. This 
is done simply by altering the set 
spacing at which the adjacent wires 
are wrapped. Thus a single section 
of screen can be made with one or 
more different sizes of slot open
ings. The width of slot openings can 
also be held to close tolerances. 

Continuous-slot well screens are 
made with practically any width of 
opening 0.006 inch and larger. Tile 

.slot openings are designated by
Fig. 4.2 SECTION OCONTINUOJS-

SLOT TYPE SCREEN SIIOW- nLimbers corresponding to the 
ING V-SIIAPED OPENINGS. width of tIle opening in thou

sandtlhs of an inch. Thus a screen 
with a No. 10 slot has openings 0.010 inch wide. 

Louirer- or shutltcr-type well screens have rows of openings ill tile form of 
shiuters (Fig. 4.4). Manufacturers can and do arrange the openings either at 
right angles oi parallel to the axis of the screen. The openings are produced in 
the wall of a welded tube by a stamping operation using a die. The range of 
sizes of openings is limited by ilie sizes of the set of dies used by each 
11a1lutactLurer. An unlinited raiige of die sizes would not be practical. This is 

one deficiency of thiis type of screen by copnarison with tile coot inou1is-slOt. 
Another important deficiency is the much lower percentage of open area in 
shutter-type screens. Tiis is so because sizeable blank spaces Must be left 
between adjacent openings if the metal is not to be torn in the stamping 
process. 

Yet another shortcomivig of the shutter-type screen is the tendency of the 
ipenings to become blocked during the devcopne it of wells (Fig. 4.3) where 
the aquifcr material c,ntains anr appreciable proportion ofsand. This type of 
screen is. therefore, best used in artifically gravel-packed wells, a description 
of which is presented later in this chapler. 
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0 ,r The pipe-base well screen is 
' another type of screen in use. It 

consists of a jacket around a perfo
rated metal pipe. The jacket may be 

- _ in tihe forni of' a t rapezo id al-sh aped 

wire wound directly onto and 
around tile pipe (called a wrapped
on-pipe screen). Alternatively the 
wire may be wound over a series of 
longitudinal rods spaced at fixed 

THE V-SHAPED OPENINGS ntervals around the circumference 
OFTIIECONTINUOUS.SLOT of the pipe. The latter is a more 
TYPE OF SCREEN (RIGIT) efficient type of screen as tie rods 
ALLOWS S A N D GRAINS hold the wire away from tei pipe
BARELY SMALLER TIHAN 
THE WIDTI OF TIlE OPEN- surface to reduce the blocking of 
INGS TO PASS FREELY the screen openings. A stronger
WITHOUT (LOGGING.
OPENINGS WITIIOUT ilE screen can be obtained by using a 
TAPER TEND T0 IIOLD slip-on jacket made of an integral
PARTICLES JUST SMALL Unit of welded well screen.
ENOUGHI TO ENTER TIIEM. 'The perforations or holes in tile 

pipe and the spaces between adja
cent turns of the wrapping wire form two sets of openings in this type of 
screen. Usually the total open area of the holes in the pipe is less than that 
between the wrapping wire. It is, therefore, the holes in tile pipe that control 
the performance of the screen. The percentage open area in the pipe is usually 
low and hence this type of' screen is relatively inefficient. 

Very often this type of construction is used in order to avoid making a 
screen entirely of tile costly non-corrosive alloys such as stainless steel, 
bronze or brass. Such alloys are then used only in the jacket while the pipe is 
of steel. A screen so constructed with two or more metals would be subject to 
failure from galvanic corrosion. ('ost ruct ion of the screen entirely of one of 
tihe ion-corrosive alloys, while being more costly, will solve this problem and 
result in a more durable screen. 

Driv'e points or well points, as they are comnmonly known, are short 
lengths of well screen which are attached to successive lengths of pipe and 
driven by repeated blows to the desired position in an aquifer or in a 
formation to be dewatered. A forged steel point is usually attached to the 
lower end to facilitate penetration into tle ground. 

Well points are made in a variety of types and sizes. Most commonly, they 
are designed for direct attachment to either I %-inch or 2-inch pipe. They can 
be made of the conhinuous-slot type of well screen (Fig. 4.5), thus benefit ting 
from all the desirable features of that type of screen. Such screens will 
withstand hard driving, bUt care should be taken to avoid twisting them while 
driving. 

A common type of well point is the brass jacket type. It consists of a 
perforated pipe covered with bronze wire mesh which is, in turn, covered 
with a perforated brass sheet to protect it from damage. The pointed lower 
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Fig. 4.4 LOUVER- OR SIUTTER-
TYPE WELL SCREEN, BEST 
USED IN ARTIFItIALLY 
GRA\'EL-PA 'KED WELI S. 
(From Laync and Bowler, Inc., 
Memphis,Tennessee.) 

end, made of forged steel, carries a 
wider shoulder to protect the 
screen from damage by gravel or 
stones while being driven. The lim
itations of pipe-base screens also 
apply to this type of well point. 

Another type of well-point con
struction is the brass tube type 
consisting of a slotted brass tube 
slipped over perforated pipe. It has 
an advantage over the wire-mesh 
jacket type in that it is not as easily 
ripped or damaged. 

The sizes of' openings bor the 
continuous-slot type of well points 
are designated as described for the 
continuous-slot well screens. Mesh
covered well point openings are 
designated by the mes;h size in 
terms of the number of openings 
per linear inch. The common sizes 
are 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 mesh. 

Slotted pipe is sometimes used 
as a substitute for well screens 
particularly in the smaller sized 
wells under consideration in this 
manual. The openings or slots in 

the pipe Dre usually cut with a 
sharp saw, electrically operated if 
possible, to maintain accuracy and 

regularity in size. Several other 
methods have been used, however, 

suctl as cutting with an oxyacetylene torch and punching with a chisel and die 
or casing perforator. 

The method of construction immediately suggests a number of important 
limitations to the use of slotted pipe as well screens. These are: (I) structural 
strength requires wide spacing of slots, resulting in a low percentage of open 
area; (2) openings may be inaccurate, varying in size throughout the length of 
each slot; (3) openings narrow enough to control fine sands are difficult, if 
not impossible, to produce: (4) the lack of continuity of the openings reduces 
the efficiency of the process of well development; and (5) the slotting and 
perforation of steel pipe makes it more readily subject to corrosion, particu
larly at the jagged edges and surfaces. 

Slotted plastic pipe has been finding increasing use in small dianeter wells 
in recent years. Its light weight and ease of handling make it suitable for use 
in remote areas not easily reached by motor driven vehicles. It is 
non-corrosive and less costly than steel pipe in sizes 4 inches in diameter and 
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smaller. In addition, the slots can 
[1be easily madr on location with a 

sharp saw within reasonable limits 
of accuracy. Slots cut spirally 
around the circumference of the 
pipe in the manner shown in Fig. 
4.6 will resull in less weakening of 
the pipe and closer spacing of the 
slots than if" they were made at 
right angles to the axis. Conse
quently, the percentage of open 
area is greater. Slots made at right 
angles to the axis of plastic pipe are 
subje'i to tearing at both ends if 
the st. ted pipe is bent when han
dliiig it during installation. This 
tendency is reduced by the use of 
the spiral design. 

Thre mnost convcnient type of 
joint for use with small diameter 
plastic pipe in well construction is 
the spigotted joint. For these joints,
tie manufacturers supply a quick
setting cement which provides more 
than adequate and lasting strength. 
The slotted plastic-pipe screen can 
be lowered into apreviously drilled 

Fig. 4.5 CONTINUOUSSLT TYPE hole on the end of casing of the 
OF WELL POINT AND EX- same material. Steel clamps are 
TENSION SECTION. tused to suspend the string of pipes


while adding new lengths. i: may

also be washed, open ended, with a jet of water into a previously drilled
 
hole. Suitable drilling mud should be used during rotary drilling op
erations to prevent the open hole from collapsing while the string of 
plastic pipe is being placed in position. Care should be taken to wash the 
hole clear of all cuttings before placing the pipe. Plastic pipe generally requires
the use of greater care during handling and installation operations than do 
metal pipes. 

It cannot be contended thfat slotted plastic pipe will be as efficient awell 
screen as tie continuous-slot type. However, when only small quantities of 
water are required from relatively thick (20 feet and greater) sand and gravel 
or gravel aquifers, efficiency loses some of its importance to economy and 
ease of construction. Under these conditions, together with the anes already
mentioned, slotted plastic pipe is an attractive alternative to the continuous
slot or other manufactured type of well screen. It is particularly suited to the 
provision of individual water supplies in remote and in:ivcessible areas. 
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Screen Length, Size of Openings and Diameter 
The length, size of openings and 

diameter of tilewell screen are the 
remaining design fcatures which 
influence tileefficiency of flow 
into a well. Together. they deter
mine the entrance velocity of flow 

4 through screen tiletihe into well. 
This entrance velocity in turn in
fluences the head or pressure loss 
required for maintaining the flow 

y i 	 and, as a consequence, also in
fluences tileefficiency of the screen 

".!,':,, or that rate of llow. 

Itdesigning a well to obtain the 
maximum yield from an aquifer, 
then the procedure would first be 
to select the screen length and size 
of openings based on the natural 
characteristics of tileaquifer. The 
screen diameter would then be 
selected so as to provide enough 
total area of screen openings that 
tie entrance velocity does not 
exceed the chosen design standard. 
Usually, however, small wells are 
designed to provide a certain lim
ited yield, well below the maximum 
possible yield, and the screen 
diamete, is first chosen essentially 
wilh a view to keeping costs down 
to a minimum. The diameter se-

Fig. 4.6 SLOTrED PLASTt(" PIPE. lected would then be the smallest 
practicable ore, consistent With the 

expected yield and the diameter of' the casing. Normally. it isnot considered 
good practice to a well screen casing.use of larger diameter than that of tile 
The size of the screen openings is, as before. fixed hy the aquifer 
characteristics, but the screen length is,in this case, determined by thc total 
area oh screen openings required to keep tie entrance velocity orItbelow the 
design standard. Should tie screen length determined on Ihis basis te greater 
than the thickness and other characteristics of the aqtifer would permit, then 
tile length ischosen as the maximumtn consistent with these limitations.screen 
Following this. a snitahlle diameter is chosen to be consistent with the design 
standard tCr entrance screen.velocity into tile A inore detailed discussion of 
the design standard for tlie en rance velocity follows discUssions of the effects 
of aquifer characteristics on the selection of screen length and size of 
openings. 
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Manufacturers make well screens in two series of sizes, the telescope-size
and the pipe-size or ID-size. Telescope-size screens are designed to be
"telescoped" or lowered through the well casing to the final position. The 
diameter of each screen isjust sufficiently smaller than tile inside diameter of
the corresponding size of standard pipe to permit the screen to be freely 
lowered through tile pipe. 

The pipe-size or Il)-size series of well screens have tile same inside diameter 
as the corresponding size of standard pipe. This type of screen is used when it
is desired to maintain fie same diameter throughout the full depth of the
well. They are provided, in the small sizes under consideration, with either 
welded or thieaded end connections. 

Screen length: The screen length selection can be influenced by the thickness 
of the aquifer. While definite rules may be set, based on this relationship, for
large wells it would he unwise to do so for small ones. A farmer or home
owler should not be burdened with a long and costly well screen in a thick 
aquifer when his requirements are so sntall as not to warrant it. The screen 
length should be sufficient to meet his needs with a reasonable drawdown in
the well. As already stated, a compromise must be made betweev well cost 
and well efficiency. The other extreme must also be avoided. Economization 
should not be taken to the point where the length of screen provided is such 
that the yield barely meets the owner's present needs. A reasonable allowance 
should be made for his future needs. Failure to do so may, in tile long run, 
prove to he far more costly to the owner. 

11 is important to niote that imI a thick aquifer, veil yield is much more 
effectively increased by increasing the screei length than by proportionately 
increasing the screen diameter. Doubling the screen diameter, for instance,
will only resull in an increase of It) to 15 percent in the yield. In most cases, 
however, doubling the screen length will result in the yield being almost 
doubled. It is, therel'ore, much belter io use screen length as a controlling 
factor on well yield rather than screen diameter in thick aquifers.

The ole played by aquifer characterist ics in screen length selection is best 
demonstrated %viti the use of a few examples. Where a thick layer ofcoarse 
sand or gravel underlies a layer of fine sand as shown in Fig. 4.7A, the screen
 
length should be at least one-third tle thickness ofit le coarse sand layer. For
 
the sitaltuions slhovi 
 in Fig. 4.713 amd Fig. 4.7C. almost tie entire thickness of' 
the lower laver of coarse sand should be screened. Should this prove
inadequate for the desired yield, tlien it would to extend thebe necessary 
screet a short distance into the overlying finer sand. Where a sandcoarse 
overlies a fioe sand as in Fig. 4.7D. it sMould normally be sufficienit to place
tie screen in the coarse sand layer with the length being equtal to about 
one-half tile thickttess of that layer. 

In tlini aquifers confined by clays, particularly clays that tend to be easily
eroded when exposed to water. screen lengths should be chosen so as to avoid 
the possibility of placing screen openings opposite these clays. Screening of 
clay layers cotld result in their collapse during the well development process
with tlme well forever producing a muddy water. 
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Fig. 4.7 	 RECOMMENDED POSITIONING OF WELL SCREENS IN VARIOUS STRA-
TIFIED. WATER-BEARING SAND FORMATIONS. 

Screen slot ,,pcning. An understanding of the method of selecting the size of 
screen slot openings first of all requires an understanding of the process and 
objectives of well development. As previously stated, fine material occupies 
part of the otherwise larger pore spaces of water-bearing formations, thus in
creasing the head losses due to friction and reducing the quantity of water 
yielded per unit of drawdown in a well (specific capacity). The object of vell 
development isto remove as much of this finer material as possible from a zone 
around the well to improve the specific capacity and efficiency of the well. 
There are a variety of methods that are used for inducing the flow of this fine 
material through the well screen and then extracting it by pumping or bailing. 
Some of these methods are described in Chapter 6. It is sufficient to note at 
this point that well development involves the removal of the finer aquifer 
material in the vicinity of a well and that this removal takes place through the 
screen and out of tie casing. 
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The limiting size of material to be removed, therefore, fixes the size of tile 
screen slot openings. To determine this limiting size, a particle size analysis of 
the aquifer material must first be undertaken. About a cup of dry, thoroughly 
mixed aqliifer material is passed Ihrough a standard set of sieves (Fig. 4.8) 
and the weight of the fractions retained on each sieve is recorded. These 
weights are then expressed as percentages of the total weight of sample and a 
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graph is plotted of tile cumulative 
percent of tie sample retained oI a 
given sieve and all tile other sieves 
above it versus tie size of tire given

expr,)essed in thousandths of' 

an inch (Fig. 4.9). A sinooth curve 
is drawn through tIre points on tie 
graph. This curve shows at a glance 
how mtich of the material is smaller 
or larger than a given particle size. 
For example, tie curve in Fig. 4.9 
shows that 90 percent of tire 

salple consists of sand grains larger
than 0.010 inch or that 10 percent 
is sinaller ,ha this size. Expressed
in a notier wWay, we may say tIiat 

90 percent size of tile sand is 

(1.0 1(0 inch. 

Before describing the use of 
these sieve-analysis curves for the 
selectirn of screen slot openings it 
is desirable to point out another 
important use to which they are 
put. Reference here is to tile use of 
tire shape and location of the curve 
to delermine the uniformity in size 

of the material and tile classifica
tion of the material in such types as 
fine sands, coarse sands and gravels. 
For example, a narrowly spread,
alnost vertical type of curve indi

cates .1 Utiltorin type of' material. It' 
such a curve occupies the left hand 

corner of tIre graph sheet (Fig. 4.10A) in tire region oft the small sieve sizes, 
then it represents a firre unilorin sand. Oir tile other hiand, a curve widely 
spread across tire graph shree, as in Fig. 4.10D. indicates a sand and gravel 
mixture containing very little fire sand. Ai aquifer of such material would 
have a higher permeability and should be a much better producer of water 
than one containing the fine sand of Fig. 4.10t,. 

Examining Fig. 4.10D closely shows that removing all the material finer 
than tire 40 percent size would leave only material coarser than 0.050 inch in 
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Fig. 4.9 	 TFYICAL SIEVE-ANALYSIS CURVE SHOWS DISTRIBUTION OF GRAIN 
SIZES IN PER CENT BY WEIGH.*. 

the formation. This relatively coarse material would have large pore spaces 
through which flow would be relativly free. A well constructed in aquifer 
material of this type with a screen carrying 0.050-inch slot openings or a No. 
50 slot screen would have a high efficiency after proper development to 
remove the fine material. 

Generally, well slot openings are designed to retain froni 30 to 50 percent 
of the formation material depending upon the aquifer conditions. The 
selection should tend toward the higher value for fine, unilform sands 
containing corrosive waters and toward the lower value for coarse sand and 
gravel formations. For example, the 40 percent size is recommended for a 
fine, uniform sand if the water is non-corrosive. If the water were corrosive, 
however, this would cause a gradual enlarging of the slot openings with time 
and a resulting steady flow of sand into the well. The designer must be more 
conservative under such circumstances and select the smaller opening that 
would be given by the tmieof the 50 percent size. in a coarse sanld and gravel 
formation, however, the enlarging of the selected slot opening by a few 
thousandths of"allimch would not create a perpetual sanding problem and the 
30 percent size may be chosen tor the slot opening. 

The selection of' a 30 percent size of opening means that 70 percent of' the 
formation in [he vicinity of the well will be removed in the developing 
process. Similarly, 0) percent oh the forlnation is removed with a 40 percent 
size of slot opening. Selecting the 30 percent size as against the 50 percent 
size mneans that more material is removed, thts causing the development of a 
larger zone in the material surrounding the screen. This usually increases the 
specific capacity ol'the well and hence its efficiency in sutfficient proportion to 
offset the extra cost otfdevelopment. This is only permissible if the formation 
conditions are such as it)indicate the use of the larger 30 percent size of slot 
opening. A more conservative select ion of slot size is recotinended whenever 
there is doubt about the reliability of the satnples provided for analysis. 
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Most geologic formations are stratified, having layers of varying particle 

size distribution. In such cases, slot size openings should be selected for 
different sections of screen to suit the particle size distribution of the 
different strata. Two more rules should be fo!lowed in aquifers where a fine 
sand overlies coarse material. 

1. The screen with the slot size designed for the finer material should be 

extended at least 2 feet into the coarse material. 
2. 	 The slot size of the screen designed for the coarse material should never 

be greater than twice the slot size for the overlying finer material. 

These rules are aimed at reducing the possibility of the well perpetually 

producing sand from the fine tipper layer. Fig. 4.11 illustrates how this 

possibility may arise. It should also be remembered that depths to formation 

changes are not always accurately measured and it is not always possible to 

set screens at the exact levels intended. The observation of these rules then 

assumes 	greater importance. 
The method of selecting screen slot openings so far outlined assumes

I -,	 [ 
Fine sand
 
NolO slot (0.010-inch)
 

.	 ... . s d ... . 

No.50slot (0050-inch) B 

Fig. 4.11 SEQUENCE ILLUSTRATES POSSIBILITY OF FINE SAND ENTERING UP-
PER PART OF LOWER SE(.TION OF SCREEN AFTER DEVELOPMELNT OF 
WELL IF THE LARGER OPENINGS OF TIllS LOWER SE(lON OF 
SCREEN EXFENDTO TIE 'FOP OF 'ILE COARSE MATERIAL. 

conditions that make it practicable to order well screens aftLr doing sieve 

analyses of formation materials. In many countries and in the remote parts of 

some others this procedure would result in costly delays while awaiting an 

imported screen. The designer of small wells under such conditions would be 

justified in selecting a slot opening(s) based upon previous experience with 

existing wells in the same aquifer even betbre drilling operations begin. It 

would also be advisable to select a standard size of slot opening for a 

multiple-well program in the same aquifer in order to benefit from the 

resulting reduced costs and time saving. This may, however, entail gravel 

packing of some of the wells to prevent them from producing fine sand. The 
is not aefficiency of other wells may be less than optimtim. This, however, 
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prime concern in small wells. Generally, the benefits of standardization of 
slot openings of small wells under the above stated conditions would offset 
the disadvantages. 

The entrance relocity is determined by dividing the expected or desired 
yield of the well expressed in cubic feet per second by the total area of the 
screen openings expressed in square feet. 

The total area of screen openings is the area of openings provided per foot 
of screen multiplied by the selected length of screen expressed illfeet. Most 
mantlfact Lire rs provide tables :howing the o pen area per loot of screen for 
each size of screen diameter and I'M various widths of slot openings. Table 4.1 
is all example of one of these. From this table it is seen that a No. 40 slot. 
3-inch diameter telescope-size screen of this type contains 42 square inches of 
open area per foot of' screen length. A I0-oot length of such a screen would, 
therefore, contain 420 square inches of total open area. 

The design standard for the entrance velocity is chosen such that the 
friction losses in the screen openings will be negligible and tie rate of 
incrustation and corrosion will be minimum. Laboratory tests and field 

'I'A1LE 4.1 
INTAKE AREAS FOR S-LE(iE) WIDTHS OF1SLOT OPENINGS, (Square Inches per
Lineal IFoot o(Screeii). 

Nominal Actual I Slot No. 10 Slot No. 20 Slot No. 40 Slot No. 60 
Screen OD (0.010") (0.020") (0.040") (0.060") 
Size of Screen (0.25 mm) (0.50 mm) (1.0 am) (1.50 mm) 

2" TS 1-3/4" 10 16 26 32 
1 " PS 2-3/8" 13 22 36 45 
2" PS _-5/8" 14 25 41 50 
3" TS 2-3/4" 15 26 42 52 
2 " PS 3-1/8" 17 30 48 59 
3" PS 3-5/8" 20 34 54 68 
4" TS 3-3/4" 21 35 56 71 
4"PS 4-5/8" 25 44 _ 68 86 

(Courtesy UOP-hohnson Division, Universal 
Oil Products Company, St. Paul, Minnesota) 

Notes: 	TS means telescope-size well screen 
PS means pipe-size well screen 

experience have shown that these objectives are achieved if the screen en
trance velocity is equal to ,t less than 0.1 I ft per sec. Tihe screen length 
preferably, or the dianieter as is practicable, should be increased if this 
velocity is greater than 0.1 ft per sec. On the other hand, if tie entrance 
velocity is appreciably less than 0.1 ftper sec - say 0.05 ft per see - the 
screen length i may be reduced until the entrance velocity more nearly 
approaches the staiidard of 0.1 ft per sec. 

SELECTION OF CASING AND SCREEN MATERIALS 
The choice of materials that go into the construction of a well is a very 

important aspect of water well design. A well constructed of materials with 
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little or no resistance to corrosion can be destroyed beyond usefulness by a 
highly corrosive water within a few months of completion. This will be the 
case no matter how excellent the other aspects of design. A poor selection of 
materials can also result in collapse of tile well due to inadequate strength.
The above are factors which hiave considerable influence on what is called the 
useful life of a well. In addition to these influences, the selection of materials 
also has considerable bearing on the cost of a well. The corrosion resistant 
metals, for example, are much more costly than ordinary steel. The choice of 
a suitable metal or the provision of a greater thickness of the same metal to 
meet streng, . requirements invariably results in higher costs. These considera
tions, therefore, indicate that the designer must exercise great care in the 
selection of materials for a well. 

The designer usually makes his decision on the choice of materials after 
considering three main factors. These are water quality, strengthrequirements 
and cost. 

Water Quality 
Water quality, in this context, refers primarily io the mineral content of 

the water that will be produced by the well. Its effects on metal may be of 
two basic type:.,. It may cause corrosion or incrustation. Some waters cause 
both corrosion and incrustation. Chemical analyses of water samples can 
indicate to the skilled interpreter whether a water is likely to be corrosive, 
incrusting, or both. Unless knowledge is already available on the nature of the 
water in tie aquifer, it would be wise to seek the advice of a chemist with 
relevant experience before select ing materials for use in a well. 

Corrosion is a process which results iii the destruction of metals. Corrosive 
waters are usually acid and may contain relatively high concentrations of 
dissolved oxygen which is often necessary for and increases the rate of 
corrosion. High concentrations of carbon dioxide, tot.'', dissolved solids and 
hydrogen sulfide with its characteristic odor of rotten eggs are other 
indications of a likely corrosive water. 

Besides water quality, there are other factors such as velocity offlow and 
dissimilarit' of metals which contribute to the corrosion process. The greater
the velocity of flow, the greater is the removal of the protective corrosion end 
products from tile surface of the metal and hence the exposure of that 
surface to further corrosion. This is another important reason for keeping the 
velocity through screen openings within acceptable limits. The use of two or 
more different types of metals such as stainless steel and ordinary steel, or 
steel and brass or bronze should be avoided whenever possible. Corrosion is 
usually greatest at the points of contact or closest proximity of the metals. 

Corrosion may occur in well screens as well as casings. It call be more 
critical in screens because it can reach damaging proportions much earlier 
than in casings. This is because only a small enlargement of the screen 
openings is required for the entry of sand through the screen, while the full 
thickness of the casing metal must be penetrated for failure of a well through
corrosion of the casing. This is, however, no reason for ignoring the effect of 
corrosion in casings. Casing failure by corrosion equally ruins a well as does 
failure of the screen. It can cause the introduction of clay and polluted or 
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otherwise unsatisfactory water into the well. Corrosive well waters have been 
observed to destroy steel casings in less than 6 months in Guyana, thus 
ruining many wells. 

Ordinary steel and iron are not corrosion resistant. There are, however, a 
number of metal alloys available with varying degrees of corrosion resistance. 
Among these are the stainless steels which combine nickel and chromium 
with steel and also the various copper-based alloys such as brass and bronze 
which combine traces of silicon, zinc and manganese with copper. Manu
facturers, supplied with water analyses, can be expected to provide advice on 
the type of metal or metal alloys to be used. 

Plastic pipe of the polyvinyl chloride (pvc) type is an attractive alternative 
to the use of metals in small wells, particularly under corrosive conditions. It 
combines corrosion resistance with adequate strength and economy. 

Inicnistation,unlike corrosion, results not in the destruction of metal, but 
in the deposition of minerals on it and in the aquifer immediately around a 
well. Physical and chemical changes in the water in the well and the adjacent 
formation cause dissolved minerals to change to their insoluble states and 
settle out as deposits. These deposits cause the blocking of screen openings 
and the formation pore spaces immediately around the screen with a resulting 
reduction in the yield of the well. 

hi':rusting waters are usually alkaline or the opposite to corrosive waters, 
which are acid. Excessive carbonate hardness is a common source of 
incrustation in wells. Scale deposits of calcium carbonate (lime scale) occur in 
pipes carrying hard waters. Iron and manganese, to a lesser extent, are other 
common sources of incrustation in wells. Iron causes characteristic reddish
brown deposits while those of manganese are black. 

Often associated with iron-containing ground waters are iron bacteria. 
These minute living organisms are non-injurious to health, but, while aiding 
the deposition of iron, produce accumulations of slimy, jel!y-like material 
which block well screen openings and aquifer pore spaces. 

Strong solutions of hydrochloric acid are ofteni used in treatment processes 
for the removal of all the above-mentioned incrusting deposits. The corrosive 
effect of this acid treatment, which must be repeated as the need arises, 
makes it necessary to use screens made of corrosion-resistant materials. 
Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride pipe would also withstand such treatment. 
Furthef discussion on rehabilitating incrusted wells is presented in Chapter 7. 

Strength Requirements 

Strength requirements are important in both casing and screens but are 
generally of more concern in screens. Screens must be strong enough to 
withstand the external radial pressures that could cause their collapse as well 
as the vertical loading due to the weight of the casing above them. 

Some metals have greater strength characteristics than others. Stainless 
steel, for example, can be twice as strong as some copper alloys. Screens and 
casings of adequate strength can be made from any of the meta!s and alloys 
commonly used in well construction. Manufacturers usually specify condi
tions under which their pipe- and screens can be satisfactorily used. It is often 
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helpful to consult with them on the selection of suitable materials for use in a 
well. 

Cost 
Cost considerations may often be the deciding factor in the selection of 

construction materials used in small wells. The situation may arise, for 
instance, where stainless steel would be the most suitable material for use, 
combining corrosion resistance with excellent strength and a long, useful life. 
However, its cost may cause tile designer to recommend the use of some 
other less suitable material after weighing the benefits of extra useful life 
against lower initial cost, the cost of replacement at a later date and the 
owner's financial capacity. 

Miscellaneous 
Other miscellaneous factors also play important roles in the selection of 

casing and screen materials. Chief among these, with reference to small wells, 
would be site accessibility, ease of handling, availability, and on-site 
fabrication. In areas not accessible by motor vehicles and necessitating the use 
of air transportation, weight of materials could be the most decisive 
consideration. The lighter plastic-type materials would then gain preference 
over rnet,:. P:ise of handling, both for transportaiton and construction 
purposes, would also favor the use of plastic-type material. 

The above are only some of the major considerations in the selection of 
materials. Solutions cannot he blindly transferred from one geographic area 
to another. Each set of conditions, and the advantages and disadvantages of 
each possible solution, must be carefully considered before making a final 
selection. 

GRAVEL PACKING AND FORMATION STABILIZATION 
Both gravel packing and formation stabilization are aids to the process of 

well development described earlier in this chapter. A further similarity is the 
addition of gravel in the case of gravel packing, and coarse sand or sand and 
gravel in tile case of formation stabilization to the annular space between the 
screen and water-bearing formation. This, however, is where the similarities 
end. The differences between gravel packing and formation stabilization are 
indeed very fundamental and should be thoroughly grasped. 

It will be recalled that the development process in a naturally developed 
well removes the finer material from the vicinity of the well screen, leaving a 
zone of coarser graded material around the well. This cannot be achieved in a 
formation consisting of a fine uniform sand due to the absence of any coarser 
material. The object of gravel packing a well is to artificially provide the 
graded gravel or coarser sand that is missing from the natural formation. A 
well treated in this manner is referred to as an artificially gravel-packed well 
to distinguish it from the naturally devcloped wel!. 

Drilling by the rotary method through an unconsolidated water-bearing 
formation of necessity results in a hole somewhat larger than the outside 
diameter of the well screen. This provides the necessary clearance to permit 
the lowering of the screen to the bottom of the hole without interference. 
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The object of formation stabilization is to fill the annular space around the 
screen (possibly 2 inches and more in width) at least partially, to prevent the 
silt and clay materials above the aquifer from caving or slumping when the 
development work is started. By avoiding such caving, proper development of 
the well may be carried out with less time and effbrt. Note that the 
development process here is a natui al one, with the graded coarse material 
coming from the aquifer itself and not from the added stabilizing material. 
The objectives of gravel packing and formation stabilization, therefore, 
provide the major difference between the two processes. These differences in 
objectives also form the basis for the differences in the design features of the 
two processes. 

Gravel Packing 
There are essentially two conditions in unconsolidated formations which 

tend to favor artificial gravel-pack construction. 
The first of these, fine tniijrm sand, has already been mentioned. Such a 

sand would require a screen with very small slot openings and, even so, the 
development process would not be satisfactory because of the uniformity of 
the sand particles. Also, screens with very small slot openings have low 
percentages of open area because of the relative thickness of the metal wires 
that must be used to provide strength. By artificially gravel packing wells in 
such formations, screens with larger slot openings may be used and the 
improved development results in greater well efficiency. The use of artificial 
gravel-pack constructlon is recommended in formations where the screen slot 
opening, selected on the basis of.a naturally developed well, is smaller than 
0.010 inch (No. 10 slot).
 

L'Ktensihelv laminated Jirinations provide the se, 
 id set of conditions for 
which gravel pack const ruct ion is recommended. This refers to those aquifers
that consist of thin, alternating layers of fine, medium, and coarse sand. In 
such aquifers it is difficult to accurately determine the position and thickness 
of each individual layer and to choose the proper length of each section of a 
multiple-slot screen. The use of artificial gravel packing in such formations 
reduces the chances of error that would result from natural development. 

Selection of gratel-pack material: The selection of the grading of 
gravel-pack material is usually based on tire layer of finest material in all 
aquifer. The gravel-pack material should be such that (I) its 70 percent size is 
4 to 6 times the 70 percent size of tire material in tie finest layer of the 
aquifer, and (2) its uniformity coefficient is less than 2.5, and the smaller the 
better. Unifornit., coefficient is lie ntumber expressing the ratio of the 40 
percent size of the material to its 90 percent size. It is well to recall here that 
the sizes refer to the percentage retained on a given sieve. 

The first condition usually ensures that the gravel-pack material will not 
rest rict the flow from the layers of coarsest material, the permeability of the 
pack being several times that of the coarsest stratu m. T!, second condition 
ensures that the losses of pack material during the development work will be 
minimal. To achieve this goal, tire screen openings are chosen so as to retain 
90 percent or more of the gravel-pack material. 
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Gravel-pack material should consist of clean, well rounded, smooth grains. 
Quartz and other silica-based materials are preferable. Limestone and shale 
are undesirable in gravel-pack material. 

Thickness of gravel-pack envelopes: Gravel-pack envelopes are usually 3 to 
8 inches thick. This is not out of necessity as tests have shown that a fraction 
of an inch would satisfactorily retain and control the formation sand. The 
greater thicknesses are used in order to ensure that the well screen is 
completely surrounded by the gravel-pack material. 

Formation Stabilization 
The quantity of formation stabilizer should be sufficient to fillthe annular 

space around tile and casing to a level about 30 feet, or as much as isscreen 
practicable, above the top of tie screen. This would allow for settlement and 
losses of the material through the screen during development. If necessary, 
more material should be added as development proceeds to prevent its top 
level from falling below that of the screen. The settlement of the material is 
beneficial in eroding the mod wall formed in boreholes drilled by the rotary 
mnedhod, thus making well development much easier. 

The typical concrete or mortar sand is widely used as a formation 
stabilizer. The aquifer conditions under which it is suitable range from those 
requiring a No. 20 (0.020-inch) to those of a No. 50 (0.050-inch) slot 
opening. A specially graded material is not necessary. 

SANITARY PROTECTION 
It has been stated in Chapter 2 that ground waters are generally of good 

sanitary quality and safe !or drinking. Well design should be aimed at the 
extraction of this high quality water without contaminating it or making it in 
any way unsafe for human consumption. The penetration of a water-bearing 
formnation by a well provides two main routes for possible contamination of 
the ground water. These are casing and the annular the open, top end of tile 
space between the casing and tie borehole. The designer must concern 
himself with the prevenLion of contamination through these two routes. 

Upper Terminal 
Well casing should extend at least I foot above the general level of the 

surrounding land surface. It should be surrounded at tileground surface by a 
4-inch thick concrete slab extending at least 2 feet in all directionIs. Tile upper 
surface of this slab and its immediate surroundings should be gently sloping 
so as to drain water away from tile well, as shown in Fig. 4.12. It is also good 
practice to place a drain around the outer edge of the slab and extend it to a 
discharge point at sonic distance fron the well. A sanitary well seal should be 
provided at the top of the well to prevent the entrance of contaminated 
water or otther objectionable material directly into tie well. Examples of 
these are shown in Fig. 4.13. 

Lower Terminal of the Casing 
For arzesian aquifers, tire water-tight casing should be extended down

wards into the impermeable formation (such as a clay) which caps the 
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Fig. 4.12 	 SANITARY PROTECTION OF UPPER TIRMINAL OF WELL. 

aquifer. Tie purpose of' this is to retain the artesian pressure of the aquifer by 
providing a seal against leakage From the aquifer up the outside of the casing. 
The borehole should not be extended into the artesian aquifer until the casing 
has been set and grouted. 

Drop pipe Soft rubber ex- Drop pipe Saft rubber ex
panding gasket Steel plate paning gasket

, k 
Well casing Well casinig , 

Fig. 4.13 	SANITARY WELL SEALS. (Adapted from Fig. 7, Manual of Individual 
Water Supply Syvstetns, Public Hiealth Service Publication No. 24, 1962.) 
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In water-table aquifers the casing should be extended at least 5 feet below 
the lowest expected pumping level. This limiting distance should be increased 
to 10 feet where the pumping level isless than 25 feet from the surface. 

The above are general rules which should be applied with some flexibility 
where geologic conditions so require. 

Grouting and Sealing Casing 
The drilled hole must of necessity be larger than the pipe used for the well 

casing. This results in the creation of an irregularly shaped annular space 
around the casing after it has hteen placed in position. It is important to fill 
this space in order to prevent the seepage of contaminated surface wter 
down along the outside of the casing into the well and also to seal out water 
of unsuitable quality in strata above the desirable water-bearing formation. 

In caving material, such as sand or sand and gravel, the annular space is 
soon filled as a result of caving. In such cases, therefore, no special 
arrangements need be made for filling the annular space. However, where the 
material overlying the water-bearing formation is of the non-caving type, such 
as clay or shale, then the annular space should be grouted with a cement or 
clay slurry to a minimum depth of 10 feet below the surface. Where the 
thickness of the clayey materials permit it, increasing the depth of grout to 
about 15 feet would provide added safety. The diameter of the drilled hole 
should be 3 to 6 inches larger than the permanent well casing to facilitate tile 
placing of the grout. It is important to remove temporary casing when 
grouting rather than simply filling the space between the two casings as 
vertical seepage can readily occur down the outside of any unsealed casing. 
Methods of mixing and placing the grout are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 

WELL CONSTRUCTION 

There are four basic operations involved in the construction of tubular 
wells. These are the drilling operation, casing installation, grouting of the 
casing when necessary and screen installation. 

WELL DRILLING METHODS 
The term well drilling methods is being used here to include all methods 

used in creating holes in the ground for well construction purposes. As such, 
it includes methods such as boring and driving which are not drilling methods 
in a pure sense. The classification is one (f convenience in the absence of a 
better descriptive term. The limitations on well diameter (4 inches and less) 
exclude the dug well from consideration. The sections that follow describe 
the bored and driven, the percussion, hydraulic rotary and jet drilled wells. 

Boring 
Boring of small diameter wells is commonly undertaken with hand-turned 

earth augers, though power-operated augers are sometimes used. Two com
mon types of hand augers are shown in Fig. 5.1. They each consist of a shaft 

Fig. 5.1 	 HAND AUGERS. (From Fig. 6, Wells, Department of the Army Technical 
Manual TM5-297, 1957.) 

with wooden handle at the top and a bit with curvw-d blades at the bottom. 
The blades are usually of the fixed type. but augers with blades that are 
adaptable to different diameters are also available. Shafts are usually made up 
of 5-ft sect ions with easy latching couplings. 

The hole is started by forcing the blades of the bit into the soil with a 
turning flotion. Turning is continued until the auger bit is full of material. 
The auger is then lifted from the hole, emptied and returned to use. Shaft 
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extensions are added as needed to bore to the desired depth. Wells shallower 
than 15 ft ordinarily require no other equipment than the auger. Deeper 
wells, howcver, require the use of a light tripod with a pulley at the top, or a 
raised platform, so that the auger shaft can be inserted and removed from the 
hole without disconnecting all shaft sections. 

TiAe spiral auger shown in Fig. 5.2 is used in place of the normal cutting bit 
to remove stones or boulders en
countered during boring operations.
When tu 'ned in a clockwise direc
ion, the spiral twists around a 

stone so tat ;t can be lifted to the 
surface. 

lie method is used in boring to 
depis of about 50 ft in clay, silt 
and sand formations not subject to 
caving. Boring in caving formations 
may be done by lowering casing to 
the bottom of the hole and boring 
ahead little by little while forcing 
the casing down. 

Driving 
Driven wells are constructed by 

driving into the ground a well point 
fitted to the lower end of tightly 
connected sections of pipe. The 
well point must be sunk to some 
depth within the aquifer and below 
the water table. The riser pipe 
above the well point functions as 
the well casing. 

Equipment used includes a drive 
hammer, drive cap to protect the 
top end of the riser pipe during 
driving, tripod, pulley and strong 
rope with or without a winch. A 

Fig. 5.2 SPIRAL AUGER. light drilling rig may be used in
stead of the tripod assembly. Well 
points can be driven either by hand 

methods or with the aid of machines. Fig. 5.3 shows the assembly for a 
purely hand-driven method. The drive-block assemblies commonly operated 
by a drilling rig or by hand with the aid of a tripod and tackle are shown in 
Fig. 5.4. 

Whatever the inet hod of driving, a starting hcl'2 is first made by boring or 
digging to a dep!h of about 2 feet or more. As driving is generally easier in a 
saturated formation, the starting hole should be made deep enough to 
penetrate the water table if the latter is sufficiently shallow. The starting hole 
should be vertical and slightly larger in diameter than the well point. The well 
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point is inserted into this hole and 
driven to the desired depth, 5-ft 

11 -Weight 
inecessary. 

Hand driver o 

_ 
-

Dthreads 
Drive cap 

Holebackfillsd 
Withpuddled clay 

I 
:" 

lengths of riser pipe being added as 
Pipe couplings should 

have recessed ends and tapered 
to provide stronger connections than ordinary plumbing
 

couplings. The pipe and coupling 
threads should be coated with pipe 
thread compound to provide air
tight joints. The well-point asseni
bly should be guided as vertically as 
possible mnd the driving tool, when 
suspended, should be hung directly 
over the center of the well. The 
weight of the driving tool may 
range from 75 to 300 pounds. 
Heavier tools require (he use of a 
power hoist or light drilling rig. The 
spudding action of a cable-tool 
drilling machine (Fig. 5.14) is well 
suited for rapid well point driving. 
Slack joints should be periodically 

. .tightened by turning the pipe light
i 

waterbearong 

Fig. 5.3 	 SIMPLE TOOL FOR DRIV-
ING WELL POINTS TO 
DEPTHS OF 15 TO 30 FT. 

Jetting 

ly with a wrench. Violent twisting
of the pipe makes driving no easier 
and can result in damage to the well 
point. This must, therefore, be 
avoided. 

Driven wells can be installed 
only in unconsolidated formations 
relatively free of cobbles and
 
boulders. Hand driving can be
 
undertaken to depths up to about

30 feet; machine driving can, 

achieve depths of 50 feet and 
greater. 

The jetting method of well drilling uses the force ofa high velocity stream 
or jet of fluid to cut a hole into the ground. The jet of fluid loosens the 
subsurface materials and transports them t pward and out of the hole. The 
rate ofIuttiing can be improved with tile use of a drill bit (Fig. 5.5) which can 
be rotated as well as moved in at1up-arid-dotwn chopping man mier. 

The tluid circulation system is similar to that of conventional rotary drill
ing described later in this chapter. Indeed the equipment can be identical with 
that used for rotary drilling, with the exception of the drill bit. Simple 
equ ipment for jet drilling is shown in Fig. 5:0. A tripod made of 2-inch 
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galvanized iron pipe is used to 
suspend the galvanized iron drill 
pipe and the bit by means of a U
hook (at the apex of the tripod), 
single-pulley block and manila rope. 
A pump having a capacity of ap
proximately 150 gallons per minute 
at a pressure of 50 to 70 pounds 
per square inch is used to force the 
drilling fluid through suitable hose 
and a small swivel on through the 
drill pipe and bit. The fluid, on 
emerging from the drilled hole, 
travels in a narrow ditch to a settling 
pit where the drilled materials (cut
tings) settle out and then to a stor
age pit where it is again picked up 
by the pump iid recirculated. The 
important features of settling and 
storage pits are described in the 
later section of this chapter dealing 
with hydraulic rotary drilling. A 
piston-type reciprocating pump 
would be preferred to a centrifugal 
one because of the greater mainte-

Fig. 5.4 DRIVE-BLOCK ASSEMBLIES nance required by the latter as a 
FOR DRIVING WELL result of leaking seals and worn 
POINTS. impellers and other moving parts. 

The spudding percussion action 
can be imparted to the bit either by 
means of a hoist or by workmen 
alternately pulling and quickly re
leasing the free end of the manila 

I Wrope on the other side of the block 
from the swivel. This may be done 
While other workmen rotate the 
drill pipe. The drilling fluid may be 
and is very often plain water.
Depths of the order of 50 feet may 

be achieved in some formations 
using water as drilling fluid without 
undue caving. When caving does 
occur, then a drilling mud as 

described in the later section on 
Fig. 5.5 BITS FOR JET DRILLING. hydraulic rotary drilling should be 

(From Fig. 17, Wells, Depart- used. 
ment of the Army Technical 
Manual TM5-297, 1957.) The jetting method is particular
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Fig. 5.6 SIMPLE EQUIPMENT FOR JETOR ROTARY DRILLING. 

ly successful in sandy f'ormations. Under these conditions a high rate of 
penetration is achieved. I lard clays and boulders do present problems. 

Hydraulic Percussion 
The hydraulic percussion method uses a similar string of drill pipe to that 

of the jetting method: The bit is also similar except for the ball check valve 
placed between the bit and the lower end of the drill pipe. Water is intro
duced continuously into the borehole outside of the drill pipe. A recipro
cating, up-and-iown m1,otion aprlied to the drill pipe forces water with 
suspended cuttings through the check valve and into the drill pipe on the 
down stroke, trapping it as the valve closes on the LIp stroke. Continuous 
reciprocating motion produces a pumping actio,1 lifting the fluid and cuitiogs 
to the top of the drill pipe where they "re discharged into a settiing tank. The 
cyc !e of circulation is then complete. Casing is usually driven as drilling 
proceeds. 

'[ie nelhod uses a minin'ui of" equipment and provides accurate samples 
of formations penet;ated. It is well suited for use in clay and sand foria
tions that are relatively f'ree of cobbles oir boulde s. 
Sludger 

The sludger method is the name given to a forerunner of the hydraulic 
percussion method described in the previous sect:i. It is accomplished en
tirely with Iiand tools, makes use o1' locally available materials, such as 
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bamboo for scaffolding, and is particularly suited to use in inaccessible areas 
where labor is plentiful and cheap. The first description of the method is 
believed to have come from East Pakistan where it has been used extensively. 

lit the sludger method, as used in East Pakistan, scaffolding is erected as 
shown in Fig. 5.7. The reciprocating, up-and-down motion of the drill pipe is 

provided by means of' the manually 
operated bamboo lever to which the 
drill pipe isfastened with i chain. A 
sharpened coipling is used as a bit 
at the lower end of the drill pipe. 
The man shown seated on the scat
folding uses his hand to perform 

efiFunctions ot' the chieck valve a1s 
used in the hydraulic percussion 
-method, Il )ugh, in this case al the 
top instead of tIhe bottom of the 
drill pipe. A pit, approximately 3 
feet i;.uare and 2 feel deep, around 
the drill pipe. is filled with water 
which enters the borehole as drill
inig progresses. On the upstroke of 
the drill pipe its top end is covered 
by the hand. The hland is removed 

Fig. 5.7 	 BAMBO SCAFFOLDING, on tIre downstroke (Fig. 5.8), thus
 
PIVOT AND LEVER USED allowing some of the fluid and cut-

IN DRILIING BYTUE SLUD- tine!s sucked into the bottom of the
 
GER MEIIOI). ([~roni "Jetring ML tIInt (rbcctl I- drill pipe to rise aind overflow. ('on-
Iland," t'aicrSupp rad'ISall- tinuous repetition0 of the process 
itriton \i D'NdopII. Cow caises tire penetration of' the drill 

No. t5. .ti1 t( 7.) pipe into the fbrration and creates 
a similar pumping action to that of 

the hydraulic pecicssion method. New lengths of drill pipe are added as 
necessary. The workmar whose hiand operates as tire flap valve changes posi
tion up arid down tire scatffiolding in accordaice with the position of the top 

of the drill pipe. Water is added to the pit around the drill pipe as tIhe level 
drops. Whlle tie role halS IbeCrr drilled to tire desired depth, the drill pipe is 
exiracted irr sections. care beirrg taken to prevent caving of the borehole. Tire 
screen arid casiig are then lowered into position. 

Wells rip o251 Ic'l deep have been drilled by this iethod in lirre or sandy 
ftOrrialions. Reasoiably c:CUratC ltorritiOr Samples can be obtained during 

drilling. Cosits arc curiirred to labor arid the cost of pipe, arnd can therefore, 
be very low, Ihlie methrod requires rro pfeat opriating skills. 

Hydraulic Rotary 
lydrarulic rotlry drillin corbrines the use ola rotating bit for cutting tile 

borelile with Irit of'contintiuisly circulated drilling fluid for reroval of the 
cuttings. The basic parls o" a cornveirtiorial rotary drilling irachine or rig are a 
derrick or inras and hoist' a p)ver lperaled reolvilg table that rotates the 
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drill sten and drill bit below it; a 
pumnp for forcing drilling fluid via a 
length of iose and a swivel on 
through the drill stein and bit; and 
a power unit or engine. The drill 
stein is in ef'fect a long tubular shaft 

/ ,- consisting of three parts: the kelly; 
ismny lengths of drill pipe as re
w.quired by the drilling depth; and 

one or More lengths of drill collar. 
The kelly or the ipperniost sec

tion of the drill stem is made a few 

Fig. 5.8 .MAN ON SCAFFOI 1 IN; 
RAISLS HANI) OFFt P1t'I
RALI; WI O ll.:ALLIOWING IDRILL .ID~l 

feet loger alud of greater wall 
iicknessVthan a leiigth of drill pipe. 

Its oiter slal)e is usually S~tlure 
ANt)CUITIN(;ST() S(',API. 
WFrom -letting Small 111hi-
\ ells ly I1and." Water Stq'pl. 
and Sanitation in Dcrcloping 
Countrics,AI-UN('/PS1I) 
Item No. 15, .Junc, 1957. 

(sonicthiiincs six-sided or rouind with 
lenglhwise grooves), filtilig inIto a 

similarly shaped opeiig in the 
rotary table such that the kelly can 
ie freely llovcd Il) or doWn iinthe 

opening even while heing rotaled. 
At the top end of the kelly is tile swivel which is suspended fr0mn the hook of 
a traveling hoist block. 

BIelow the kelly are the drill pipes, usually in joints about 2(1 feel long. 
E'xtra heavy lengths of drill pipe called drill collars are connected immediately 
above the bit. lhese add weight to the lower end of the drill steii aid so help 
the bit to cut a straihllt. vertical hole. 

The hits best suited to use ill uncomsolidated clay and sand f'ormations are 
drag bits ol either fle fishtail or three-way design (Fig. 5.9). Drag bits have
short blades I'oged to thin cutting edes and faced witi ard-surfacimi metal. 

The body of the bit ishollow and carries outlet holes or nozzles which direct 
time fluid flow towaid tle center of each cutting edge. This flow cleans and 
cools time blades as drilling pmogress..;. The llee-wvay bit performs smoother 
and faster than tie tilitail bit in irregular and semi-consolidated formations 
and has less tendency to be deflected. It cuts a little slowei than the fishtail 
bit, however. ill truly 1tomicsolidated clay and sand fOrmations. 

('oCalse gravel normatomns and tl, se containing boulders may require the 
use of roller-type bits shown inlFig. 5.10. These bits exert a crushing and 
chipping actioni as they are rotated, thus cut timg harder formations eflective
ly. Each roller is l)r(vided with a no/l.A serving tI ptUrpse with respectmesaue 
to the rollers as those oil the drag bits wilI respect to their blades. 

The pump force, time drilling fluid throgh tIe hlo.e, swivel, rotating drill 
stem and bit into the drilled hole. The drill fluid, as it lloVs up and ott of time 
drilled hole. lifts time cuttikgs itothe grtnd surface. At the surface the fluid 
flows in I suitable ditch to a settling pit where the cuttings settle out. From 
here it overflows to a storage pit where it is againi picked up by the pump and 
recirculated. The settling pit should be ol'volumnle tquLt1al to at least three times 
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the volume of the hole being 
drilled. It should be relatively shal
low (a depth of 2 feet to 3 feet 
usually proving satisfactory) and 
about twice as long in the direction 
of' flow as it is wide and deep. In 
accordance with the above rules a 
settling pit 6 feel long, 3 feet wide 
and 3 feet deep would he suitable 
for the drilling ot 4-inch wells (hole 
diameter of 0 inches) I00 feet in 
dept h. A system of baflles may also 
be used to provide extra travel tine 

- way Fish tail in the pit and tlhus imrprove theThtiree 
settling. 

Fig. 5.9 	 ROTARY DRILL tITS. (Irom The storage pit is intended 
Fig. 41. I'ells, Depariment of' mainly to )rovide enough volume 
thl Army l ectinicat Naral from which !o punp. A pit 3 feet
TM5-297, 1957.1 square and 3 feet deep would be 

satisfactory. It may either be com
bined with the settling pit to form a 
single, larger pit or separated from 
the settling pit by a connecting 
ditch. Drill hole cuttings should be 
periodically removed from the pits 
and ditches as is necessary. 

The drilling fluid performs other 
important functions in the drilled 
hole besides those already men
tioned. These are discussed later in 
this chapter. 

Fig. 5.11 shows anumber of the 
coinpotit-l parts of a rotary drilling 
rig. The chain pulldowns shown are 
used mainly for applying greater 
downward force to the drill pipe 
and bit but are not normally re
quired for the drilling of small wells 

Fig. 5.10 ROLIt.R-TYPE ROTARY in unconsolidated format ions. 
DRILL tIT.lt,rom Reed Drill- Rotary drilling equipment for 
ig ToTols. I oustion, Texas. I 

small diameter shallow wells can be 
much simpler and less sophisticated than that just described. The truck, 
trailer or skid mounted derrick oi mast can be substituted by a tripod made 
of 2-inch or 3-inch galvanized iron pipe. A small suitable swivel can be sus
pended by rope through asingle-pulley block from a U-hook fixed by apin at 
the apex of the tripod. Drill pipe and bits boti made from galvanized iron 
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Fig. 5.11 	 ROT ARY DRIILILING RIG. (From Tlhe Winter Weiss tCompany. Denver, 
('olorado.) 

pipe, a suitable pump. length of hosc and hoist then complete the require
menits. One or two men cain use chain tongs to rotate the drill pipe. With 
the exception of tile drilling bit, this equipment can be identical with that 
described for the jetting method and shown in Fig. 5.6. This simple drilling 
equipment is light, manameable and easily transported to areas that are inac
cessible to larger rigs. 

Fig. 5.12 shows a fishtail-type dhilling hit made from a short length of 
galvani/ed pipe. This type of hit has heen successfully used by drillers of the 
Ministry of' Woiks and llydratilics. Guyana. Sotth America Ior the drilling of 
shallow, small diameter wells in deliaic clay and saud formations. The bits are 
inexpensive and easy to make. In :iddiiion. they provide some means of' use 
far the ever-available short ends o galvanized pipe. 

loles drilled hy time rotary niethod in nmcomsolidated l'Ormations generally 
tend to collapse unless the poperies of the drilling fluid (drilling mud) are 
such as to provide adequate support for the wall of' tie hole. l)rilliig muds 
are usually viscous mixtuies of water, natural or collllelcial clays such as 
bentonite and sometimes other special purpose materials. The weighl of this 
muddy fluid ill the hole must he such as to provide enough pressure to exceed 
the earth pressure and any artesian pressure in tile aquifcr lending to cause 
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collapse. In addition, lhe drilling 
mud Forms a mud cake or rubbery 
sort of lining ol the wall of the 
borehole. This mud cake holds the 

Galvanized iron p 	 loose particles of' the forination in 
place, protects the wall from being 
eroded by tile Upward stream of 
fluid and seals ihe wall to preveni 
loss o" Iluid into permeable f'orma
lions such as sands and gravels. 
Drillers must be careful not to in
crease tie pul)pinig rate to the 
point where it causes destruction of 
tile mud cake aid caving of the 
hole.
 

The diilliiig mlid must also be 
such that the clay doesn't settle out 
of tile mixture when pumping 

ceasL: !;,i rellaills sollewhat elas
tic. thus keeping tie cutttIings in sus
pension. All natural clays do not 
exhibit thi[s ploper. kniown as 

Outlet for direct- gellg. Belnltonite clays do exhibit 
ing drill fluid onto i'actory el strength and are 

<- cutting edge 	 satis C 
added to natural clays t,) improve 
their gel properties toi desired levels. 

ihe driller mtt also use his 
go djudgeillci ill arriviiig at a suit
able Ihiid Ih;ckiess. Too thin i a 

77 fhIlid results ill caviii! ot' the hole 
Cutting edges and loss of Iluid into permeable for

ialions. Oi tile other hand. fluid 
Fig. 5.12 FISIFTAIL-TYPI.: ROTARY that is too thick can cause dilfi-

DRILL BIT NIADI: FROM 
(;ALVANIZED IRON MIT. 	 cully in pumpiug. The drilling fluid 

should be io thicker lhan is neces
sarv it) mailain a stable hole and 

satistactory removal of cutllills f'lo it. The ex,,:i ienced driller otl'leli Can 
adjust his fluid mixture to a satislfactory level by inispectin. [lere avre. hiov,
ever, two aids which adriller caii use ill tile field to check the llii'! character
istics and exert the ,iecessary cotmol. These are a balance fIo dterininine the 
density of' the ml1ud an1d iAMarsh I'uiimel I'r deterniuiu its viscosity. Both of 
these are showni iil Fie. 5.13. The balamice has . cup at olle eld and a slidi,, 
weight oil the oiliel poirtioii of' its beam. The weight is Moved umnti, it ba!alces 
the cup l'illed with the drilliig fluid. The densit\ o1' tlhe fluid is theii read 
1*'mll the balaice arl which is caliblated ill pounds pel gallon. For most 
water-well drillig. a fluid will deiisitv ol' about ) poiids pei gallon is 
usually sat islfact ory. 
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Fig. 5.13 BALANCE FOR DETI-RMINING MUD WEIGHT, STOP WATCH, MARSII
FUNNEL FOR MEASURING MUI) VISCOSITY AND I-QUART MEASUR-
ING CUP. 

To determine the viscosity, the lower end of the Marsh funnel is blocked 
by ai finger while filling the tunnel to the proper level (a volume of 1,500 cu 
cm). The finger is then removed t) allow the fluid to discharge Irmm the 
ftnnel. The time, in seconids, required to drain I(00 cu cm (approximatiely I 
quart) of the fluid is defined as the Marsh-funnel viscosity expressed in 
seconds. 

A ood drilling mud otIdensity Q pounds per gallon would have a Marsh
funel viscosil in the irmge of 30 to 4(0 seconds. Sand pickcd ip by the 
diilinu mud frot cultillgs has the cffect of incleasing tlie density while 
reducimie the Marl viscosity. be expected[I[-urel In contlfast. native clays can 
to ilcrease both the density aMl viscoSitv ot lie Ilbid. Water and/or clay 
should be aidded periodically to the drilline mud as is inecessary to keep tile 
density an1d viScosity witi in the above limits. 

mthiod usuall 
formitiotis laster tha.+n1 This can result in 

Drilling by tile I ,dmlic iotaytie pellelrates unconsolidated 
is achievable by any other method. 

appreci:ible saings ill time and cost, both ol which can be nior considera
tiois itn a well construction piogram. Since the borehole need not be cased 
until drilling is complete, the role can be abanMoned if necesary wilhoul the 
truble otf pulling or leaving the string of casing behind. A third advantage is 

time greater ease with which artificially pravel-packed wells can be constructed 
in ulncont~slidaled ortmiations, particularly wheim two or more ztones are to be 
developed. 

The hydraulic rotary method also has some disadvantages. [iie accurate 
sampling and logging of the formaltions penetrated can be difficult fur the 
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inexperienced driller because of the differential rate of transport ol 1l1'cut
tings out of the borchole. The need for proper drilling mud control also 
requires considerable experience on the part ol the rotary driller. The tramillg 
of rotary drillers call be more time con1suLming and difficult. Despite Ihese 
disadvantages the method fitnds considerable application in the conmstructioll 
f)1' in all and particularly uLnconIsolidated formnainwells types of*l' bOratioii 

t ionls. 

Cable-Tool Percussion 
Cable-ltool percussion is one of the oldest methods used illwell construc

liot.It employs the primnciple of i free-falling heaivy bit delivering blows 
against the btltoll of'a hole an1d tIhus penetratinig into tihe groluld. Cuttilgs 
-ire periodically remcoved by a bailer or sand ptLminp. To ls k)r rilling and 
bailing 'arccairied ol separae lines or cables spooled on independent hoisting 
drums. 

'hie basic c0mou)i)HIts 1'a1cablC-too0l drillilg rig are l p)wcr utlllI'M 
driving the bull cel (carryin !he lrilliilg cablle) and the sand rcel (carryiing 
Ihe ba)iling cablei. :111dJ Sa)udlillg beam1)lor imprtillg the drilling t0ion to 
the dril tools. all moLuntd Oil a Ilamlle which carriCS aiderrick or mast of' 
suitable height fo*r the tIlse of a strig of' drillilg tools. Fig. 5.14 shows a 
cable-tool drillinig rig ol loc:tion. 

Fig. 5.14 STAR 7 1 ('Mt 11001. DRII.LING RIG. 
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Four items comprise a full string 
of drilling tools. These are the drill 
bit, drill stem, drilling jars and rope 
socket (Fig. 5.15 ).The chisel-shaped 
drill hit is used to loosen unconsoli
dated rock materials and with its 
reciprocating action mix these ma
terials into a slny which is later re-
Moved by bailing. When drilling ini 
dry format ions water must be added 
to the hole to torm the slurry. The 
waler course on Ihe bit permits the 
movement of the slurry relative to 
the bit and. therefore. aids in the 
free-falling reciprocatiiig motion of 
the bit. The diill stem immediately 
ab)ve the bit merely gives additional 
weight to the bit and added length 
to the string of' tools to help main
lain astraight hole. 

The jars consist of a pair of
 
linked steel bars which can be moved
 
ill
avertical direction relative to each
 
other. The gap or stroke of the drill
ingjars is 6 to ) inches. Jars are used
 
to provide upward blows when nec
essary to free a strin tl
O' tools stuck 
or wedged if the drill hole. Drilling 
jars are to he ditferentiated from 
similarly constructed fishing jars 
which have a stroke of 18 to 36 
inches and are used infishing or re
covering tools which h-le comIIe 
loose from the string of drilling 
tools illthe hole. 

The rope socket conects the 
string of' tools to the cable. Its col
struction is such as to provide a 
slight clockwise rotat iou of the 
drilling tools relative to tihe cable. 
This rotation of tlie tools ensures 
lie drilling of a round hole.. Another 
function toftire lope socket 1,1t 
provide, biy its weighi pait of ilie 
enerey of the upwaid blows of tlie 

-"
 
jars. 

The coimponents of" tie tool 



string are usually joined together by tool joints of the box and pin type with 
standard American Petroleum Institute (API) designs and dimensions. 

The bail, is simply a length of pipe with acheck valve at tie bottom. The 
valve may be either tie flat-pattern or bell-and-tongue type called the dart 
valve. Fig. 5.10 shows a dart valve hailer being discharged by resting the 
tongue of the vale on a timber block. 

The sand pump (Fig. 5.17) is a 
bailer fitted with a plunger which, 
when pulled upwards, creates avac
tLtlr rhar open, the check valve and 
sucks tire slurried cuttings into the 
bailer. Sand pumps are always made 
with flat-pattern check valves. 

It is important that the drilling 
motion he kept in step with the fall 

. __of the srtring of tools for good opera
tion. The driller must see to it that 

4tile engine speed has the same tim
ig as the fall of rhe tools and the 
stretch of the cable. This is a skill 
that cart only he provided by air ex
periernced driller.API ' l7: by the cable-toolDrilling per
cussion method il unconsolidated 
tortiiations requires that tire casing 

Fig. 5.16 DISCIIA R(IN; DA RI closely follows tire drillirre bit as the 
VALVE BAILER. hole is deepened. Ihis is necessary 

to prevent cavrrg. The usual pro
cedure is to dig a starting hole into which is placed tie ti.t section ot'casing. 
The casing is driven one to several teet into tie formation, water added and 
the material within tire casing drilled to a slurry and removed by bailing. The 
casing is then driven again and ie material within it watered t'i nec,.'ssary. 
drilled ard removed by hailing. lie procedure is repeated. adding lengths of 
casing until tire desired depth is reached. 

The pipe driving operatito ncquiret rat the lower end of tile first section 
of tile caSing be titied with p tcltive casing ,hoe (Fig. 5.1 X. The top of 
the casing is fitted %kitha drive read %hich serves as Ill anvil. Dlive clamrps 
made of' tw'o hreavv steel Iaroins arrd clanped to tile ripper wrtEIch sqltlIare 01t 
tire drill stern are used as tile haitllrier FiI. 5. l i.Ire stlirr of tools. which pr,
vide tire necessary weight tor driving. is lifted arid dropped repeatedlv by the 
spudding action of tile diilliig mllachinle, thus divin , tIre casing into tire 
ground. Ai alterrative method of driving siniall diameter well casing uses a 
drive block a,,setnbly as previously shown imrFig. 5.4. The hive block is raised 
and dropped onto n1edie head v . t arila ope wound ott a cat head. 

It is important that Ire first 40 to0 0 1feet of casing be driven vertically. 
Proper alignment 0' tire string of tools centrall\ within tie casin. when tire 
tuuils are allowed to iang freely, is a necessary precaution. Periodic checks 
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should be made with a plumb bob or carpenter's level used along the pipe at
 
tw, positions approximately at light angles to each other to ensure that a
 
straigIht anrd ve hole isheing drilled.
tical 


(able-tool icuss dillig can be used successlully in all types of for-
Illations. It Is.lweer. beller suited than other methods to drilling illulneconl
solidated loutions crrritahielge ,lcks and boulders. 

lhe tl1tilldisadv:mitaes ot tire cable-trol petcussio method are its slow 
atle i drillir .1d [Ie need Io case the hole isdrilling pnrgiesses. lhere arc,
 
howe.'ael a ,iuite, lfJdVaragLes lhi aCCOtI,,t otMits widespread rise. Reason
ably rccUlae tmlrrpliny' of lturi:itiomi rateirl can be readily achieved. Rough
 
checks ii tie water quality and yield Iromiri each water-hearing slralun can
 
readily be made as drilling proceeds. Much less water is nreeded for drilling
 
thanl tor tile hydraulic rotarv and jelting netl ods. 1Iris can be an imprirlani
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consrderatiori in arid regions. Any 
enlcounter with water-bearing for
irations is readily noticed as the 
water seeps itIi the hole. The 
drhler, therefore, need not be as 
skilled as his rotary counterpart in 
some respects. 

INSTALLING WELL CASING 
Some well drilling methods such 

as tire cable-tool percussion merhod 
reime that the casing closely lol
lows tire drill bit as drilling pro
ceeds. In wells constructed bv those 
methods. tire casing is usually driven 

:I ruto puriitinr Iwany of tile methods 
already described. TIi, secion deals 

open borehole drilled by the hy
draulic rotary.jetting, hydraulic per
cussiolr mr sludger miethods. 

It is first necessary to ensure 
that tie boirelirre is tree Irrom ob
strtct inns throughout its depth be-
Itoe attempting to set tire casing. Ill 
tIre hydraulic rurtary arid jetting 
meti)rds. the driller may ensure a 

4" clean hole by maintaining [lie fluid 

circuiar in I III ti e hit rear tire 
httor ino the hole for a long 
enrugh period tri bring all cuttings 
Io the surface. At times, the driller 
may also drill the hole a little 

IFig. 5.17 SAND PUMP BLIIER vTll deeper tlain necessary so Ihat any 
IA.AT VAL V ItOTIOM. caving material fills tire extra depth 



of tie hole without aflecting the 

settinug of' thie casing at the desred 

In setting casing, it may he sus
pended I'rom wit lig Ctitl)lilt, at 
its lop end by means otf' ai adpter 
called a sub which is att:iched to :t 
iting plg (Fig. 5.()..ic asing 

elevator (I[ig. 5.21) r ;I pipe claillp 
placed around [lie casing below tile 
Ctpling. The first length lof' caIsillg 
is lowered until the coupling. casing 
elevaltor or pipe cliup tests oil tile 

Fig. 5.18 CASING DRIVE SHO. rotary table ot other support placed 
oil lhe giound around the casing. It' 

lilting by mneans of a1lsib, the sub oil theiItIs length tfC.siig is unscrewed 
and attached to the secoid length of' casilig. If lifting by elevaltos or pipe 
clamps, tlen the elevator hails ol their equivalent are releaseii fonil [lie casing 
in the hole and fixed tt another elevator or pipe clamp oil tIle secoiid length 
ot' Casing. Ihis length o1f casing is then lifted into position and screwed into 
tile couplinlg tt [lie first leigth. The threids oftlie casing and coupling should 
be lieily coated vitlh a thiii ill.Joints dhould be tightly sctewed together to 
prevel leakage. I lie elcvaioi to otlhe stppol t I the casing is thieii icirioved 
and tie st rmg ol casiiig lweicLd and supported at its uppeilotsl coiupliig. I he 
l)rotceduirc is repeatled fti is many successive leiiethis of casinl is are to be 
inst laled. Sl uhld caving be such alsto pievenit the lowcting of the casing, the 
swivel may he attichicd to lin, casing with a sub and h' circuainuL fluid 
through tile casing ,Wash it dowl. Alterilt l. the casillg lllay be driven. 

GROUTING AND SEALING 
CASING 

(;raing,, is the naie given to 
the prttcess hy which a slurry or 
watery llli\tILire tl Cement or clay is 
used to fill the anmular space be
tween the casing and the wall of the 
borehlile to seal oIt cItnitarniruated 
waters fIllI the ',unaiCe arid other 
strata above the desirable aquifer. 
Should the well be constructed 
with both :in inner and Miler per
manerlt casing. then the space he
tween the casings as well as that be
tween the wall of tie bor.htle and 

Fig. S.19 DRI VING CASING WITIH 
DRIVE CIAMPS AS IIAI-
MER AND lDRIVE IIIAlD AS 

tire uiter casing should be grouted.
Puddled ,wive cla' of the type 

i 
AN VII.. suitable for use as drilliin fluid can 
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Fi , 5.21 tI()I 'fING PItG. ( roi Fig. 
tti'd/s. t)curilii of'l fifl

ilticlt'l tf\5-\ uiiiy It., Nljitatli 
217 . 19 5i7i 

Fig. 5.21 CASING ELVATOR. 
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he used it!.tting and may be 
placed h%. !IIli)g with tilemud 
circtla;,i pimip normally used for 
drilling pimp ,es. I should he used 
at de'ptiv, kehow tile few~feelfirst 


fowaltdpthIl1 murficcelow her it wouldic tlr''cwhereirt fwoeetlot he sub ject to drying and shrink
age. I shou1l not be used at depths 
where wvater movement is likely to 
wash ile clay Particles away. 

C(em'f'iII ,4p(o111the mostis type 
Comnlly used and is tlile subject 
of, tihe remaindel of [his section. It 
s inade hy mixihig water anid 

c.ie iint lltilei lrio of 5 to 0 gallons 
of"walr to '14-1 sack of' porland 
cement. 'Iibis mt itIre is usually 
fluid enough to Ilow tlhrouh goul 
pipes. Quaillitics of wrater Milch in] 
excess of lls pllre cet sack of 

niem: rui setiill out of,
it ltlilllie 
the cmellint. which is 1miideiiafle. 1 
isbeter toailli tolle dCier lli\tle 
hased ot tile lowel quailliy of 5
 
lahllts o ,' per sick of' ceiiieiit.
walc
A etr fiii<itr m y h 
A, b e lie fl I'[lo ,,ilw l ilill ue Il;IV be ' 

obtainied w aIddiiig 3 to . potiuids 
of heuilliite clav pci sick otf cc
• ill.ill which case ihout 0.S gal
kits (if ..; pLesack should he
 
lsed. Whele the sp ,Iohe filled is 
large. said ialihe idded to lile 
.hiiry to iovide extra hulk. This, 
howve.l. iicreases the difficulty of 
placitig atid hiuidliti.[i'Te wi.aer 
used if) the llllxtlle sl 01ild be free 
ofoil otollicl on;muic itialerial such 
as plant id hits!cave,, of wood. 
'entitl of, eiii 1 tlie ec'ular or 

rapid-hi demti type would he sat is
f'acbll V.I',coft lie la mi peiflits an 
ealliel eSUiptIon of dtilliug opera
tiolls. 

Jifillk,of tie goit may iedone 
iii a conclele llixe. if' available. 
aid bitches stiired tetorarily till-
IilCtiolth is imixed for the job at 
hanid. The quantit.ies normally re



---
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quired Fbr simll wells call, however, 
be adequately mixed in a clean 
50-gallon oil drui. io 201gallons of 
wa-ter in the drumn should be slowly 

e:* silted 4 sacks of cement while the 
CaSing filled:' water is being vigorously stirred 

ud should be puped thrugh the 

PlIacing of' the grout should be 
caried ou1[ iln one continutous oper
alio bel'ore file initial set of' the 

. celent occurs. Reguldless ol tie 
nethod of placing employed. fie 

Drillable grotl should be introduced at the 
Temporary _ plug hottonll of tl e hole so thfiat'N 

open bore 
h_ole 

-
-1 wtikilig its w'y up 

space fills it cOuilI 
the aiiiular 

Vv ill()lut 
Cement leavilgi alny g:ps. \ater o r drilling 
grout 

1c11ISILIehepnpdttqt[iad 
CIsill l~l1d ip tile aililtllal space 	 to 

clear it of al1 obst el'orely lctIois 

placing the ceniellt groul. To do 
this. the lop of the aSilig iisthhe 

Permanent casing 	 I1"suit:bly calpped. Itle h)oiclole has 
to be landed,--here---. _--_- _._SL_ -- I been drilled IlutCh deeper t1llm tile 

depth to which ile Casing I,, being 
Fig. 522 : (IR\TY ItIu(TI-NT set. tlie e\ira depth below ihe 

. (1C F1M!. NtME I 101) 0 
GROUTING Wl It (A"IN(,. citi11g ta he bck-f'illed \\ith a 
PILUGGED CASING LOWEIt- line sanitt. s lethods[lie Jice,eVel 
ED INTO (EMI-NI SI.URRY o1" placil, .,tit to" which .1 f'e\\ of' 
FORCLS SILURRY INI AN- c o 
NLAIR S'A(E. 	 tile Sili+iel onies are descliled be

low\. Sllilahle pilitIps,. Ill l watel 

fpressure Ia be used Ito fic.' the gtll tt Ito (ilie :ititillu spAce. llt\veie . 
gilh t 1|3\ also he placed ill shallow\ htunelioles h\ C'iViIi . 

A gravil.' / l/diCOM1 milild I iidic1uited ill Iig. 5.. A. tA li L tv t1l ,lurr 
ill excess fIh leluied to fill the :iuiiullir Sla e is iutiiriudiced ilt the hile.1t 12 
Tlhe casing \\,ith its focu end With,'d dl iiaci al Sohtwood'th ealsil\ ille 
fI'mexa mple) anud \itli it,-] ing guides is tllei I'w Ceteli the h10t1e. luutciillce 1t 
the slrl\ tIpwIdS tluuuu.,1 d lleltmihl Space anld oult at lhestuiface. The 
Cuhsill.l c311 illed \\ith \\,%l oii lans it sink miidli tl \\eighled by otluei iii io 1t -l 
displace tle ,,hum . Itite pii \ i t l Casiltg Is Used, it ,1011d le willidiawn 
while fie Clt isstill Iluid. 

The ilusid -itthiltg illethod fo0gutltlliulg well Casing. is shown il FiLe. 5.23. 
The guotll Is plaLced ill tie hottoi l t ie hole thllltught agrout pipe set inside 

tie caising aud is lorced up tile anular space either by gllravil\, of preferably 
by ptmped fili;ssrte in utrdei tt Cimplete the opelatiol behre Iie initial set 
of' the centelll lceurS. (.1llillg tLst lie colitiued tmfil Ihe slurry overlows 
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GW ~ f the top oF the borehole. A suitable 
packer or cement plug fitted with a 
ball valve is provided to the bottom 

r f-W atC
• 2 -,,.ow -_tlhe 

end ot' easing to prevent leakage of' 
VrotIu t up the illside of tile 

casing. TIhis packet tin) must I) 
- _- -uMadeWtHC "- : 01f Casil/ itillable Illaterl".s.l~ hO 

-lie groutl pipe sdioil hcli inch or 

N-IL -

-

-n 1h; w~tn 'r c 

arget inl diameter and (lie casing
illedl wVith walerI to prevenit it fu 

tflot!ing. [ie diatieter (I the drilledu~ 
-kh.ote ,lId be it least inches 

- - lager lall Ia lo f ihe well Casing. 
Ile ,tlsid -l it ,ingmnc'tihod 

shouwnt inl q.4iti iies a ho-e-
G...,, hole 4 too 6 inches largei in dialnete 

-- P_-_ i- thamust the wcll casig. lIe casinghe ceniered in tie nitle and 

allowed t') tet on) (lie botto n of it. 
[lie grout pipe. f simill siue to 

Fig. 5.23 INSII) I IIIN( .M I 1O that mi,d il the inside-tuhing)
O)]. ('NIFNr G;I~t(0)UTIN GWEL('.SIN. (mllod, is initially extended to the 

Jtil i ()I' ttfel aiiiiula, spaice and 
shumd lemiu hulerged ill (ie ,lurry througioul fihe placing operations. 
This pipe iiia\ he gdualky withdiawn as !ie slurr, lises il tihe :iiiular space. 
.dlonld guti~mtingeOpcratii is he iiterriihpted Imr all", leai.l, the grout pipe 
slmolild he witlhdlawn abOve the placed groul. I ie lowering the pipe into 
the ,lur, aeaiin. glotil shoutld he used to ili'lplace any air and water in tihe 
pipe. [lie sluli is hest placed h. piuliping, tlouh i Call be dimie by gravity 
low. I lie cslig inay he plueged alnd weighted with waler to prevent it front 
Hoating. li weight 01 fie drilling tumls, may also le used to keep the casing 

ill place. 
After elent giout has been placed no tuthi work s!:,mld be done on 

the Well ut it the gnmt has hardened. lhe time required tii hardening may 
he delermiuied by placing a sample oF0"the grout ill Ill opcii can alld sub
merging it ill a hucket Ot water. 'hei the s:umple has Iimly hardened, work 
111 pimeeed. Generally, a p old tf at least 72 hours should le allowed for 
celnellt Citt tim haileii. It liapid-hamdening cement is used, the time may be 
ieduced to aluii 3h hours. 

WELL ALIGNMENT 
Alignmlent is hemg used here to include both tle ctcepts of pumbness

and straightness ofI a well. It is important to unileistatid these concepts and 

htow Iev dilher. 1011lt/mcss lefers to the variatiom with depth of the center 
life of the well from the veni cal tine drawm through the center of the \vell at 
tle tip ) I lie casing..gtra,'Itlmss, however. meiely coisiders whether the 
center line It time well is straight ir Otherwise. [bus. a well may le straight 
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but nutt plmb, since its alig1nment 

lGrat Gruwoverflow is displaced illsome direction or 
'"' other fron the vertical. 

--- .tiil)i 5essaiid straiglitiess of . 

-- I Grout pipe 
._or larger- , 

Drilledhole. 
diameterot -/ell
least 4" larger" 
tha we cosnn l 

are il oitlriwell coriS l 
el o l[Iti 

i Ct ll ,idcraiatons 
li caiise lhiy 

o lb cale t e 

detciIniiie w,,heher Ia Velitical 
turbline or suhlntersihlic p11inup o1f .1 

Wel casing .. cii slie call he ilstailled in tile 
Sjcl a :i ICnh ) . I l iiS IC

fonmating.
.7 -:': -1) -. -.-

sp t , stli ille is filedi ra a il
otrlalllllfactl~. W hile a1 v'lIicll 

7,-, -- . , ECasingwigl~itei 

...._-. wih ror,_ -, fluidt,,< )II.-=I._-lcal biera iit w li.'l :i edllSim Il--l.1:1 1 o 
lnl2I~p l

it Clinlot he illit!led inla well 	Ihat 
iscloked bI)C aiCeIe:Iillind liinit. 
---llibiiess niii1t, li we\r., he coil
tiolled within hlieits,eC i:iSbIuIhl 

Cement groult since the d cviliti ll tlill the ver ical 
aning ,,, c"III :iffect the elpelilion aid life ofrests Drilaie plug~ 

on the bottom -l-mps. solie Most- well constru
-lit odes d tttulllalanlldrillinig s 
spedciy unlilts the aligiluieitl nilot1 

I:iI.5.24 OLrI It)tI iT iII I large di:iin ter, deepi'IN(; wells. (Genticr

()1.CEIENI GIILIING aill', these uInils he practicailnot 
WIFI.L(',\SING. 	 Ceably ,ipplied IIo sinill diIneter. 

shallow vells. Tliese latllr wells 
should rnierely be requircd to he 

sill iciellrit and to peinlit the installation and opelation of'phn111II) 

Sile piliping e(lUipriie it. 

Conditions Affectli, Well Alignment 

\Wlile it is desiiable thal a well he ab:;olutcly straight aid plumb, this ideal 

is not usu;tlly achievable. Variotus conditions such as the cliracler of ihc 
sul)surldc niattijil heiii drilled, lhe titienss oistraigliiess ol[Ire drill pipe 
aid lite well cising. iid pulldo orce ihe diill pipe illilte l' trl rotary drilling 
cobintilot cau.ell,l i i trie stiaiglitiess and plinrval li s. Varying 
liardricss ttf marial heitig pCinetralid call delle t the bit Irot the vertical. 
So call bouldei cuici letit,,d iniglacial drift I'ltlitatitlis. A siaight li le can
riot he drilled with ciltllked drill pipe, [ott iitci lmrce applied althe top cnd 
of, tihe rolly dlill slendeir ctliunii ol,Icit will biend lite drill pipe aid cause a 
cittked h le. Weilit. illlite ollf [he lower end ofloi dril! collars, placed :1t 
lhe drill slein ist above the hit, however,. will help to Ilverlinoe the leidency 
to(dlift awa lorll the vellical. l1vCrn aft' tie borehtle is drilled. bcil 0tr 
crooked casiig pipes aid balk aligned threads lt then cain result illaIwell 
with appieciable variatitti from tlhe vertical aid stiraiglit lines. 
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Measurement of Well Alignment 
Measurement of alignment is usually done in the cased borehole. When 

drilling has been by the rotary method these measurements should be made 
before lie casing is grouted and sealed. For the cable-tool percussion and 
olher methods in which [ie casing follows the bit as drilling progresses, peri
odic checks can be made on fie plumbness and straightness during drilling. 
Wheli a cable-tool hole has been started with the tools suspended directly over 
the center off tie top 01' tile casinL, then any subsequent deviatioii of the cable 
froiii the center indicates a deviation of the hole from the vet ical. The wear
inlc o." tie Coliiles t tile cable-tool percussion bit on one side oilv also serves 
to indicate that a crooked hole is being drilled. These early indications help a 
drillei to take steps to correct the fault, lie may fiiid it necessary to change 
the posit ion of tile di illing riig or backfill a portion of tile hole aiid redrill it. 

A plumb bob suspended by w'+ire cable troin the derrick of' the drilling rig 
or iolt a tripod is U1tlallv Used to ineasme both straightness and plumbness 
of a,well. [le plunmb bob should be in tli c,, i ot a cyliiider 4 to ( inclies 
loNg %kithoutside (iiatietei about 4 inch smaller than the inside diameter of' 
the casing. It ,;hold be heavv eiuough to stretch the wire cable tatl. A guide 
block is fixed to the derrick oi tripod so that the center of its small sheave or 
pulley is 1(0 feet above the top of lie casing and adjusted so that the plumb
bob lngs exactly ill tle~ceiiter of the casing. The wire cable should be ac
curatelyimai ked :t (1-ft. intervals. 

When the plumb bob is lowered to a particular lOI-ft mark below the top 
of the c:asing the measured deviation of' the wire line from the center of the 
top of the casing multiplied by a1iium1ber that is one unit larger than that of 
the number of 10-ft sections of cable ii tie casitng gives the deviation at the 
depth of tihe plunb bob. For example. if the deviation from the center at the 
top of tile casing is I / inch when the plumb bob is 3(0 feel below the top of 
the casili,. liei ile devialiotl from the vertical at 30 feet deplfi in tile casing 
is three piIlls ,one. or four. tiles I/S inch. that is 1/2 inch. Similarly, with tie 
plumb bob 40 feet ill tile hole. the nnilliplier is five. and when I0 feet. Ihe 
m:,!tiplier is eleven. 

1o detemine lie saiuhtiess. Ithe deviatioil is measured at 1t-ft intervals 
in lie well. If the devi:ttio Ilollt tile verlical increJses by the same :uniouit 
for cacli succeedine If-ft intelval, then the well is straighlt as fal as the last 
depth checked. The calculated deviatioii or drift from tile vertical may be 
plotted agailst depth to give Agaph of tile position of1tile axis ol center line 
oif the well. Such a ci aph can be used to deteriumine whether a pumnp of' given 
lem-gthi amd diametet catl be placed at a given depthI ill the Well. This can alsoOil site Il11 'ell pipebe checked theliOWel a "duniuy'" length of o 

tie sa;lmte LiMmemSiui, as the pulup. 

INSTALLATION OF WELL SCREENS 
Ilhere mre seve al iethods of installimtg well screens, some of which are 

descibed below%. The choice of' method for a part icular well may be influenced 
by the design of the well. the drilling method and the type of plroblemls en
countered in tile drillinig operation. 
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Pull-back Method 
The pull-back method is by far the safest and simplest method used. While 

it is commonly used in wells drilled by the cable-tool percussion method, it is 
equally applicable in rotary drilled wells. The screen is lowered within the 
c:sing, which is then pulled back a sufficient distance to expose the screen. 
The screen must be the telescope type with outside diameter sized just suffi
cien tly smaller than the inside diameter of the casing to permit the tele
scoping ofl the screen through the casing. The top of the screen is fitted with a 
lead packer which is swedged out to make a sand-tight seal between the top 
of the screen and lhe inside of the casing.

The basic operations in setting a well screen by the pull-back method are 
indicated in tife series of illustrations in Fig. 5.25. The casing is first sunk to 
the depth at which the bottom of tie screen is to be set. Any sand or other 
cuttings in] the casing must be removed by bailing or washing. The screen is 
then assellbled suspen ded Nvithini tie casinrg, followirg which the hock 
shown in Fig. 5.26 is caught ini the bail handle at the bottom of the screen. 
The ivhole assembly is ihen lowered on the hoist line to the bottom of the 
hole. If tire deplh to water level in tire hole isless than 30 feet, however, the 
assembled screen may simply be dropped in tihe casing. Having checked to 

Soti .0 r level -

Load Packer, 

Woler-bearing sand pce 

......
.
 

Well casring Wellscreenj 

Drirve shot 

AC 

Fig. 5.25 PUIL-BACK ME 'IIOD OF SEITING WELL SCREENS. 
A.Casing is sunk to full depth of well. 
B. w'ell screen is lowered inside casing.
C. Casing is pulled back to expose screen in water-bearing formation. 
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Fig. 5.26 LOWERING HOOK. 

j \slips. 

~end 

Sithe 

j 

Fig. 5.27 BIU MPING I.OCK tiEING 
USED TO PUIL WEL CAS-
ING.( Irom irgcr~o n-C\vell. 
lir \lrrrt.in polr'. \innieota.) 

ascertain the exact position of 
screen, the hook is released and 
withdrawn. A string of small pipe is
 
then run into and allowed to rest 
on the bottom of the screen to hold 
it in place while the casing isbeing 
pulled back to expose the screen. If 
the casing has been driven by th2 
cable-tool percussion method, then 
it may be pulled by jarring with the 
drilling tools or with a bumping 
block, the latter of which is shown 
in Fig. 5.27. It may even be pos
sible itsome instances to pull the 
casing with tire casing line oil the 
drilling :nachine. Mechanical or 
hydraulic jacks (Fig. 5.28) may also 
be used in combination with a pull
ing ring or spider with wedges or 

The casing should be pulled 
back far enough to leave its bottom6 inches to I foot below tihe
lead packer. Tire pipe holding the 

screen in place is removed and a 
swedge block (Fig. 5.29) used to 
expand the lead packer and create a 
sand-tight seal against the inside of 

casing. To do this, two or three 
lengths of sina!] diameter pipe are 
screwed to tire sliding bar which 
passes through tire swedge block. 
The assembly is lowered into the 
well until the *wedge block rests oil 
tie lead packer. Tihe weight pro
vided by the pipe attached to the 
sliding bar is then lifted 6 to 8 
inches and dropped several times. 
iTheswedge block itself should not 

be lifted off the lead packer. It 
should be simply forced down into 
tire n:wker by the repeated blows 
of tl:'
weighted sliding bar. 

Open Hole Method 
Tile open hole method ilhustrated imFig. 5.30 involves tiIe setting of the 

screen inair open hole drilled beliw the previously installed casing. The 
method is applicable torotary drilled wells. 
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Fig. 5.28 	 PULLING CASING BY IIYDRAULIC JACKS IN COMBINATION Will (AS-
ING RIN'; AND SWEDGI, SLIPS. 

The borehole is irst drilled to 

the depth at which the casing is to 
be set permanently. The casing is 
run into the hole and grouted as re
quired. Using a bit just large enough 
to go through the casing, the hole is 
drilled through the water-bearing 
formation below the casing. A suit
able drilling mud must be used to s2al 
off all flow from the formation into 
the hole, prevent it Irom caving, ,id 
transport the cuttings out of it. Fluid 
circulation must be mainained long 

Fig. 5.29 SWEDGE BLOCK. enough after the desired depth is 
reacied to ensure that all cuttings 

have been lifted from tile hole. The drill stem may then be withdrawn anid a 
telescope-size screen lowered into the hole by any convenient means. The 
depth of the hole should first have been checked to ensure that, with the 
scrcc'l resting on the bottom of1the hole, the lead packer remains inside the 
lower end otfthe casing. Giravel may be used to back-fill ahole that has been 
drilled to deep. A screen with aclosed bail bottom can be set by this method 
provided the precautions have been taken to obtain a non-caving hole free from 
cuttings and a suitable drilling mud that does not allow cuttings to settle out 
before the screen is lowered into the well. If difficulties are experienced in 
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Wash line" 

* -Caing sealed 

- -~ - Cement grout --

Static water level 

:'.'';; . !i::;i~il ;: Expanded 

lead packer 

:'i::i Well scieen :;:i':i:: Drilliig mud 

partially 
removed by 
washing 

-:.------Mud cak " Water- bearing sand,-

Fig. 5.310 SETTING WELL SCREEN IN OPEN POLE DRILLED IBEIOW TIlE WELL 
('ASING. 

Fig. 5.31 	 LEAD SIIOT ANI) LEAD WOOL. I'OR PLUGGING OPEN BOITONI END 0 jr 
WE.L SCR EEFN. 
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maintaining such a "clean" hole, ashort extension pipe may be attached to the 
bottoril of an open-ended screen to permit washing it down with drilling fluid. 
The boltorn of tle extension pipe is then plugged with lead shot, lead wool 
(Fig. 5.31) or cement grout and tIhe lead packer expanded al'ter circulating wa
ter to wash soie ottlihe drilling mud out of the hole. Lead wool or cement 
grout should he tmnped I'M compaction. Ifflead shot is used, it is simply poured 
in sufficiellt lulaity to forln a4- to 8-inch thick layer inside the extension pipe. 

Wash-down Method 
The wash-down iettliod of installation (Fig. 5.32) uses a high velocity jet 

of light-weight drillilg mud or water issuing from a special wash-down 
botton fitted to the end of tie screen to loosen the sand and create a hole in 
which [Ite scrCein is lowered. 

The wash-down holtlton is a sell-closing ball valve. A string of wash pipe is 
coniiected to it ard used to lower tie enrtire screen assembly through tine 
casing which has beer previously cemented. As the screen is washed into 
position, 'lie loosened sand rises around the screen and up through the casing 

String of
 
pipe used '.
 

wash tine Ws 


Ring seal of seml

i)? :,i~~i'i.Tem.porary... 

' 


, .-S, , ::,'¢!~iiwash pipe 

" ' i!:,--Well
4 	 screen
 

Left -hand 	 Couplingon wash pipe 
rests in conical "at 

connection in .
"lf-closing 	 : .n oCorlilnotion
bock

bottom fitting. 	 pressure valve 
In open position 

Fig. 5.32 	 WASII-DOWN METHIOD OF Fig. 5.33 JETTING WELL SCREEN IN-
SETTING WELL. SCREEN. TO POSITION. 
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to the surface with the return flow. Sand particles which inevitably accumu
late in the well screen must be washed out of it once the screen is in final 
position. Water should later be circulated at 2 reduced rate to remove any 
wall cake formed in the hole during the jetting operation. This causes the 
formation to cave around the screen and grip it firmly enough for the wash 
line to be disconnected. 

It is common practice in jetted and rotary drilled small wells to set a 
combined string of casing and screen, permanently attached, in one operation. 
A jetting method for setting such a combined string is illustrated in Fig. 5.33. 
The scheme employs the use of a temporary wash pipe assembled inside the 
well screen befc:re attaching the screen to the bottom length of casing. A 
coupling attached to the lower end of the wash pipe rests in the conical seat 
in tile wash-down bottom. A close-fitting ring seal made of semi-rigid plastic 
material or wood faced with rubber is fitted over the top end of tie wash 
pipe and kept in position by the coupling above it. The seal prevents any re
turn flow of the jetting water ii the space between the wash pipe and the 
screen. All the return flow 'rom tlie washing or jetting operation, therefore, 
takes place outside of tile screen and casing A little leakage of tile jetting wa
ter takes place around tie bottom of the wash-pipe and out through the 
screen. thus preventing tire entry of fine sand into the screen. Maintaining 
this sinall outward How througih tlie screen is important, since it reduces the 
possibility of sand-locking the wash pipe in the screent. 

With tile casing and screen assembly washed into final position, fluid circu
lation is stopped. The plastic ball then floats up into the seat, thus effectively 
closing tire valve opening in tile waslrdown bottom. A tapered tap, overshot 
or some other suitable fishing tool (see later section of this chapter on fishing 
tools) is then used to fish the wash pipe ard ring seal out of the screen. It 
may also be possible to recover the wash pipe assembly by tapping the 
coupling with pipe carrying regular pipe threads instead of a tapered tap. Tile 
well is then ready for development. 

Satisfat ory penetration by this method requires continuous circulation 
when water is used as the jetting luid. This may limit the urse oh the method 
to tile perietration of only as much screen and casing as ;I is physically pos
sible to assemble as a single strirg in an upright position with the available 
drilling equipment. Subsequent addilions of casing will require interruptions 
of tire circulation that can lead to the collapse of tile drill hole (particularly 
in vatet-bearinig s:ds and gravels) around the combined string of screen and 
casing thus preventi rg lrtiher penetration. This problem may be avoided by 
the use oh" a suitable dilliung nllud. 'File method is very often used for washing 
screens into position below previously drilled boreholes. If tire borehole has 
already buen drilled into tire aquifer to the full depth of the vell, then the 
wash-down hrI)ilo iLa.V be used on tire screen without tle wash pipe. 

Well Points 
Well points can be arrd are often installed in drilled wells by some of the 

methods just described in this section. The pull-back and open hole methods 
would be particularly applicable. Where, because.of excessive friction oti the 
casing or a heaving sand formation, the pull-back method is impracticable, a 
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well point may be driven into tile formation below the casing by either of tile 
methods shown in Fig. 5.34 or Fig. 5.35. In the method of Fig. 5.35 tile driv
ing force is transmitted through the driving pipe directly onto the solid point 
of the screen. This method is preferable, therefore, when driving relatively 
long well points. In both cases the hole is kept full of water while the screen 
is being set in heaving sand formations. 

Artificially Gravel-Packed Wells 
The methods of' screen installation so far described apply primarily to 

wells to be completed by natural development of the sand formation. One 
of these, the pull-back method, can, with little modification, be used in 
artificially gravel-packed wells. 

An artificially gravel-packed well has an envelope of specially graded sand 

.. casing- - .Well , Driving pipe 

Drivin cain 

4 weightg-	 -

":Driving bar 

Self 
sealing [ 	 - Packer 
packer [ 

Fig. 5.34 	 DRIVING WLLL POINT F'ig. 5.35 DRIVINGIBAR USEDTODE-
WITH SELF-:SEALING PACK- LIVER DRIVING FORCE 
ER INTO WATER-BEARING DIRECTLY ON SOLID BOT-
F:ORMA~TION. TONI OF WELL POINTS 5 FT 

OR MORE IN LENGTH. 
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inner casing or gravel placed around tilewell 
screen in a predetermined thick-

I ness. This envelope takes the place 
of tilehydraulically graded zone of 
highly permeable material produced 

Outer 
casing 

by conventional development pre
in la hcedures. ('onditions t,t require the 

use of artificial gravel packing have 
been dcscrihed in the previous 
ch apte r. 

'Fhe n10dified pull-back method 
known as the double-casing miethod 
involves centering a string of casing 
and screen of equal diameter within 
an Outer casing of a size corre
spondint to the outside diameter of 
the gravel pack (Fig. 5.36). This 
outer Casing is first set to the full 
depth of the well. The inner casing 
and screen should be suspenided 
f'romn thle surface nntil the place
ment of, t le gravel pack is corn

,Z 
Closed pleted. The selected gravel

inottomplace in the annular 
is put 
space 

.-- around the screen in batches of a 
. few feet. ftollowing each of' which 

Fig.5.36 DUtIILE-CxSING .MNTIIOI)
OF TIICIA IY GRAVE. 
PACKING A WEL.. GRAVEl. 
IS ADDED AS TIlE OUTER 
CASING IS PIULI D BACK 
IRO.M TIll FLit. tIVI
OF Til \FWE' 1t.. 

tIe outer casing is pulled back an 
apptopriatc distance and the pro

ccdtLre repeated until the level of 
the gravel is well above tile tol of 
the ,crlei. The weii maty thelt he 
dCvelop)ed to remove any fine ,. 

'romn the gravel and any nud cake that niay have formed oil the slt!;. 
between the gravel and the natural forrnatio. The method can be used innot: 
cable-tool percussion and rotary drilled wells. 

('are moust be !aken ilplacing tie gravel to avoid separation of the coarse 
and tine particles of the graded inixtute. Failre to do so could result in a 
well that contintuall, produces fine Sald eVn though properly graded na
terial h:isbeen used in tie gravel pack. Ibis lendencv owards Separatiou of 
particles otldifferent si/es cat be oveictrie hy hopping the material in small 
bimtcltes or slugs ihrtough the contfined space of'astnall dialleter conductor 
pipe or trenrie (Fig. 5.37). Under these coitnined conditions there is less ten
dency Ior the grains to fail individually. Water is added witi the gravel to avoid 
bridging in the trenie. ihe tremnie. usuallv about 2 inche,, in diameter, is raised 
as the level of materiail builds up around tie well sceeen. Watei circulated iina 
reverse direction to that of' nonrmal ioaiv thillnlig that is down tileannlular 
space between the casings. lirtgh the gravel and scrt'eri and tupthrough tile 
inner casing to tie pump suctiton helps prevent bridging in tIle annolar 
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space as the gravel is being de
posited. 

-7, Some settlenent of the gravel 
will occur during the developnicat 

. " process. More gravel must, there
• , tore. be added as is necessary to 

'7 7,. keep the top level of tie gravel 

: 	 several leel above Illat of tie 
screen. ile entite length of tile 
inner casing need not be left per
manent ly in the well if file outer 
one is intended to be permanent. 
Towards this end, a convenient 
joint it;the inner casing caIl be 
loosely made up while assembling 
the siring. Ai'ter development of 

Fig. .37 	 PLACING GRAVE- the well the upper portion of casingP ,\ CK ed 
MATERIAL. TIIROUGII I IP- is then unscrewed at this joint and 
USED AS TREMI F. witlhdravn, leaving enough pipe (at 

O. . . least one length) attached to the 
screen to provide anr overlap of a 

few feet within tile outer casing.... . P 
Aiolther lechnique would be to 

set the inner casing to the full 

depth of tile well and ItL1escope tile 
screen and an appropiriate length otf 
extension pipe attached to tie top 

_ , .of tile screen itlo that casing. The 
entire string ot" inner casing may 
lien be reinoved as the giavel is 

Fig. 5.38 	 LEAD SI+IP-'A'KER IN PO. pliced leaving the extension pipe
SITION ON EXTENSION 
PIPE BEIFORE EXPANSION overlapping inside tile outer casing.
TO SEAL. TIIE ANNULAR ('e terilig guides must he provided
SPACE. on the tentlpoiary illler casing. 

Cenmenut grotnl, lead shot or pellets of lead wool can he used to seal the 
annular space immediately above the top of the giavel. A mechanical type of 
seal known as a lead slip-packer (Fig. 5.3 ) is alsc often used. The packet. a 
1ead ring of similar shape to a casing shoe. sits t, top of the exlension pipe 
and is of the proper diameter anid wall thickness to I'ormn an effective seal 
when expanded by aswedge block against tile outer .Asing. 

Recovering Well Screens 
It may sometimles le necessary to recoviv an elcitListed slceen for cleaning 

arid return to the well. a badly corroded one for replacement or a good O!ne 
from an abandoned well fIr reuse elsewhere. ('otside rable force may have to 
be applied toi the sceei to overcome the grip of tire water-bearing sand 
around it. TIne sand-loint method provides tine of tile best ways of t ransmitt ing 
this force to 	 Ine screen, dislodging and recovering it withouti damaging it. The 
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method, however, cannot he used 
in screens smaller than 4 inches in 

- diameter.Caeng 

packerLeoad The sand-joint miethod uses sand 
carefully placed in the annular 
space heIween a pull ilig pipe and 

i the inside of file well screen to 
J form a sand lock or sand joint
' - Pullng Pip which serves is the structural coil

sIection hetween the pulling pipe 
and tile screen (Fig. 5.39). ThIe 

" necessary upward lIerce may then
1 ' he applied to the pulling pipe hy 

. Sandjont means of jacks working against pipe 
...... .clamps or a pulling ring with slips as 

I 1shown in Fig. 5.28. 

The size otf tile pulling pipe 
varies with the diameter of tlie 
screen and the I')rce which may he 

Sckr-g required. As a general rule. ho0w
wired on p ever. tine size of pipe is chosen at 

uri-hall the nominal inside diatn
. --- Wellscreen eter of the scre..-i. For example. a 

4-inch screen with nominal Jinside 
dI diameter of 3 inches would require
d-.. .-. I"--inch ipipe. lxtra heavy pipe 

should he used. The pipe ciUpllings 

Fig. 5.39 	 1;t1,EM;LtS 0 1:SANDJN0a1Nd threads shoruld be off the 
MEItIOD USED FOR PUL- IiighresI q uality' in order to with-
LING WI.I. S'RLENS. stand tIre pulling force. The sand 

should he clean, sharp and umiitirm 
material of' medilum to moderately fine size. 

The first step i, tIre ptepai::titt of the sand joint is the tying of' 2-inch 
strips of' sacking tt) the lowei end of' the pulling pipe immtediatelv above 
a coupling mring welded the pipe IIr: 5.40). Iolie sacking I'orms a socket 
to retain the smnd fill aiinrd tlre prulling pipe. The pipe and sacking with both 
ends tied to the pipe are then l)wemcd intu Oe casing until Intl the upper 
ends of Ie strips irmain ahove the top oit the casing. Ihe string which holds 
tire upper ends of tie Sacking t the pipe is thet cut and tire strips nft sacking 
arranged evenl, ar as Shuw Fig. 5.41.id the It)) of the casingto in 

Next tOe pulling pipe i, hrlorcd to a pmnt near the botttn of tIne screen. 
care heing taken Ito keep It :s well LCIetered as possible. lie sand is then 
poured slowl. iiti) tie annular space hetweei the pulling pipe and the casing. 
An even distimtion of tie Sand mround ire circunlerence of tine pipe is de
sirahle. The pu1,im1g 1pC Should be mtved gentlv backwaid and forward at the 
top while pournrg the sand it avoid bridging ahmve ct;u'plings. A small strean 
of water playing otilt the sand would also help in preventing bridging. Enough 
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sand should be used to fill at least two-tirds but not tie entire length of tile 
screen. The level of file sand in tilescreen can be checked with a silring of 
small diameter pipe used as a sunding rod. 

Fhe pnoper qtuatity ol sa d 
iaving heen plced, the pilltig ;ipe 
is tlici iiadiallv lillted to c(1iip1icl 
fle an develi iianitld ;I lii 	21i t(mi 

tilt iiiside stilict it tilt sCleilt. 
111tilAdo.litit0l1:11tMIS,. l11,:tl)[flhCd 

ihic scect l eeill It IIItve. li 
. cicel tnay 'lche c pulled 1,tC~ldilyp 

W1.v1ilhl. dill'ictd1V 	t111til it IN0111t01 

the well. I lie sn d imilt cil be 
hItiket :ttileslrihe I)vwishil 
tit ile ,:m d with a sitell ii 

I tr't'-Iri'ellncuiii( Ilie Screeli with 
hyditclilmic )It ic s .cesiimii aitod 

tot hlt miiateri ls andit.l eliCitisti, 
tHill,IduICC tile IMCt tcqtiiicd to 

ttlt ll ii ilil lii iS tilleln oil t fle 

"let_. i-t this put pise te screeli 
i,,tilled w.ith ai iii\t e ott equal 
aiitoiuiis tit acid iiid watet which is 
It i st lid Ii swvii hours, otver
night i ctm%.'cuiet. I lie acid is then 
pumped (i hiled out hcfoe start
ing the pillig opctl:ltiolls. 

FISHING OPERATIONS 
fiUsh is, the name used collec

tivclo, it,descrihe a % drillingwell 
St,,, I ,ethiL (ltl C ,siigil otherc_.,t 

su.ilii~ ,liilliietu~lt tt ti;.iterial aIc-
BIImN(;

Fig. 5.40 SIRII'S OF 	SA(KIN( 
lO ,l ,INI) 0 F eidicn tll deptisiled ti 'tluck inliii) tO 

T1IIE lt'1LING I UISF) Iitrchdes aiind ,ells aid which itis 
IN TiIl SAND.. I deiIje1t lSeveial(NT li icttvei. lea"slos 
MI-TIIOI1). 111.t\ Cilttii le It tiledeSirahility
 

tol itco rlin l h, 1 lus t uCe. lie 11'itte allud ll laIV he
lI. Iim I'stll 0 1 tile fish 
such d1, 1)i plcoct t iti , in it h rcllo C titM.I tle ctiiiipletitilllher tk. Stls 1a 

well. Flue tsh tll he 'I Im l.11piece L't l llteliul which is vitalv (1 eqthiplue 
to the dtihituu ttpctl.itlttis itid. IIi iddttti. c tli and iit t'itl,l ellaceable. 
]:1,41lig tme~itiitti itisti.t .i ctt,idrliihl lie n t tiimil mtid tllit.tie because 
tie lish i, mtit (tt sight it molie depth i i tile. lhcv caili i. theletote, he very 
Iitne anid MIS..tls.wltlli i lhIti) 1it (mittCOI 2iiat ititet' succes. qUelliiy. very 

ca1t11l CtllisidtliC tM -tht0ld he cietV li it) [lie pl,.ihle ciAst Itla h'ishig tupera
ti0ll ii t 0l te Jlid ctpatl ig the tine1111C itltie\ 	 this with oses and 



saviriC that ab:ridtoniirert oi' tire horeliule or well wotlld entail. Only aflter 
such cJrtulI CuuIrsidratitou should I'tsirri 0OpCra~liOns he Llnderaken. For 
small diarirucl, iclativelv shallow wells it would of'tern he Iound ecouomical 
ard utherise hericiA Iu-t drill a iew well rlther than attempt lishing 
oq)ellills ili(tile under collsttlit.ltull. I i i,, il li ly trle prior to the 

il *iiidut IIIdIr iI Iuuti lhe perriarIIl C'sII 2. It slonuld Also he borne ill
tllllid il Iish Im , a le:t dleall operlt ills ICleiili )I*skill. III ItrMIole SO01:li 
drillirig Mider,(lie dhillC IWIv Ie itrxpelinced ill such wInk.i 

Preventik e ,istres, 
AN INtile Al other l accides. pievsrtirn is always bettercase \s [II I'r111, 

thanl c.llt. IIwds (his ed. fe niecessity to eit)c , lil lete care :mid 
jittclitoli it Ail ( iie:, *ind lhriuigh
out all st cs (t' dilliiu )uper:ittrots

hC~lllllt-I\d - .;e:.d. \W hih.e file 

t ltil sllt an,I tIIdale1i1tio ll w ill lnot 
cmtllletely elimiite (lie need I'm 

S islih , it -ill cIursideaImbly reduce 
tile imihi i ind J' cilUj otf fishl..cy 

i .. XrrtlurC itIt ~ rCiui( rut. 
AlioltlI lilc pl ec.Itihl Is thlj[ 

should be underllakcn is the proper 
cmre ,id ,se of dhillin,, tools arid 
elrUiprnerri. I hisk includes the proper 
cl.,lllll lrd ,c ki -iiri of iiewreI 
I l i -I-III. ile,' pilopel cfeallillgi 
and sciting ln j ltt :of 1 times.l .i i 
thle .. .ct tcidessini arid hlaiden1g 
tf his, flile lguel a Iri'llellarce and 
inspcttill ofl :ll wire iope., tile et
tilr IsllpeC(llti (d Al Colmllponlenrts 
of the iilimi sim Ih [(lie devel
OpIlt.rIl Iol Lifitt crick,, ind (lie 
discaridiln tif , oi t inlol,. Above 
all, carec !t1,11sbeLtkel nevel to 
oveiload eqlllpireit nllor111 torlsuse 

WhC- 1w10tl rve ee11,1i desrgned. 
filie rririit1eirr1s iuurta 5Clls 

till tilerise(t c(lti'il llrill arid (Ils 
Sh.ltll ill hni 'e d.\ceC 

I Ile ci i Ii iriC I silC"h lirld he 
glserll s, eCl.rI L0 isidelaJ ll . Mn111 

Fig. 5.41 I PI)IR INI) M1 SACKIN(; raiurrtactue\c utN C0r1alir de-
SIRIPS ARRAN(;I.I) I VIA. iM,,Ld nirutrrctrllis. Aurrlnru tlw, ilrMst 

Y ARtO(t'NI 01)'11M . M-1 I l lhes, is file nc'd tilWpllll of 
('ASING Is IIIH. Ill I.ING r
1I111i IS I .W RI 1) IN 10) 1 illrl lublicaiolln %ill) I good
'Ill Iff 1. IL. gride ,t lur irn. l'te trr I *rcid mr 
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alkali and which will penetrate and adhere to the rope. The use of'crude 
oil or other material likely to be injurious to Steel Or cause deterioration 
or brittleness of' the wires must be avoided. Failure to properly lubricate 
wire rope results in the wires becoming brittle, corroded, subject to excessive 
friction wear aind ultimately tie sudden fracturing of tile rope. The rope 
should be tightly and evenly wound o)n winding drums and should iot be 
allowed to stand in mud, dirt or other such nediuii which is hlarlnful to steel. 
Only popei fastening cimtups that do totkink, fallent or crush tilerope 
should be used. The fracturing of loaded wire lope, if should be lemem
bered, can cause scrions injury to vorkirieri as well as ciei, l'ishirig probleris. 

Unscrewed Itool jlIn Mie the cjuses of" manly fishing opeatilonls. lmese call 
be avoided by tile piperl matinig It the box and piii Colmollienlis of' the 
joints. Btoth the pin shoulder aLd the hox iace should lbethloughly cleaned 
and frce of* imperlections that prevelt a full mud even contact. T'he threads 
and shouldeis t'the comp lrt parts :r lightei should le thinly coated with 
machine oil before making tup tie joint. Joints should be firmly made ip 
though not with excessive pressure as this cai rCsulh illbroken boxcs and 
pills.
 

lr'00s. caielessly left ol tihe roalr table mr :it sonc stch point, lly be 
accidentally tipped into a borehol. ()le half of pipe clamp enteriiig a well 
illthis matucr has been kirown to become wedged iii tire \ell screen 
just above l joint il tIlewash pipe beiilg used in ile developmeit piocess 
and esulit not only iii lie abardonment of+ the well but also tileloss 
of several hundred IeC of' drill steiii with it. All tools should be removed 
imnediatelv aftler use Ioa convenient poiiit of stoxra',e at a1sate distance from 
tile well.borehole or 

Certain coditiions such isslhmntilig or caving limitations, crooked iiiles 
aiid the prestelce of boulders oteti contribute to drilling troubles that maN 
result ili perat ions. I[lie tit care must be hy u.illers,lishing most exercised 
operating iildet tlese contiditions. 

Preparations for Fishing 
The raltlic of" all operatiols (colitrucioti and ritlillterrailce) ol wells i, 

SilI t111A do) eveir tile of" tileacILdeniit occur tunider siupervisioi iost capable 
and carelul drilleis. Ilicrefote, the dtillei Ilianticipation otfthe inevitable 
fisilil i job should treoid or rave access to tile evervlhingexact drietsiotit of 
used tit(i .ttIMuid tilewell. I his faicilitatcs the selectioll ard design of, a 
suitable fishinn, tool whl miecesiry. All to ols h iiglit to tile ,ite should be 
aectirtelt InIasmlued aind the ileasrttenits pioperly tecorded. Sonie oI tIle 
inmporta:tI ueasiernerits are: tileoutside diarieteil aid lciiglli f liie rope 
socket: the diaimetr. I ritih stroke of :af. tire diainelc andmid tie dhill 
lergth of tiledrill stein: the sie of tool joints :id lie outm&ide diairIet arid 
length if tire pilland hoN. co[nrs: [he body si/e and lenghil bits; liee leniglh 
oflpillcollais on tilebitls record off the deplh tit IliC aiid theA ca;,eul hole 
Oveiall leiigth of the drilling siiri, is also csse:ilial for succssflul fishring 
operat toni. 

[lie drill Inile iiust of' rece~sit' lie larger haim:lmvy tools placed ill it. As a 
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result, tools lost in a hole do not otten rcmain in the vertical or upright
position but become wedged in sloping positions across the hole. In addition, 
mtalcrial t'ron a caving formatiot may ' onto and1(1coverall 	 the tool. No 
anount otf measurement at tilesurface could tell tire dhiller exactly what 
positiontrle lost tool hals assumed in the hole or, in somc cases, whether the 
top portiol of it is tree fro) obstructiol. I is. therefore, considered good 
practice to rise whal is knownr as aniimpression hlo'k lto obtlait ar impression 

ot' the (it' hltoe attop the tool 
-- - -- - Dril l p p eir ript i ng aanly isllirr ope ra t ions . 

This is Iirticil:r I nrecessarrv in 
rotary drilled. icased holes. Irri
prssiori blocks are itt rrn;rrv lorrs 
and desigrrs, one otf which is shown 
in Fig. 5.42. A sl,'t. block of'wood 
(prelerably solt wood) turned oil a 
lathe to a diameter ablort one inch 

- Box pin less than that of the drilled hole and 
with the tipper portiorn haped in 
tie ftorm of ,ipin, rs drivenr to f'it 
tightly into a drill pipe hox collar. 
For added ,ectrritN. tie woodein 
block shltd be wired or pirned 
securelx to tire collar,. The wooden 
block may alteriattivelv be bolted 

4-- Box collar to the dart of" a dait valve bailer. A 
quantity ot sir:ll he;rded nails is 
driven into tie btthor itl the circn

7lar block, le ir.111 eterrsijorr o' 
ablt 1rich. Sheet Irretrl is tern
poraily itiled :rortnrd tire block

~/ fwiti 	 a prtottl.loll o a ew inches 
over the lowet erd ot the block. 
Warm plaTir wax. vellt w soap or 

Wooden block 	 other plastic itelrril is poured to 
till tis plrtrt sttolanrd the llettto 
cool id ,tlidit . lie tralilicrads 
hll) 1nohold tie plaistic iatterial 
illto tire Ilock. Altl tire sheet 
metal isrertoved arilrie lt)wer cud 
ot lhe plastic irrateiial carelnlly 

rlI I It [ --- Small heoded +sllitied. tie rirupiessroll blhck is 

±' J ± ±~, nais rcad\ tootrr. "li bock should be11I 
 +lterd car eturl I 	 id 4hiwl\ ito1 

-- Paraoin, wax tie Itoh' until the tbiect isreaclred. 
or other 	 It :N tien ia ised to tie si Iice where 
plastic
motertul 
 [t llttlessorri urrade illtie wax ol 

Fig. 5.42 I\tIRIL:SSI()N IIL(K. soa)p car be exrmired. Iy carel'ul 
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interpretation of the impression, a driller can determine the position of the 
fish and the best means of retrieving it. 

Common Fishing Jobs and Tools 
It is of ten said, with considerable just ification, that no two fishing jobs are 

alike. While fishing jobs may be classified into various types, individual jobs 

within these types are usuallV quite different. Fishing jobs. as a result, test the 
skill and ingenr:itv of tI e driller to the fullest extent. The driller relies on a 

number of basic principles in his attack on fishing problems. A great variety 
of special tooh, have beett devised to assist hint in this work. Marty of these 

tools are used very iiifrequently and it is not uncotnnoi) to find a tOl Imade 
for a particular job attd never used agutin. ti)ly large-scale drilling operators 
calt attord to have ietre than a limited stock of fisbhi t... Whenever pos
sible, small operatols usually lent tools as they are needed from suppliers. It 
would be irupractical to attenrpt a discussiort of' all types of fishing jobs and 
the tools usied otl them lnstead. the discussior that ollows centers on some 
of the more commnlm types of li.,hing jo.bs and looIs. 

(I) larted/ drill pipe: One of tite most frequent fishingjobs in rotary drill
ing is that for the recover\ od drill pipe twisted off ir tlrehole. Tire break 
may eithei be due to shearing of the pipe or failure of a threaded joint. 

Art irinpressiot block should first be used to determine tile exact depth and 
positiot of the top ol the pipe, whether there has been any caving of the up
per foriratiot rnaierial omto the top of tile pipe or whether the pipe has be
coi embedded into tile wall of the hole. If tite top of the pipe is urnob
structed. thei either tie taperedfishing tap or die orrs/rot could be effective 
if used belore tirecuttirtgs ill the hole settle and "freeze" the drill pipe. TIre 
virctdatinig-diporerlrhot, which peimits the circulation of'drilling fluid, would 
be the best tool to0Ue after tie pipe has been 'rozeni by the sett.ng of cut
tirngs around it. These tools are All illustrated itt Fig. 5.-13. 

hlie ishing tap. made oftaperedil teat-treated steel, tapers approximately I 
irich per foot thor a diariteter stmewhat smaller than the inside diameter of 

the coumling to a diameter equal to tile outside diameter of the drill stern. 
The tapered portint is threaded and fluted tire full length of the taper to 
permit the escape (0' chips cut by tire tap. The tap is lowered slowly on the 
drill stern Uintil it engages tile lost pipe. tire circulation being maintained at a 
low rate throorglh tile hole ill the tap during this period. Ilaving engaged the 
lost pipe. tile circulation is slopped and the tap turned slowly by the rotary 
mechanism oir by hand until tie tap is threaded into tire pipe. An attempt 
nould then be made to t,-establish tire circulatiot through the entire drill 

string beft're pullirg tire lost pipe. 
The diel'er lot is a hong-tapered dilie of heat-treated steel designed to fit 

over tile top end of tire lost drill pipe and cut its own thread as it is rotated. It 
is fluted to permit tile escapFe tif metal cuttings. Circulation cannot be com
pleted to tire bottom of"tire hole through the lost pipe since the flutes also 
allow tile fluid to escape. The upper end of tire tool has abox thread designed 
to fit tile drill pipe. 

Ihe cir-',ating-.slipoiershot is a tubular tool approximately 3 feet long 
with inside diameter slightly larger than tire outside diameter of the drill pipe. 
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Tapered Tap 

Die Overshot 

Circulating Slip Overshot 

Fig. 5.43 	TAPEREDTT\I AND OVERSIIOTS. (Adapicd From Iig. 43, W'lls. Depart
ment of the ri ., Imec'mica Manual 1N15-297, 1)57.) 

The belled-oti lower portion of the tool helps to centIralize and guide the top 
of the lost drill pipe into the slip showii fitted in the tapered sleeve. The slot 
cut through otne side of" the slip enables it to expand is the tool is lowered 
over the drill pipe. As the tool is raised the slip is pulled down into the 
tapered sleeve, thus tighltening the slip against the pipe. Circulation of' fluid 
can then be establislied Ihrough the pipe, freeing it for recovery. 

A wall hook shown in Fig. 5.44 can be used to set tile lost drill pipe erect 
in the hole in preparation For lie tap or overshot tools. The wall hook is a 
simple tool that can be made from a suitable size of steel casing cut to shape 
with a cutting torch. A reducing sub must then be used to connect the top 
end of the tool to the drill stem. To operate tie wall hook, it is lowered until 
it engages the pipe, then slowly roated until the pipe is fu!ly within the 
hook. The hook is then raised slowly to set the pipe in an uplight position, 
later disengaging itself from the pipe. 

It is also possible to pin a tapered fishing tap into the upper portion of a 
wall hook made from steel casing. With such acombined tool, the hook may 
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be used to realign the lost drill pipe and then, while being lowered, guide the 
tap into the drill pipe to complete both operations in one run of tool!, into 
the hole. This method is particularly desirable when the 'rillpipe tends to fall 
over against the wall of a much larger hole raler than remnin erect. 

(2) Broken wire line: When tile 
drilling line or sand line of a cable
tool drilling rig breaks, leaving the 
drilling tools or bailer in the hole 
with a substantial mounta, of wire 
line on top of the tools, the wire 
line center spear (Fig. 5.45) is tire 
recommended fishing tool. This tool 
consists of a single prong witli a 
number of upturned spikes project
ing from it. The spikes have sharp 
inside corners t hat permit the spear 
to catch even asingle strand of wie. 
If the lost tools are stuck in the 
hole and cannot be pulled. tie sharp 
spikes will shear the wire line. 

The shoulder of the spear should 
be about the same size as tlie bore
hole in older to prevent tire broken 
wire line troin getting past ihe spear 
as it islowered aid causing it to be
cole stuck ill tire hole. For tile 
range of borehole sizes being con
sidered, center spears are made for 
specific sizes of"hole. 

The spear is used with a set of 
fishing jars. short sinker aid wire 
line socket above it. It should be 
carefully eased down the hole to tile 
point where it isexpected to engage 
tie broken cable. It is then pulled 
to see if it has a hitch. Ir tileab
serce of a hitch itis lowered nelow 
tie first point and again tested for a 
hitch. This procedure is repeated 
until a hitch issecu:ed. 
Ittfie
string of lot tools isfree, 

lift it 10 to 15 feet off the bottom 
Fig. 5.44 WALL IOOK. of tire hole Lind test tlie hold oilthe 

wire line by allowing the bfake to 
give a short, quick slip. If the hold isinsecue tiletools will fal witll no result
ing damage, while a later fall through some greater distance could be very 
damaging. 
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If the hold is secure, continue 
lifting the tools out of the hole until 
the broken wires appear. Stop lifting 
and tie the wires together and then 
to the prongs of the grab to prevent 
the loose ends from unfolding and 
causing the hold to break. The tie 
itself does not carry the load but 
holds the broken lines in position. 
Continue lifting until the lost tools 
are recovered. 

If ti e string of lost tools is not 
free, then sufficient line should be 
let out to bring the jars into use. 
Jarring should be continued until 
the lost tools come loose or the 
broken cable parts. 

(3) Fishing .Jbr the neck of a 
rope socket, other cylindrical 
object or the pin of a tool: The 
combination socket (Fig. 5.46) is 
one of several tools used to catch 
the neck of a wire-line socket after 
broken line has been cleared away, 
or the pin of a bit or drill stem that 
has become unscrewed in the hole. 
The tool can also be used to fish for 
any cylindrical object such as a drill 
stem or tubing standing upright in 
the hole, providing the bore of the 
socket is at least 1/8 inch larger 
than the dialmeter of the fish. The 
fishing string should consist of a 
rope socket, stem, long-stroke 
fishing jars and combination socket. 

Combination sockets are pro
vided with two sets of slips, one set 
of which is used to engage the 
threads of the pin on a bit, stem or 
other tool and the second set to 
take hold of the neck of the rope 
socket, The proper set of slips must 
be selected for the particular fishing 
job in accordance with knowledge of 
the exact size of the fish. It is also 

good practice to determine if the sockej can go over the fish by first running 
the socket with its inner parts removed. The re-loaded combination socket is 
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Fig. 5.46 	 (OMBINATION SO('KET Fig. 5.47 JAR BUMPER. 
DISMANTLED TO0 SIIOW 
SIIPS AND OTIIER CONIPO-
NENTU PARTS. (From ACHIn 
IFishing I (oo I (onpany.

ParkCrShur'. WCNI Virginia.)
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then slowly lowered on tilefishing string with the fishing jars adjusted for 
shortest stroke. Upon contact with the fish, a light downward jal is used to 
secure a hitch. Tension is thei taken on the line and tilefishing job ,olipleted 
it' the tools are not stuck. 

If tiletools are stuck, then a slow spudding action should first be tried to 
release them. Should this 'ail, then sufficient hie is let out to bring the jars in
to use. Short and rapid jai riishould cause tie freeing of the tools and ispre
ferable to hard long-1;troke jarring even though several lotr.,,of'vrk may be 
necessary. Long-stroke j:iring could result in break ing of tilehitclh on tlie lost 
tools or in broken fishi~lg tools. Alternate up-jarring and d)wi-jarriig would 
release tie hitch on the lost t.ols, should "ibecome obvious that they cannot 
be freed and recovered. 

After snccessful complet ioa ofa fishing, job, tie hitch is broken by reinov
ing tilewooden block abvc the spring inithe combination socket and so re
lieving the pressure onl the spring ;mrid slips. 

(4)Releasing locket yars: Jars sonictimes become stuck or tools above the 
jars wedged in the hoic by a piece ol rock or other material. A jar umpr (Fig. 
5-47) is the tool norm:ally used under such circumstances. The Ibllowing pro
cc lure should be oillowe'd. A strain is first taken on the drilling cable. The jar 
bumper is then lowerel on the sand line. siing tiledrilling cable as a guide, 
tntil tihe bumper reaches the string of tools. The bumper is then iaired 10 or 
12 f'et and dropped, repeating this as oftenl as necessary to loosen the jars or 

st rrig of tools. A few blows are usually su'L'ficienl for this purpose. Too many 
blows might batter tileieck of the rope socket and should be avoided. Should 
tne bumpel failto release tie tools. cut the cable aid use a combination 
sockei. 
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CHAPTER 6
 

WELL COMPLETION
 

Well completion isthe term used to describe the two basic processes which 
are undertaken after a well has been constructed in order to ensure a good 
yield of water that is clear and relatively free of suspended matter and dis
ease-producing organisms. Ihese processes are called weli der'elopment and 
well dismjcitif ' 

WELL DEVELOPMENT 
The object of well development is tIle removal of silt. fine sand and other 

such materials from a zone innedately around the well screen, thereby 
creating larger passages in tie formation through which water can flow more 
freely towards the well. 

In addition to tie above, well development produces two other beneficial 
results. Firstly, it cotreels any clogging or compacting of the water-bearing 
tormation whichli has occurred during drilling. Clogging is particularly evident 
in wells drilled by the rotary method wilere the drilling mud effectively seals 
the face of the borehole. lDriving casing in the cable-tool percussion method 
vibrates tile unconsolidated particles, thus compacting dhem. These are not 
the only drilling methods that damage the formation in one way or the other. 
All drilling metlods do to different degrees of magnitude. and well develop
ment is needed to correct this damage. 

Secondly, well development grades the material in [lie water-bearing for
niation imnediately around the screen in such a way tlat a stable condition 
in which the well yields sand-free water at maximum capacity isachieved. In 
a zone just outside the screen, all particles smaller lhan tile size of the screen 
openings are removed by development. thus leaving only tie coarsest material 
in place. A little farther away some medium-sized grains remain mixed with 
the coarser ones. This grading of coarse through str-ccessivelv less coarse ma

terial continues as distance from tIre screen increases until material of' the 
original character of the waler-bearing format ion is reached. This marks the 
end of the developed zone around the well. Fhe succession of graded zones of 
material around the screen stabilizes the formation so that no further sand 
movement will take place. The extent of' the envelope depends upon tire 
formation characteristics, the well screen design and the skill of the well 
driller. Fig. 6.1 illustrates the principle of well development described above 
and which applies to naturally developed wells. Gravel-packed wells present a 
somewhat different problem which isdiscussed later in the chapter. 
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tI.I ZONE 
AI.L %A'l RIA I FINER IIIA jI1. )LXI*.[.,N ( I'I' ,N IAS BEi'tN 
RIMOVILD. REMAINING MA]MI'RI U (RADED FROM COARSER 1O 
FINER SIZES WIT DIST'IAN('E FROM TIlE S('I-EN. 

I:ig. 6.1 III(IIIY ' IIRM 1)1 VEI+OPI-D AROUND WELL SCREEN. 

The development operation, to be effective, must cause reversals of flow 
through the screen openings and the formation immediately around the well 
(Fig. 0.2). This is necessary to avoid the bridging of openings by groups of 
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THROUGH SCRI-EN OPENINGS TO BREAK DOWN SAND BRIDGING 
CAUSEI) BY WAER MOVEMENT IN ONE DIREUUION ONLY. 

particles as can Occur Whcu flow is conti nuously in one direction. The 
bridging effec f one-directional floW is 	illustrated in Fig. 0.3. The reversals 

of fHow are caused by forcing 
water out of the well through 
the screen and into the water
bearing f'ormation and then re-

Moving ttle force to allow flow 
Io take place from the ftrmation 
through the screen and back into 
the well. Ihis process is known as 
surgingIlhe outflow (with respect 
to tihe well) portion of the surge 
cycle hicaks down any bridging of 

Fig. 6.3 	 ONE DIRIEU(IIONAI. FLOW openings tha lmay occur while tile 
(A N ('A.tS. SAND IRIDG- inflow portion moves the l'ine ma-
ING DURING WELL LVEI. terihl toward and throubh tle 

screen into the well f'rotn which it is 
later removed. [here are several methods of producing t fe desirable surging 
action to develop a well. Some of' the simpler of these are described it tile 
patagraphs Ihat follow. 

Mechanical Surging 
Meclat;ical surging is the name given to the method by which aplunger is 

operated ip and down itt the casing like a piston in a cylinder. The tool 
normaflly used is called a sttg, phnger or sure block. It is thte most widely 
used tool for well development. Surge plungers are of two types, the solid 
plungers and valve-type plungers. 
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A solid-tYpe surge plunger is shown in Fig. 6.4. It is of simple con
struction, consisting of two leather 
or rubber-belt discs sandwiched be
tween wooden discs, all assembled 
over a pipe nipple with steel plates 
serving as washers under the end 
couplings. The leather or rubber 
discs should form a reasonably 
close fit ill the vell casing. This is 
by no means tile onily way of 
making a solid-type surge plunger. 
It is only olle t;f several ways of so 

:,,/ doing but serves to illustrate the 
essential fcatures of this tool. Varia-

X-J tions could include the use of' 
cupped leather or rubber facing on 
the wooden discs instead of the flat 
leather or rubber-belt discs. A 
simple form of plunger can also be 
made for use in small diameter 
wells by securely tying enough 
strips of sacking around the drill 

Fig. 6.4 1IYPI.C . SO 1.1 D- TI ' ) pipe (lreferably at a joint) to ob-SURGE PILUNGE-R. " tai a close fit ill tile well casing. 

Before surging, the well should be washed with a jet of v:ter ind bailed or 
pumped to remove som1e of the mud cake on tile face of tile borehole and any 
sand that may' have etlled in tile screen. This ensures that a sufficiently free 
flow of waler will take place from the aquifer into the well to permit the 
plunger to run Smotlith anrd freely. The surge plulger is then lowered into 
lhe well ( Fig. 0.5 ) to a depth I0 to 15 feet under the Water but above the top 
of the screen. A spuddillg Motioni is then applied, repeatedly riising and 
dropping the plunger through a distance of'2 to 3 feet. I11a cable-tool drilling 
rig is used. it should be operated oil the log-st roke spudding motion. It is 
imp ortait that enough weiglt be attached to the surge plunger to make it 
drop readily ol the dowiistroke. A drill stem ot heavy string of' pipe is usually 
found adequate for this purpose. 

Surging should be started slowly, gradually increasing the speed but 

keeping within [he limit at which the plunger will rise and fall smoothly. 
Surge for several minlutes. noting the speed, stroke -.nd time for this initial 
operation. Wilhdraw the plunger. lower the bailer or sand pulp into the well
and afer checking the depth of SaLd accumulated i tire screen, bail the sand 

out. Repeat the surging operation, comparing the quaittity of sand with that 
brought in initially'. Bail out the sand and repeat the surging and bailing 
operaitolls until little or no0sald is pulled into the well. The time should be 
increased for each successive period of surging as the rate of' entry of sand 
into tlie well decreases. The sand-pump type of bailer described earlier in Chap
ter 5 is generally favored for removinig sanrd during development work. 



Drill stem or drill pipe 

,i-

Static water level 

Solid surge plunger 

Well casurging 
Well casing 

Well screen 

Sand and silt 
in water 

Fig. 6.5 SOLID-TYPE SURGE PLUNG-
ER READ'Y FOR USE IN DE-
VELOPIN( A WELL. DOWN-
STROKE FORCES WATER 
OUTWARD INTO SAND FOR-
MATION. UPSTROKE PULLS 
IN WATER, SILT AND FINE 
SAND THROUGH SCREEN. 

Tile valve-type surge plunger 

differs from the solid-type surge 
plunger in that the former carries a 
number of small portholes through 
the plunger which are covered by 
soft valve leather. In Fig. 0.6 tile 
valve leather is raised to indicate 
one of the six portholes which are 
spaced at equal distances around 
the circumference of the plunger. 

Valve-type surge plungers are op
erated in a similar manner to solid 
plungers. They pull water from tile 
aquifer into the vell on tile up
stroke and, by allowing some of the 
water in the well to press upward 
through the valves on tile down
stroke, produce a smaller reverse 
flow in the aquifer. This creation of 
a greater in-rush of water to the 
well than out-rush during the 

operation is the principal 
and most important feature of this 
type of plunger. file valve-type 
surge plunger, because of this fea
ture, is particularly suited to use in 
developing wells in formations with 
low permeabilities, since it ensures 
a net flow of water into tile well 

rather than out of it. A net outward 
flow call result in the water moving 
upwards to wash around the out
side of the casing since the low 
permeability of the aquifer will not 
permit flow readily into it. Washing 
around the outside of the casing 
could cause caving of the upper 
formations and thus create very dif
ficult problems. 

An incidental benefit gained 
from the use of this type of plunger 
is the accumulation of water above 
the plunger with tie eventual dis

charge of some water, silt and sand 
over tile top of the well. The valves 

in effect produce a sort of pumping 
action in addition to the surging of 
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tile well and thus reduce the 
number of times it is necessary to 
removeof' th the plunger to bail sand outel 

Surge plungers can also be op
erated within the screen. This may 
be desirable in developing wells with 
long screens. By operating the plung
er within the screen, the surging 
action can be concentrated at chosen 
levels until the well is fully devel
oped thronghou t the entire length 
of the screen. The surge plungers 
should, for such use, be sized to pass 
freely throu,gh the screen and its 
fittings and not form a close fitin 
them, as is the case when operating 

Fig. 6.6 	 TYPICAL VALVE-TYPE within the well casing. Special care 
SURGE PLUNGER WITHl must be exercised when surging
VALVE LEATHER RAISED 
TO SHOWONE OFSIX PORT- within the screen to prevent the 
IIOLES. plunger from becoming sand-locked 

by the settling of sand above it. For 
this reason the use of plungers within screens should only be attempted by 
experienced drillers. 

Care must also be exercised when using surge plungers to develop wells in 
aquifers containing many clay streaks or clay balls. The action of tileplunger 
can, under such conditions, cause the clay to plaster over the screen surface 
with a consequent reduction ralher than increase in yield. In addition, surging 
of the partly or wholly plugged screen can produce high differential pressures, 
with a resulting collapse of the screen. 

Back e.vashing
Iigh-relocitv fiaing or the backwashing of allaquifer with high velocity 

jets of water directed horizontally through the screen openings is generally 
the most effective method of well development. Tile principal items of equip
ment required are a simple jetting tool, a high pressure pump, the necessary 
hose, piping. swivel and water tank or other source of water supply. 

A simple form of jetting tool for use in small wells is shown in Fig. 6.7. Aln 
appropriately sized coupling with a steel plate welded over one end is screwed 
to a I-, I-1 /2- or 2-inch pipe. Two to four 3/16- or 1/4-inch diameter holes, 
equally spaced iround the circtrmference are drilled through the full thick
nesses of tie coupling and the jetting pipe at a fixed distance along the 
coupline from the near surface of the steel plate. Better results would be 
obtained it' shaped are used instead of the straight drilledproper!y nozzles 
holes shown but tie latter are acceptably effective. Any of the above men
tioned .,zes would be suitable for use in a 4-inch well but the 2-inch or 
1-1 /2-inch tool would be preferable. The I-I/2-inch tool can also be used in a 
3-inch well while the I-inch tool is recommended for use in a 2-inch well. 
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The procedure is to lower the tool on the jetting pipe to a point near the 
bottom of the screen. The upper end of the pipe is connected through a 
swivel and hose to the discharge end of a high pressure pump such as the mud 
pump used for hydraulic rotary drilling. The pump should be capable of 
operating at a pressure of at least 100 pounds per square inch (psi) and 
preferably at about 150 psi while delivering 10 to 12 gallons per minute 
(gpm ) for each 3/1 6-inch nozzle or 16 to 20 gpm for each 1/4-inch nozzle on 
the tool. For example, a tool with two 3/16-inch diameter nozzles would 
require a pumping rate of about 20 to 24 gpm, while a tool with three 
1/4-inch diameter nozzles would require a pumping rate of 48 to 60 gpm. 
While pumping water through the nozzles and screen into the formation, the 
jetting tool is slowly rotated, thns washing and developing the formation near 
the bottom of the well screen. The jetting tool is then raised at intervals of a 
few inches and the process repeated until the entire length of screen has been 
backwashed and folly developed. 

Where possible, it is very desirable to pump the well at the same time as 
the jetting operation is in progress. This may be done in a 4-inch well if a 

I-I/2-inch jetting pipe is used, thus 
permitting a small suction pipe to 
be lowered along side of it in the 

I ! well. The static water level must beS 
Jetting pipe 

near enough to the surface to per
mit pumping by suction lift. By 
pumping more water out of the 
well than is added by jetting, flow 
will be induced into the well from 
the aquifer, thus bringing the for
mation material, loosened by the 
jetting, into the well and out of it 
with the discharged water. This 
speeds up the development process 
and makes it more efficient. 

Coupling The high-velocity jetting method 
is mort effective in wells con

or V4" structed with continuous-slot type 
holes well screens. The greater percentage 

of open area of this type of screen 
____ permits a more effective use of the 

of the jet in disturbing and
Steel ptote, energy 
welded to loosening formation material rather 
coupling than in being dissipated by merely 

impinging upon the solid areas of 
Fig. 6.7 SIMPLE TOOL FOR DEVEL- slotted pipe (Fig. 6.8).

WPING WELL BY IIIGtI-
VELOCITY JETrUNG METIt- Jetting is the most effective of 
OD. (Adapted from lig. 96. development methods because tie 
Wells, Dcpartmcnt of the Army 

energy of the jets is concentratedTechnical Manual TM5-297, 

1957.) over small areas at any particular
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Fig. 6.8 	 GREATER PERCENTAGE OF OPEN AREA IN CONTINUOUS-SLOT 
SCREENS PERMITS BETTER DEVELOPMENT BY IIIGHI-VELOCITY JET-
TING THAN IS POSSIBLE WITH SLOT1TED PIPE. 

time and every part of the screen can be selectively treated. Thus unilOrn alnd 
complete development is achieved throughout [lie length the The'41" screen. 
method is also relatively simple to apply and not too likely to cause trouble 
as a result oftover-applicat ion. 

Another backwashiig method of development suitable for use in small 
wells is one which uses a ceiitrifugal pump with the suctiol hose connected 
directly to the top of the well casiiig and carrying a gate valve on the dis
charge end. The procedure simply involves the periodic opening and closing 
of ttile discharge valve while the pump is in operition. This creates a surging 
effect on the well. The process is continued until tle discharge is clear and 
saud-free. [lie method is omily applicable where static water levels are such as 
to permit puiping by suctioln lift. Some damage call be caused to the PLiIp 
through the wearing tt its parts by the sand pumped through it. particularly 
it' in large quantities. The use of the punp to he permaneintly installed at the 
well is, therel'ore, not recommended tor use in developmeit ot'a well by this 
inethod. 

Development of Gravel-Packed Wells 

Development of gravel-packed wells is aimed at removing the thin skin of 
relatively impervious material which is plastered onithe wall of the hole and 
sandwiched between the Natural water-bearing formnation and the artificially 
placed gravel. 

The presence of the gravel envelope creates some difTiculty in accom
plishing the job. Success depends upon the grading of the gravel. tlie method 
of development and the avoidance of allexcess thickness of gravel pack. The 
jetting method, because of its concentration of eiergy over smaller areas, is 
usually more efTfective than fie other methods in developing gravel-packed 
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wells. The thinner the gravel pack, the more likely is the removal of all of the 
undesirable material, including any fine sand and silt. The use of dispersing 
agents (described immediately be;ow) such as polyphosphates effectively 
assist in loosening silt and clay. 

Dispersing Agents
Dispersing agents, mainly polyphosphates, are added to the drilling fluid,

backwashing or jetting water, or water standing in the well to counteract the 
tendency of mud to stick to sand grains. These agents act by destroying the 
gel-like properties of the drilling mud and dispersing the clay particles, thus 
making their remioval easier. Sodium hexametaphosphate is probably the best 
known of these chemical agents, though tetra sodium pyrophosphate, sodium 
tripolyphosphate and sodium septaphosphate are also effectively used in 
well development. These agents work effectively when applied at the rate of 
half a pound of the chemical to every 100 gallons of water in the well. Tite 
mixture should be allowed to stand for about one hour before starting devel
opment operations. 

WELL DISINFECTION 
Disinfection is tie final step in the completion of a well. Its aim is the 

destruction of all disease-producing organisms introduced into the well during 
the various construction operations. Entry of these organisms into the well 
can occur through contaminated drilling water, on equipment, materials or 
through surface drainage into the well. All newly constructed wells with the 
possible exception of flowing artesian wells should, therefore, be disinfected. 
Wells should also be disinfected after repair and before being returned to use. 
The water from flt)winlg artesian wells is generally free from contamination by
disease-producing organisms after being allowed to flow to waste for a short 
while. If. however, analyses show persistent contamination, then the well 
should be disinfected as described later in this chapter. 

Because of the problems of testing for specific disease-producing orga
nisms, of which there may be several types present in water, coliform bacteria 
are used as indicators of the possible presence of disease-producing organisms 
of human or aninial origin in water. Disinfection is, therefore, *onsidered 
complete when sampling and testing of' water show the presence of no 
colifornt bacteria. Sampling and testing should be undertaken by experienced 
personnel from a health agency or recognized laboratory. 

The well should be clezined, as thoroughly as possible, of foreign sub
stances such as soil, grease and oil before disinfection. Disinfection is most 
conveniently achieved by the addition of' a strong solution of chlorine to the 
well. The contents of tihe well should then be thoroughly agitated and al
lowed to stand for several hours and preferably overnight. Care should also be 
taken to wash all surfaces above the water level in the well with tie disin
fecting solution. Following this. tihe 'elI should be pumped long enough to 
change its contents several times and so flush the excess chlorine out of it. 

Calcium hypochlorite is tie most pepular source of chlorine used in the 
disinfection of' wells. It is sold in chemical supply and some hardware stores 
in the granular and table: form containing 7) percent of available chlorine by 
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weight. It is fairly stable wheni dry, retaining 90 percent of its original 
chlorine content after one year's storage. When moist, it loses its strength and 
becomes quite corrosive. It should, therefore, be stored under cool, dry con
ditions. Enough calcium hypochlorite should be added to the water standing 
in the well to produce a solution of strength ranging from 50 to 200 parts per 
million (ppn' by weight and usually about 100 ppm. A solution of approx
imately 100 ppm chlorine can be obtained by adding 2 ounces or 4 heaped 
tablespoons of calcium hypochlorite (containing 70 percent of available 
chlorine) to ccrI, of standing in Usually for100 gallons water the well. 
convenience of application, a stock solution is made by mixing the calcium 
hypochlorite with a small amount of wate'r to form a smooth paste and then 
adding the remainder of 2 quarts of water for every of the chemical.ounce 
Stir the mixture thoroughly for 10 to 15 minutes before allowing to settle. 
The clearer liquid is then poured off for use in the well. A gallon of this 
solut ion, when added to !00 gallons of water in the well, produces a solution 
of strength approximately equal to 100 ppm of chlorine. The stock solution 
should be prepared in a thoroughly cleaned glass, crockery or rubber lined 
container. Metal containers become corroded and should be avoided, Stock 
solutions should he prepared to meet immediate needs only since they lose 
strength rapidly unless properly stored in tightly covered dark grass or plastic 
containers. Storage of the chemical in the dry form is much more desirable. 

Sodium hypochlorite may be used in the absence of calcium hypocldorite. 
This chemical is available only in liquid form and can be bought in strengths
of up to about 20 percent available chlorine. In its most common form, 
household laundry bleach, it has a strength of about 5 percent of available 
chlorine. A stock solutio,i of equivalent strengh to that made from calcium 
hypochlorite and described in the previous paragraph can be made by diluting 
commercial bleach with astwice much water. This stock solution should also 
be added to the well at the rate of onc gallon to every It'gallons of water in 
the well. 

Flowing artesian wells are disinfected, when necessary, by lowering a per
forated container, such as a short length of tubing capped at both ends, filled 
with an adequate (LIntity of dry calcium hypochlorite to the bottom of the 
well. The natural up flow of water in the well will distribute the dissolved 
chlorine throughout the full depth of the well. A stuffing box can be used at 
the top of the well to partially or completely restrict the flow and so reduce 
the chlorine losses. 
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CHAPTER 7
 

WELL MAINTENANCE AND REHABILITATION
 

Wells, like all other engineering structures, need regular, routine main
tenance in the interest of a continuous high level of performance and a 
maximum useful life. The general tendency towards the maintenance of wells 
is one that can best be described as "out of sight -- out of mind." Con
sequently, very little or no attention is paid to wells after completion until 
problems reach crisis levels, often resulting in the ;omplete loss of the well. 
The importance of a routine maintenance program to the prevention, early 
detection and correction of problems that reduce well performance and use
ful life cannot be over-emphasized. A routine maintenance program can pay 
handsome dividends to a well owner and will certainly result in long-term 
benefits that exceed its cost of implementation. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE MAINTENANCE OF WELL PERFORMANCE 
The factors affecting the maintenance of well performance or yield are 

numerous. Care should be taken to differentiate between those factors asso
ciated with the normal wearing of pump parts and those directly associated 
with changing conditions in and around the well. A perfectly functioning 
well, for example, car, show a reduced yield because of a reduction in the 
capacity of the pump due to excessively worn parts. On the other hand, the 
excessive wearing of pump parts may be due to the pumping of sand entering 
the well through a corroded well screen. It is also possible for corrosion to 
affect oily the pump, reducing its capacity, but to have little cr no effect on 
a properly designed well. 

The hydrologic conditions of some aquifers are such that the static water 
level drops gradually when wells are pumped continuously. While this results 
in reduced yields unless pumping levels are also correspondingly lowered, it is 
not an indication of a failure of the well itself, necessitating repairs or treat
ment of any form. 

Most commonly, a decrease in the capacity of a well results from the 
clogging of the well screen openings and tie water-bearing formation imme
diately around the well screen by incrust ing,deposits. These incrusting depos
its (Fig. 7.1) may be of the hard cement-like form typical of the carbonates 
and sulfates of calcium and magnesium, the soft sludge-like forms of the iron 
and manganese hydroxides or the gelatinous slimes of iron bacteria. Iron may 
also be deposited in the form of ferric oxide with a reddish-brown, scale-like 
appearance. Less common is the deposition of soil materials such as silt and 
clay. 
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Fig. 7.1 FORMS OF INCRUSTATION. 
A. Hard cement-like deposits of calcium and magnesium carbonates. 
11. Gelatinous slime deposits typical of iron bacteria. 
C. Scale-like deposits of iron oxide completely plugging screen openings. 

The deposition of carbonates and the compounds of iron and manganese 
can often be traced to tile release of carbon dioxide from the water. The 
capacity of water to hld ca,bon dioxide varies directly with the pressure 
the higher the pressure, the greater the quantity of carbon dioxide held. 
Pumping of a well reduces the pressurc in and near the well, thus allowing the 
escape of carion dioxide to the atmosphere and altering the chemical quality
of the water in such a manner as to cause the precipitation of carbonate and 
iron deposits. 

A change in velocity is another factor that can result in the precipitation
of iron arid manganese hydroxides. This too occurs at arid near the well 
screen where the velocity of the slowly flowing water is suddenly increased 
on entry to the well. 

PLANNING 
The planning of well maintenance procedures should be based on a system

of good record keeping. The preceding paragraphs have indicated that the 
problems that result in reduced well yields occur at and around the well 
screen and very much out of sight. The analysis of good records must, there
fore, be relied upon as tile source of problem detection in wells. There can be 
no substitute for the keeping of goed records. 

Among the records kept should be pumping rates, drawdown, total hours 
of opcration, power consumption and water quality analyses. Pumping rates 
arid drawdown are particularly useful in determining the specific capacity (dis
charge per foot of drawdown) which is the best indicator of existing problems
in a well. The specific capacities of wells should be checked periodically arid 
compared with previous values including those immediately after completion 
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of the wells to determine whether significant reductions have taken place. A 
significant reduction in the specific capacity of a well could often be traced to 
blockage of the well screen and the formation around it, most likely by 
incrusting deposits. As stated earlier, a reduction in the pump discharge 
would not by itself be evidence of a reduced capacity of the well. If, however, 
the drawdown in the well does not show an equal reduction, then the specific 
capacity will be reduced, thus indicating the probability of an incrustation 
problem. 

Power consumption records also provide valuable evidence of the existence 
of problems in wells. Should there be an increase in power consumption, not 
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the quantity of water pumped, 
then a problem is possible in either the pump or the well. Should an investi
gation show no problems in the pump nor appreciable increase in the dynam
ic head against which the pump has been operating, then it is most likely that 
a problem exists in the well and that the problem is causing an increased 
drawdown. A check on the drawdown should then be undertaken to verify 
die deduction and the well checked for incrustation. 

Since there would be no incrustation in the absence of incrusting chem
icals in the water, the value of chemical analyses of well water is self-evident. 
Such analyses are more useful as problem indicators if undertaken regularly. 
They indicate the type of incrustation that might occur and the expected rate 
of deposition in the well and its vicinity. The quality of some well waters 
changes slowly with time and only regular routire analyses would indicate 
such changes. 

In wells, the waters of which are known to be incrusting, the frequency of 
observations of all types should be as high as possible and consistent with the 
use to which the water is being put. Observations should be made much more 
frequently at wells serving a community than at a private home-owner's well, 
since more people are dependent on the community wells. Power con
sumpt ion, well discharge, drawdown, operating hours and other such observa
tions are often made daily on ,ommunity wells and may even be done on a 
continuous basis. Chemical analyses on such wells may be done on an annual, 
semi-annual or quarterly basis, as conditions warrant them. Observations on 
home-owner's wells are usually much less frequent but should, nevertheless, 
be undertaken regularly. 

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Maintenance operations should not be deferred until problems assume 

major proportions as rehabilitation then becomes more difficult and some
times impossible or impracticable. Incrustation not treated early enough can 
so clog the well screen and the formation around it that it becomes extremely 
difficult and even impossible to diffuse a chemical solution to all affected 
points in the formation. Any attempts at rehabilitation would then prove 
unsuccessful. 

No methods have yet been developed for the complete prevention of 
incrustation in wells. Various steps can be taken to delay the process and 
reduce the magnitude of its effects. Among these are the proper design of 
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well screens and the reduction of pumping rates, atboth aimed reducing
entrance velocities into screens and drawdov'n in wells. For example, it may
be worthwhile to share the pumping load among a larger number of wells in
order to reduce the rate of incrustation. However, tile ultimate or final solution will be in a regular cleaning program. Incrusting wells are usually treated
with chemicals which either dissolve the incrusting deposits or loosen them
from the surfaces -)f the well screen and formation materials so that tile 
deposits may be easily removed by bailing. 

Acid Treatment
 
Acid treatniert refers to the treatment 
 of a well with an acid, usually

hydrochloric (muriatic) acid or sulfamic acid for the removal of incrusting
depoisits. Both of these acids readil, dissolve calcium and magnesium carbon
ate, though hydrochloric acid does o at a faster rate. Strong hydrochloric
acid solutions also dissolve iron and manganese hydroxides. The simultaneous 
use of in inhibilor serves to slow up the tendency of the acid to attack steel 
ca1sing.

Wells are sometimes lreawed with acid in preparation for the withdrawal of 
a screen either fer re-use elsewhere or in the same well. For example, it maybe desirable to recover a screen that is in good condtion from a well whose 
casing has been corroded beyond usefulness. Or, a screen may be recovered
fo, more effective treatment against incrustation than can be achieved in thewell. In either case, a preliminary acid treatment to dissolve some of the 
incrusting deposits will make it much easier to pull the screen. 

flydrochioricacd is usually available in three grades from chemical supply
shops. The strongest grade, designated as the 27.92 percent grade, should be
used. It is sold in either glass or plastic carboys containing about 12 gallons
each. If inhibited acid cannot be obtained, unflavored gelatin added at therate of 5 to 0 pounds to every 100 gallons of acid will prevent serious damage 
to steel casing.

Hydrochloric acid should be used at full strength. Each treatment usually
requires 1.1/2 to 2 times the volume of water in the screen. This provides

enough acid to fill the screen and additional acid to maintain adequate

strength as the chemical reacts with the incrustiug icaterials. Fig. 7.2 illus
trates a method of placing acid in a well. Acid i ini,oduced within the screen
by ainis of wide-mouthed funnel and 3/4- or i-inch black iron or plastic
pipe. Acid is heavier than water which it tends to displace but with which it
also mixes readily to become diluted. When used in long screens, acid should
be added in quantities sufficient to fill 5 feet of the screen and the conductor 
pipe raised 5 feet after pouring each quantity.

The acid solution in the vell should be agitated by means of a surge
plunger or other suitable means for I to 2 hours following which the well
should be bailed until the water is relatively clear. The driller usually can
detect an improvement in the yield of the well wh ile running the bailer. Thewell may, however, be pumped to determine the extent of improvement. If 
this is not as expected, then the treatment may be repeated using a longer
period of agitation before bailing. A third trea:tment may even be undertaken. 

The procedure is sometimes varied to alternate acid treatment and chlorine 
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Fig. 7.2 ARRANGEMENT FOR 
INTRODUCING ACID IN-
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BOTTOM UPWARDS. 

treatment (described later in this
chapter), rcpeating the alternate 

treatments as many times as it 
appears that beneficial results are 
being obtained. The chlorine helps 
to remove the slime deposited by 
iron bacteria. 

Sulfanic acid can be obtained as 
a dry granular material which pro
duces a strong acid solution when 
dissolved in water. It offers a num
ber of advantages over hydrochloric 
acid as a means of treating incrusta
tion in wells. It can be added to a 
well in either its original granular 
form or asan acid solution mixed oil 
site. Granular sulfamic acid is non
irritating to dry skin and its solution 
gives off no fumes except when 
reacting with incrusting materials. 
Spillage, therefore, presents no haz
ards and handling is easier, cheaper, 
and safer. It also has a markedly 
less corrosive effect on well casing 
and pumping equipment and is safe 
for use on EverdUr and type 304
stainless steel well screens. These 
advantages tend to offset its higher 

cost than inhibited hydrochloric 
acid. Sulfamic acid dissolves calcium 
and magnesium carbonates to pro
duce very soluble products. The 
reaction is, however, slower than 
that using hydrochloric acid and a 
somewhat longer contact period 
in the well is required. 

Sulfamic acid is usually added to 
wells in solution form using a black 
iron or plastic pipe as described for 
the application ofhydrochloric acid. 

Ten gallons of water dissolve 14 to 
20 pounds of the granules depending 
upon the temperature of the water. 

The granular inaterial itself can, 
however, be poured into and mixed 

with the water standing in the well. 
The water must be agitated to en
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sure complete solution of the acid. The quantity of acid added in this case 
should be based on the total volume of-water standing in the well and not on 
that in the screen only, as is the case if the acid is applied in solution form. An 
excess of the granular material may be added to keep the solution up to 
naximum strength while it is being used up through reaction with the incrust
ing material. The addition of a low-foaming, non-ionic wetting agent im
proves the cleansing action to some extent. 

A number of precautions must be e:ercised in using any strong acid solu
tion. Goggles and water-proof gloves should be worn by a!] persons handling 
the acid. When preparing an acid solution, always pour the acid slowly into 
the water. In view of the variety of gases, some of them very toxic, produced 
by the reacion of acid with incrusting materials, adequate ventilation should 
be provided in pump houses or otlh,'.r confined spaces around treated wells. 
Personnel should not be allowed to stand in a pit or depression around the 
well during treatment because some of the toxic gases such as hydrogen 
sulfide are heavier than air and will tend to settle in the lowest areas. After a 
well has been treated, it should be pumped to waste to ensure the complete 
removal of all acid before it is returned to normal service. 

Chlorine Treatment 
Chlorine treatment of wells has been found more effective than acid treat

mnent in loosening bacterial growths and slime deposits which often 
accompany the deposition of iron oxide. Because of the very high concen
trations required. 100 to 200 ppm of available chlorine, the process is often 
referred to as shock treatment with chlorine. Calcium or sodium hypochlorite 
may be used as the source of chlorine as described for the disinfection of 
wells in Chapter 6. The chlorine soltuion inthe well must be agitated. This 
may be done by using the high-velocity jetting technique (see "Well Develop
ment," Chapter 6) or by surging with a surge plunger or other suitable 
techniques. The recirculation provided with the use of the jetting technique 
greatly improves the effectiveness of the treatment. 

The treatment should be repeated 3 or 4 times in order to reach every part 
of the formation that may be affected, and it may also be alternated with 
acid treatment, the latter being performed first. 

Dispersing Agents 
Polyphosphates, or glassy phosphates as they are commonly called, effec

tively disperse silts, clays and the oxides and hydroxides of iron and man
ganese. The dispersed materials can be easily removed by pumping. In addi
tion, the polyphosphates are safe to handle. They find considerable applica
tion. therefore, in the chemical treatment of wells. 

For effective treatment, 15 to 30 pounds of polyphosphate are added to 
every 100 gallons of water in the well. A s'olution is usually made by sus
pending a wire basket or burlap bag containing the polyphosphate in a tank 
of water. About a pound Of calcium hIypochlorite should be added for every 
100 gallons of water in the well in order to facilitate the removal of iron 
bacteria and their slimes and also for disinfection purposes. After pouring this 
polyphosphate and hypochlorite solutiop into the well, a surge plunger or the 
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jetting technique is used to agitate the water in the well. The recirculation of 
the solution with the use of the high-velocity jetting technique greatly im
proves the effectiveness of the treatment. Two or more successive treatments 
may be used for better results. 

WELL POINT INSTALLATION IN DUG WELLS 
Dug wells are holes or pits dug by hand or machine tools into the ground 

to tap the water table. They are usually 3 to 20 feet in diameter, 10 to 40 
Asphaltic s"o 

F.::t.. ... 


Fig. 7.3 DUG WELL Fig. 7.4 DUG WELL OF FIG. 7.3 
CONVERTED TO SAFER 
AND MORE PRODUCTIVE 
TUBULAR WELL WITH 
DRIVEN WELL POINT AS 
SCREEN. 

feet deep and lined with brick, stone, tile, wood cribbing or steel rings to pre
vent the walls from caving (Fig. 7.3). They depend entirely on n~tural seepage 
from the penetrated portion of water-bearing formations for their yield of 
water. 
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This type of well is at a disadvantage on two scores when compared with 
tubular wells of the type so far described. Firstly, dug wells are much more 
difficult to maintain in a sanitary condition. Secondly, their yields are very
low, because they do not penetrate very far into the water-bearing formation 
and cannot be developed in a similar manner to screened wells. 

Dug wells usually can be made much safer and more productive by driving 
well points into the water-bearing formation and thus converting them into 
tubular wells. A properly developed well with a short length of 2" drive
point screen will usually produce water at a much higher rate than can be had 
from a dug wel! several feet in diameter. The annular space between the casing
of the driven well and the wall of the existing well should be back-filled with 
a puddled clay or other suitable material. The sanitary precautions with re
spect to the completion of the upper terminal of a well (described in Chapter
4) should be observed. The wall of the existing dug well may be cemented 
prior to back-filling. A converted dug well is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. 
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CHAPTER 8
 

PUMPING EQUIPMENT
 

Drilling and completing a well form only part of a solution to the 
problem of getting water in sufficient quantity where it is desired for use. 
Small wells are generally used for supplying water to a home, a group of 
homes or other such limited consumers of water as a small factory. The water 
is usually required for use at elevations somewhat higher than those at which 
the water is found in the well and, often, some appreciable distance from the 
well. Therefore, some means must be found of lifting the water from a well 
and forcing it through pipes at suitable velocities to the points and elevations 
of use. The exception to this general statement is the case of the flowing 
artesian well, which has a sufficiently high discharge at an adequate pressure 
to meet the limited demands of one or a few small homes without any 
external help. Generally, however, help is needed, and this is provided in the 
form of a suitable pump. It is important that the pump be a suitable one, 
selected on the basis of the demand to be fulfilled and the capacity of tile 
well to yield water. It cannot and must not be just any pump, as it is then 
unlikely that the needs will be met. Pump selection is discussed later in this 
chapter. 

Pumps do not develtop power of their own. Some external source of power 
must be provided to drive a pump and so cause it to lift and force water from 
one point to another. The source of power may be the man who uses his hand 
to operate a lever upward and downward or forward and backward or who 
turns a wheel connected to the pump. In this case, the pump is said to be 
manually operated or hand driven. The power source may also be a windmnill, 
an electric motor or an engine which burns a fuel such as gasoline or diesel 
oil. A very common error is not being able to distinguish between a pump and 
its motive or driving force, particularly when that force is an engine or motor 
directly coupled to the pump. Care should be taken to avoid this, as tie 
problems of pumps, engines and motors are very different and need different 
approaches to solve them. 

The action of most pumps can be divided into two parts. The first is the 
lifting of the water from some lower level to the pump intake or suction side 
of the pump. The second is concerned with applying pressure to the water in 
the pump to force the water to its destination. 

Suction lift: Consider an open-ended tube which is suspended vertically in 
a large container of water (Fig. 8.1A). Since the water both within and 
without the tube is exposed to the atmosphere, the only external force acting 
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Zero pressure
(absolute) 

34' 

Atmospheric Atmospheric 
pressure pressure " 

A 	 B 

Fig. 8.1 A. 	ATMOSPHERIC PESSURE THROUGIIOUT. NO DIFFERENCE IN 
WATER LEVELS. 

B. 	PRESSURE IN TUBE REDUCED TO ZERO ATMOSPHERES (TOTAL
VACUUM). WATER LEVI, IN TUBE RISES TO APPROXIMATELY 
34 FT. 

on both surfaces is that due to atmospheric pressure. The pressure on the 
water surface being the same within and without the tube, there will be no 
difference in the wate. levels (assuming a wide enough tube that capillary
forces may be neglected). It,however, the pressure un the water surface 
within the tube is reduced below atmospheric pressure while that outside of 
the tube remains at atmospheric pressure, then water will rise in the tube 
until the weight Of the column of water inside the tube exerts a pressure
equal to the original pressure difference on the water surfaces within and 
without the tube. The maximum height to which this column will rise occurs 
when the pressure on the water surface within the tube is reduced to zero 
atmospheies (absolute). The wa,ci column will then be exerting a downward 
pressure equal to the atmospheric pressure (Fig. 8.11B). Atmospheric pressure 
at sea level is approxiiuate!y equivalent to a column of water 34 feet high,
and this is the height to whichi the water will rise in the tube. Atmospheric 
presure decreases as the altitude or height above sea level increases. 
Accordingly, the maximun height to which the water column can bc made to 
rise also decreases with increase of altitude. 

The term suctiot is used to describe the amount by which the pressure in 
the tube is reduced below atmospheric pre:;sure. Suction can be applied to the 
tube by operating a pump attached to the top end of the tube. The level to 
which the water rises within the tube above the water surface in the large 
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container is termed the suction lift. A pump, ill order to pump water, must be 
able to create enough suction to lift the water in the tube to the level of the 
suction end of tle pump. In Fig. 8.2. the well casing represents the larger 
container while the suction pipe of the pump takes the place of the tube. 

Note that the lifting of the wa;.er in 
Stmorage the suction pipe lust be accoin

tanK panied by a lowering of the water 
evel in the well casing. The water 
level within the casing and the 
suction pipe before the pump 
created the suction lift is called the 
static water leel. The level in the 
well casing during pumping is the 

Pump M unping ivater l'viel. 
Suction pipe 7, j I theor ien, a pomp. by 

________ I ~ creating tero pressure (absolute) or 
- a total vacuum within its suction 

E pipe. should be capable of a suction 
" lift of' approxinately 34 feet of 

water at sea level and Solewhat less 

at higher Iltituodes. In practice, 

_tm static however. this is not achieved, as 
water level m pumlips are not 100 percent effi-

Acient, and other factors such as 
pressure 	 water temperature and friction or 

resistance to fhow in tie suction 
Pumping f 	 pipe reduce the suction lift. At sealevel, the best designed pumps usU-

Well casng 	 ally achieve a suction lift of aboutelca 	 25 feet. while the suction lift of an 

average pump varies from 15 to 
about 18 feet. Should it be neces
sary to lift water itl a well from a 

Well screen level 25 feet or miore below ground 
surface. sorm tneans must be found 
of lowering the pump into the well 
and either compietely submerging 

Fig. 8.2 PRINCIPLES OF PUMPING the putmp in the water or taking it 
AWATER WELL. near enough to the water surface to 

permit suction lifting of the water. 

This limiting suction lift is used to classify plulnps into surface-type or shallow 
Well puMps and deep well pumps. Srflin'e-ttlWc pumps are those pu mps which 
are placed at or above ground surface arid are limited to lifting water by 
suction froin a depth usually no greater tta about 25 feet below the ground 
surface. Deep well pumpls are those pumps which are placed within the well 
and are used for extracting water lrotm deptlts generally ill excess of 25 feet 
below the ground surface. 
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Another very common clas:;il'ic'ation of mtmps divides them illto two main 
types based on the meclhanical principles involved. These two types are 
constant displacement and rariahledisplacment ptmlps. 

CONSTANT DISPLACEMENT PUNIPS 
Cotstant displacement pumips are io designed that riley deliver SLh.slall

tiallV thmeS. ( tity ol'water r less of' the pressnre head against which 
they are operaling. Thal is to say. time late ot discharge is essentially the same 
at low mr high pressures. I lowever, the inpt power or driving force varies 
dircctly I propoltilm to he pressure in tie system and must he doubled if 
the pressure is doubled. There ae lhree main designs of this type of tunmp 
which ale commmuouly used in water wells. These are reciprocating piston 
lltitttl',,15r/l Ii plllllpS lld hliC'l 10101 pttllnps. 

Reciprocating Piston Pumps 
Reciprocating pisttm pumps. the oitst cotumImon type ot'constant displace

umeut putnp use tile tip and down or torward and backward (reciprocating) 
lovellelt ot" a pislon or plunger to displace water itt a cylinder. "h, flow in 

and out of' tile cvlindel is conlrolled by valves. The hasic principles and steps 
in the operation of' a simmgle-actillg piston pump ire illustrated in Fig. 8.3. Tie 

Discharge 

Stuffing Bucket 
box Volvo 

Open Closed Open 

Closed ,-- -- Closed 
Ope
 tFAZI
eDischarge 

valve
FVolveo 

0 

Open W Closed Open 

Forward Stroke Reverse Stroke Forward Stroke 

Fig. 8.3 PRINCIPLES OF A SINGLE-ACING RECIPROCATING PISTON PUMP. 
(Adaptcd from Fig. 38, Water Suppl For Rural jlreas lnd Small Communi
titcs. lt() Monographl Serie, No. 42, 19 59.) 
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plunger on the forw'trd stroke pushes water from the cylinder through tile 
open discharge vaive into the discharge pipe while at tile same tline creating a 
Suction behind it that opens tile toot valve and permits water to flow through 
the suct ion pipe into the cylinder. Thie reveise stroke creates a pressure 
behind the piston in the cylinder, thus closing the toot valve and opening the 
bucket valves in the piston to let water through to the discharge side of tile 
piston. Continuous repetition of tile forward an, reverse strokes of' the piston 
results in i steady flow of water out o' the discharge pipe. The am1ount of 
pressure developed by such a pump d,pends upon the power applied in 

toperating the pistoln. These p nlps are mantufactured in both the surface (Fig. 
8.4) and deep well (Fig. 8.5) types and i ay be manually or engine operated. 
A manually operated, surface-type piston plIiOp is commo nly known as a 
pitcher pump. 

* Piston rod 

Cylinder 

Plunger with 
,,. leathers and valve 

Foot valve 

Fig. 8.4 MANUALLY OPERATED Fig. 8.5 DEEP WELL SINGLE-ACT
SURFAC--TYPE 1P I ST 0 N ING PISTON PUMP. 
PUMP. (F roin I ig. 31). Wa ter 
Sotppli JIur Rural Areas AInd 
Small Commzlplitic.,. WHtO 
Monograph S c r i No. 42, 
1959.) 

The basic piinciple of the single-acting piston pump can be modified to 
cause water to be pumped on both the forward and the reverse strokes. 
Pumps thus modified are known as double-acting piston pumps. Other 
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modifications include the use of two or more pistons so tihata cont itiOuS 
stream of water is pumped with miniiimn pulsation against high pressures. 

The delivery or discharge rate from reciprocating piston pumps is 
determined by multiplying the volume of water displaced ill(he cylinder on 
each stroke by tire nuirimer of strokes of tihe piston in a tiven time. Thus the 
discharge rate can be varied within wide limits by varyi ig tile speed of the 

i,, 
pistoir aird tire cylinder wails) restItrom too rapid motion of tire pistol is 
tire limit onfcapacity reacied. Jihis. of coirse, assumries all,dequate power 
supply. [Ihren can. thereile, be great flexibilitv illtile rise of this type of' 
prmiri to nreet vaying wrile demands. Other advanlages are their low initial 
cost, slurdy olstrtlctioll anrd ease (4t irainitenrance which is niorniially confined 
to ire replacemrrent ol pist nr washers. 

pistnl. 	 ) when slipFinrg (moverient of tile waler backwards between the 

Rota ry Puiii ps 
' 
punlps geierall ri:;e S.0) or vanes 

to create a suCt iollat Ieil inlet sides anrd torce a conlintous streaili ol'water 
ot 01 their discIh1nrge I res, r0su1alV SurfliCe-type pumFS with 

Rol'ta,	 a sysleir of rolating gears (Fig. 

s hev 
capacilies goverlred b,, tile speed aid widh of tire gear teeth or vanes and, 
W11rer used ol wells. liiiiited hV treir suction litt.(jear purnlps are intended for 
low speed tp.rati'r n tree fronri sand orrll or lie prrrrpirrg of"clean waler. 
grit since these riatelials caln caurse considerable wear on tie closely fitting 
gear teeti.
 

rnd operaled pturps otf 
type ae corrininnirlv used ill inldividtnal waler supply systems in rural areas for 
low lifls (d, waler Ironni Wells to overhead lanks. Fig. 8.7 illustrates tire 
operalioi ola lypical doubile-act rig. se ni-rotary purilp. These pun;ps are only 
capable of vely small sucitoli lifls fitted Wili t')o lowever, 

Scni-lrt hra\' 	 tile double-actirg or quad ruple-acting 

when not valves. 
when provided wilh such valves. tlrev can operate Witir suction lifts of ti) to 
2(t feet. 

(areas water iomdischarge," Helical Rotor Punps 
'[ie helical rotor or screw-type 

punp is a modiicatio of' tire 
rotary type of' coristart displace-

S .. meit p1unip1.Tle hlamlelements of'tilepunip are tile
highly polished 

Sucton iscarg riietal rotor or screw iii tire of'Cotiri 

a helical, single thread worni arid 
the outer stator made of rubber.

4Flexible rloulrillgs allow tile rotor 
to rotate eccentrically within tire 
stator. pressing a corrtirious tlstrell 

Partial vacuumcreated oflhis point of water forward along tie cavities 
ii tire slator. The water also acts asFig. 8.6 	 ROTA R Y GFA.R IUM 1). a lubricant between the two ele-

IAdanpied t'ri t Ig I . Werlls.
)epartnenolrl'Le A\rmv Tech- me1it ptlimp. [helicalof' tile rotor 
nical Maual T.15-217. 1957.) pumps can be either of the surface 
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or deep well type and are usually driven by engines or electric motors. Fig. 8.8 
illustrates a deep well, helical rotor pump. 

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMPS 
The distinguishing characteristic of variable displacement pumps is the in

verse relationship between their discharge rates and the pressure heads against 
which they pump. That is to say, the pumping rate decreases as the pressure 
head increases. The opposite is also true, the pumping rate increases as the 
pressure head reduces. The two main types of variable displacement pumps 
used in small wells are centrifugal an'jet pumps. 

Discharge
 
Discharge


valves 

Oscillating 

Suction ,--Valve 

deckvalvevalvess " Suction 

Fig. 8.7 	 DOUBLE-ACTtNG, SEMI-ROTARY HAND PUMP. (From Deming Division 
of Crane Company, Salem. Ohio.) 

Centrifugal Pumps 
Centrifuga) pumps are the most common types of pumps in general use. 

The basic principles of their operation can be illustrated by considering tile 
effect of swinging a pail of water around in a circle at the end of a rope. The 
force that causes the water to press outward against the bottom of the pail 
rather than run out at the open end is known as the centriftugal force. If a 
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hole were cut in the bottom of the pail, water would be discharged through
the opening at a velocity which is related to the centrifugal force. Further,
should an intake pipe he connected to an air-tight cover on the pail, a partial 
vacuum would be created inside the pail as water is discharged. This vacuum 
could bring additional water into the pail from a supply placed at the other 
end of the intake pipe within the limit of the suction lift created by the 
vacuun. Thus a continuous flow of water could be maintained in a manner 

similar to that operating in a cen-
STo0l~tt 
 trifugal pump. The andpail cover 

Rotradaptr correspond to the casing of the 
coupling 
 pump, the discharge hole and in

take pipe correspond to the pump 
outlet and intake respectively, 
while the rope and arm perform the 

Rotor functions of the pump impeller. 
Centrifugal pumps used on small 

wells can be sub-divided into two 
Sttor d.d main types based on their design

features. These are volute pumps 
and turbine or diffuser pumps. The 
impellers of volute pumps are 
housed in spirally shaped casings
(Fig. 8.9) in which the velocity of 
the water is reduced upon leaving 
the impeller with a resulting in
crease in pressure. In turbine pumps 

FWo,,°,lead the impellers are surrounded by
°.strainerassemy diffuser vanes (Fig. 8.10). These 

vanes provide gradually enlarging 
passages through which the velocity
of the water leaving the impeller is 
gradually reduced, thus trans
forming the velocity head into pres
sure head. 

"Theconditions of use determineFi.T8.8 DEEP WELL ELICAL the choice between volute and tur
bine pumps. The volute design 

very commonly used in surface-type pumps where pump size is not a limiting
is 

factor and design heads are low to medium. Deep well centrifugal pumps are,
however, of the turbine type of design which is better suited to use where the 
diameter of the pump must be limited, in this case by the diameter of the 
well casing. 

The performance ofa centrifugal pump depends greatly upon the design of 
its impeller. For example, the pump discharge against a given head can be 
increased by enlarging the diameter of the inlet eye and the width of the 
impeller. It is also customary to use a larger number of guide vanes (up to 12)
in turbine pumps when a higher pressure head is desired. The extent to which 
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the pressure head can be increased by an increase in the number of guide 
vanes is, however, limited. Greater increases are achieved by the use of 
multiple stages, each of which contains :n impeller. Multi-stage design isused 
in both surface-type and deep well pumps but is particularly common in 
deep well pumps designed for use under high lift condititns. Generally, tile 
discharge of a multi-stage puMp isalmost the same as for a single stage of the 
same pump. The pressure hcad developed and horsepower required for 

r/Z Im ellerDiffuser vans 

Impeller 

Fig. 8.9 VOLUTE-FYPE 
GAL PUMP. 

CENTRIFLJ- Fig. 8.10 TURBINE-TYPE CENTRIFU-
GAL PUMIP SHOWING CHAR-
ACT'ERISTIC DIFFUSER 
VANES. 

operation, however, increase in direct proportion to the number of stages or 
impellers. For example, the pressure head of a 4-stage pump, one stage of 
which develops a pressure of 40 feet head of water, would be 4 times 40 or 
160 feet of water. Fig. 8.11 shows a section through a 3-stage deep well 
turbine pump which is, in effect, three pumps assembled in series with flow 
passing from one to the next and the head being increased with passage 
through each stage. 

Jet Pumps 
Jet pumps, in reality, combine centrifugal pumps and ejectors to lift water 

from greater depths in wells than is possible through the use of surface-type 
centrifugal pumps when acting alone. The basic components of ejectors are a 
nozzle and a venturi ilibe shown in Fig. 8.12. The ope rating principles are as 
follows. Water under pressure is delivered by the centrifugal pump (mounted 
at ground level) through the nozzle of the ejector. The sudden increase in the 
velocity of the water as it passes through the tapered nozzle causes a reduc
tion in pressuje as the water leaves the nozzle and enters the venturi tube. The 
higher the water velocity through the nozzle, the greater is the reduction in 
pressure at the entrance to the venturi tube. This reduction in pressure can, 
therefore, be made great enough to create a partial vacuum and so suck water 
from the well through the intake pipe of the ejector and into the venturi tube. 
The gradual enlargement of the venturi tube reduces the velocity of flc.v with 
a minimum of turbulence and so causes a recovery of almost all of the water 
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Fig. 8.11 THRLE-STAGE LINESIIAFT Fig. 8.12 JET PUMP. (Adapted from
DEEP WELL TURBINE lig. 13, Manual ofindividual 
PUMP. Water Supply Svstens, Public 

Health Service Publication No. 
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pressure in going through tihe nozzle. The centrifugal pump thllen picks up tile 
flow, sending part of it through the discharge pipe and returning the remainder 
to the ejector to induce more flow from tile well and so repeat tile cycle. Tile 
pressure regulating gage is set to maintain the necessary pressure to produce 
flow at the desired pumping head. 

File centrifugal pump is the prime mover without which the ejector cannot 
pump water. Considerable increases in the discharge pressure head cannot be 
achieved by adjusting tile regulating gage. Such pressure increases are 
provided by increasing the number of pump stages. Operating conditions 
should always be such that the ejector nozzle is covered by at least 5 feet of 
water. Small jet punips are usually limited to discharges of about 20 gallons 
per minute against total pressure heads not exceeding about 150 feet of 
which the required lift below ground is about 100 feet or less. 

Jet pumps are, generally, inefficient pumps but have a number of desirable 
features which make their use popular in small, domestic water supply 
installations. Among these features are their adaptability to use in small wells 
down to 2 inches in diameter, tile accessibility of the moving parts which are 
all above the ground surface, their simplicity and relatively low purchase price 
and maintenance cost. 

DEEP WELL PUMPS 
Deep well pumps have been earlier defined as those pumps which are 

placed within wells and are used for lifting water 1rom depths generally in 
excess of 25 feet below tile ground surface. It has also been shown that they 
can be of both tile positive displacement (piston and helical rotor)and variable 
displacement (centrifugal and jet) types of design. Deep well pumps are, how
ever, further classified in accordance with the positioning of their power 
source. If tire power source is situated at or above the ground surface, thus 
necessitating the transmission of tie driving torce through a long shaft down 
to the pump in the well, then tihe pump is referred to as a vertical lineshaft 
pump. Lineshaft pumps may be driven either by direct-coupled electric mo
tors (Fig. S.I I) or by engines or electric mot ors through right-angle drive 
heads (Fig. 8.13). 

When, however, the power source (in this case an electric motor) is fitted 
immediately below tle pump and submerged with it in the water, the pump is 
called a submersihle pump (Fig. 8.14). Shafts in submersible pumps only ex
tend from the submerged motor to the top-most impeller. There is no shaft 
between the pump and the ground surface as is necessary ill lineshaft pumps. 
This feature provides submersible pumps with one of their more important 
advantages over lineshaft puMps. 

Lineshaft Pumps 
Lineshaflt pumps have been in use for several years, preceding their more 

recent competitors, submersible pumps. Most failures in pumping installations 
usually occur as a result of' problems arising in the power source. Lineshaft 
pumps, by having their power sources installed above ground level and 
separated from tile pump, make access to these power sources easier and 
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repairs possible without removing tile whole pump assembly from the well. 
Greater flexibility can also be achieved by the use of a dual right-angle drive 
head io which two engines, two electric motors or one engine and an electric 
motor call be coupled. This arrangement permits the use of a stand-by power 

A Drive head assembly 

Gasoline engine Filler gage 

Pipe column assembly 

Air line 

Pump bowl assembly -- ~ 

tromn IFi. 116. W~ells. Department of the Army Technical Manual TM5-297,
1957.) 

source and cotiinuiotus operation Of' thle Pump by one source while thle other 
is being serviced or repaired. 

Lineshaft pump installat ions rnrrs, however, be enclosed in pump houses 
and. part ly as a result o thisc are usually more costly than submersible pump 
installations.The shaftsPand bearings ofineshaft pu psalso provide many more 
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Fig. 8. 14 	 CUT-AWAY VIEW OF ASUB-
MERSIBLE PUMP. (trom IF. 
L.Ntyers & Bro. Company, 
Ashland,Ohio.) 

PRIMING OF PUMPS 

moving parts which are subject to 
both normal wear and that accelera

bv corrosion and abrasive snd 
part icles. 

Submersible Pumps 
Sub me rsible pumps, though 

built during the past 50 years, have 
only been extensively used over the 
last 15 years. The increase in use 
coincided with design improve
meats in the submersible motors, 

cables and water-tight seals. 
These improvements made it possible to achieve efficiencies compara

ble with those obtained from lin
%haft pumnps and also long periods 
of trouble-free operation. The elim
ination of the long drive shaft (and
multiple 	 bearings wii it) has not 
only eliminated the wearing and 

rmaintenance problems associated 
with lineshaft pumps but has also 
reduced the problems created by 

in the vertical alignment 
of a Well. The use iif submersible 

pumps also results in savings in in
stallation costs since pump houses 
are not tsually required. The opera.. 
tion of the motor at a depth of sev
eral feet in the well also considerably
reduces noise levels.The entiie pump 

and motor must, however, be with
drawn to effect repairs and to ser

vice the mot6r. The need to do so, 
however, arises very infrequently. 

Prin;', is the name given to the process by which water is added to a 
pump in order to displace any air trapped in tIre pump and its suetii pipe 
during shut-down periods. In other words, priming results ina continuous 
body of water from the inlet eye of' the pump impeller downward through 
the suction pipe. Without this continuous body of water a centrifugal pump 
will not deliver water after te engine or motor has been started. Positive dis
placement types of pumps are less affected and need priming only to the ex
tent necessary to seal leakage past pistons, valves and other working parts. 

Tue many devices and procedures used in obtaining and mairntaining a 
prinmed condition inpumps generally involve one or a combination of the 
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following: (I) a foot-valve to retain water in the pumnp during shut-down 
periods, (2) a vent to permit the escape of trapped air, (3) an auxiliary pump 
or other device (pipe fron an overhead tank) to fill the pump with water, (4) 
use of a self-priming type of construction in tile pump. Self-priming pumps 
usually have an auxiliary chamber integrated into the pump structure in such 
a way that the trapped air is exhausted as the pump circulates the priming 
water. 

PUMP SELECTION 
Tile proper selection o a pump lor installation at a well involves tile con

sideration of several factors. The following discussion presents some of tile 
more important factors and particularly those which are very often overlooked 
and need to be emphasized. 

The first factor to be considered must of necessity be tie yield of tie well. 
So logical as this I:,y Seem, it is a factor that is oltei overlooked in pump 
selection for small wells. There is no way of' extracting inore water from a 
well than that determined by its maximum yield. It is. theref'oit foolhardy 
to select a pumnp of greater discharge capacity tha;n the well will yield. Maxi
mum well yields are usually determined by test pumping. For small wells, 
test pumping need iot involve more than tile pumping of the well at a specific 
rate or series of rates for a period of time in excess of the likely service re
quirements. The records of' tile test cani then be used to determine tile specific
capacity. 

With the knowledge of the specific capacity and the estimated water de
mands a suitable pumping rate can then be selected taking into consideration 
the provisiont of storage. ('otisideration may be giveln to the u:.e of several hours 
of storage capacity and a high pumping rate in order to keep the number of 
pumping hours as low as possible. The advantages of so doing should be 
weighed against tile use of a lower pumping rate for extended hours of punp
ing and the provision of lower storage capacity. The availability of' electric 
power only for limi!ed periods of' the day or night would also influence tile 
decision. Itaving chosei a pitumping rale. tie expected d~awdown in the well 
for that rate calt then be estimated by dividing it by the specific capacity of the 
well. For example, a puimpin rate of 30 gpm in a well with a specific capacity 
of 5gpin/ft would create a drawdown of 30 divided by 5, that is. 0 feet. Adding 
the drawdown to tile depth of' tile static water level below the ground surface 
gives tile depth to tie expected purnping water level. Tlhis depth to tie pump
ing water level is then used to choose between a surface-type ptLIp and a deep
well pump. hi so doing, it must be remembered that seasonal variations in the 
water table, extended pumping and interference fron other Wells could cause 
the lowering of the pumping water level. Allowances should, therefore, be 
made for such possibilities where they are likely to occur. 'l he use of deep
well pumps would be indicated where tlie depth to tle pumping water level 
is 25 feet or more and the well is deep enough and large enough in diameter 
to accommodate a suitable pump. Suif,!.e-type pumps would otherwise be 
used with limited pumping rates if' necessary. 
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The next logical step is the 
estimation of the total pumping
head which, with the pumping rate, 
determines the capacity of the 
pump to be selected. The total 
pumping head, ht can be estimated,
by adding the total vertical lift, ie , 

from the pumping water level to 
the point of delivery of the water 
(Fig. 8.15) and the total friction 
losses, l, occurring in the suction 
and delivery pipe. This estimate 
ignores the velocity head or head 
required to produce the flow 
through the system since this head 
can be expected to be negligible in 
most installations using small wells. 
The total vertical lift, h, includes 
the suction lift and the delivery 
head or head above the pump 
impeller when a surface-type pump 
is used (Fig. 8.2). The total friction 
losses i , can be estimated with the 
use of TFable B.10 in Appendix B. 

Pump manufacturers or their 
agents can then be consulted on the 
selection of a suitable pump to 
meet the estimated pumping capac
ity and suction conditions, where 
applicable. A number of other 
factors would affect the final selec
tion. Among these are the purchase 
price and cost of operating the n oto prtn hpump; the extent of maintenance 
required and reliability of the main

ienance service available' the availability of spare parts: the ease with which 
repairs can be effected: the sanitary features of the pump; and the desirability 
to standardize on the use of a particular type and make of pump in order to 
reduce the diversity of spare parts. A guide to pump selection is provided in 
Table 8.1. In it is summarized the conditions under which the various types 
of pumps discussed in this chapter would normally be used and the 
advantages and disadvantages of each type. It must be emphasized that the 
table is designed fbr use only as a general guide to pump selection. 

SELECTION OF POWER SOURCE 
The cost of power can and often does constitute a major part of the cost 

of pumping. In view of the limited economic resources usually available to 
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those persons and communities 
using small wells, it is very impor
tant that careful consideration be 
given to the selection of a power 
;iource. The type of power available 
will, in many cases, be flie deter
mining factor in the design of a 
small pumping installation. There is 
normally a choice of four sources 
of power for operating p1 umPs ol 
small wel oThese sources are inan 
power, wind, electric motors and 
internal combustion engines. 

Man Power 
Man power is, ill many places, 

not only a cheap source, but, some
times, the only one available for 
operating pumps on wells. It is, of 
course, the oldest known source. Its 
use is suited to individnal water 
supply systems with small, inter
mittent demands. Sometimes ele
vated storage is provided to main

/of 
tamn a con tinuous supiply. 'Ihie use 

man power would, normally, be 
restricted to pumping rates not 
exceeding abott I0 gpin and suc
tion iifts of no more than about 2t0 

',. feet. land itiiiil)s, subject to re
peated use by tfie general public, 

Fig. 8.a6 W I N D NI I 1, L . (Manual
operatiuna )I plimp also possoKi) ) 

can often have abnormal main
tenance problems ie to tie frac
turing of file hand lever and cyl

inder, and excessive wear of the 
inner wall of [lie cylinder, partic

ularly when the water contains sand. The most sturdy types o PliiIpS should 
be used tnder sach conditions. Manufacturers have been experimenting with 
various types of metal construction of the levers, cylinders arid cylinder 
linings in order to m inimize the maintenance problems. 
Wind 

Wind is another very cheap source of power worthy of careful considera
tion in individuil and small community W;ihtr supply systems. Windmills (Fig.
8.16) usually require tihe availability of winds at sustained speeds of more 
than 5 miles per hour. Towers are normally used to raise the windmills 15 to 
2() feel above the surrounding obstacles in order to provide a clear sweep of 
wind to the mills. Windmills usually drive reciprocating pumps through a 
connection of the pump rod from the mill to the piston rod of the pump. 
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Provision may also be made for pumping by hand during long periods of rela
tive calm. It is good practice to provide adequate elevated storage to maintain 
the water supply during periods when there is insufficient wind. Windmills 
are normally manufactured in sizes expressed in terms of the diameters of 
their wheels. When ordering a windmill from a manufacturer, he must be 
supplied with intormation on the average wind velocity in addition to the 
required capacity and other relevanit intormat ion on the pump. The operation 
and maintenance costs of windmills are usually very negligible and strongly 
influence their use in communities whose financial resources are inadequate 
to operate and maintain motor or engine driven pumps. 

Electricity 
Electricity, where available from a central supply at reasonable cost, 

is to be preflrred over other sources of power. It would, however, be unwise 
to install electric generators simply to provide a supply for operating a small 
pupil). Electricity's great advantage is the fact that it can be used to provide a 
continuous, aLt1omatically Controlled supply of water. The power source must 
be reliable arid muot subject to significant voltage variations. Small electric 
motors are usually low in initial cost, require little maintenance and are cheap 
to operate. 

Internal Combustion Engine 
Internal combmstion engines (gasoline, diesel or kerosene) are often used in 

areas where electric power is rot available arnd winds are infrequent or 
inadequate to meet the water supply demands. Diesel engines, though usually 
the most costly to purchase, are generally the best from the point of view of 
operation and iaintenance. Ilnternal combustion engines require more 
maintenance than electric motors and must always be attended by an 
operator. Good service is obtained if a regular routine maintenance program is 
followed and a supply of spare parts always available. 
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TABLE 8. I-GUIDE TO PUMP SELECTION
 

(Adapted from Table 7-Information on Pumps. Manual of Individual Water Supply Systems, U.S. Dept. of Health,
 
Education & Welfare, Public Health Service Pub. No. 24, Revised 1962) 

Type of Pump 

Reciprocating:
I. Surface 
2. Deep Well 

Rotary:
1. Surface 


(gear or 

vane) 


2. Deep Well 
(helical 
rotor) 

Practical 

Suction 


Lift* (ft) 


22-25 
22-25 

22 

Usually
submerged. 

Usual 

Pumping

Depth (f t) 

22-25 
> 25 

22 

> 25 

Usual Pressure
 
Heads (ft of
 

water) 


50-200 
Up to 60)0 
above the 
cylinder. 

50-250 

100-500 

Advantages 

1. Positivc action. 
2. Discharge ,onstant un-

der variable heads.
3. Great flexibilitv in 

meeting variable de-
rnands. 

4. Pumps water containing
sand and silt. 

5. I,pecially adapted to 
low capacity and high 
lifts. 

1. Positive action. 
2. Discharge constant un-

der variable heads, 
3. Efficient opejation. 

1. Same as surface-type 
rotary, 

2. Only one moving pump
part in the well. 

Disadvantages 

1. Pulsatini discharge. 
2. Subject to vibration 

and noise,
3. Maintenance costs may

bc Iigh. 
4. May cause destructive 

pressure if operated
against a closed valve. 

1. Subject to rapid wear 
if water contains sand 
or silt. 

2. Wear of gears reduce% 
efficiency. 

1. Subject to rapid wvear 
if water contains sand 
or silt. 

Remarks 

I. 	Best suited for capacities 
of 5-25 gpm against 
moderate to high heads.

2 	 Adaptable to hand 
operation. 

I. 	Best suited for low 
speed operation. 

2. Semi-rotary type 
adaptable to hand 
operation. 

I. 	A cutless rubber 
stator increases life 
of pump.

2. Best suited for low 
capacity and high heads. 



Type of Pump 

Centrifugal: 
1. Surface 

a. 	Volute 
(single 
stage) 

b. Turbine 
(single
stage) 

2. Deep Well 
a. Vertical
 

line
shaft
 
turbine

(multi-
stage) 

Practical 
Suction 
Lift* (ft) 

20 

28 

Impellers 
submerged. 

Usual 

Pumping

Depth (ft) 


10-20 

28 

> 25 

Usual Pressure 
Heads (ft of 

water) 

100-150 

100-200 

100-800 

Advantages 

1. Smooth, even flow. 
2. 	Pumps water containing 

%andand silt. 
3. Pressure on system is 

even and free from 
shock. 

4. 	 Low starting torque. 
5. Usually reliable and 

good service. 

1. Same as for volute 
type but not suitable 
for pumping water con-
taining sand or silt. 

2. They are self-priming. 

1. Same as surface-type 
turbine, 

Disadvantages 

1. Loses prime easily. 
2. Good efficiency re-

quires operation un-
der design heads and 
speeds. 

I. Same as volute type 
except maintains 
priming easily, 

1. Good efficiency requires 
operation under de-
sign heads and speeds. 

2. 	Requires sufficiently 
straight and plumb 
well for installation 
and proper operation.

3. Lubrication and align
meiit of shaft critical. 

4. 	 Subject to abrasion 
from sand. 

Remarks 

1. Better efficiencies at 
discharges near 50 gpm 
a;td heads up to about 
150 ft. 

1. Pressure reduction 
with increased capa
city not as severe as 
for volute type. 

1. Severe maintenance 
problem when pumping 
corrosive water unless 
pump, column, shaft, 
etc. are made of non
corrosive materials. 



Type of Pump 

Practical 
Suction 
Lift* (ft) 

Usual
Pumping 

{Depth ('t) 

Usual PressureItleads (ft of 
water) Advantages 

b. Submersible 
turbine 
(multi-stage) 

PuLp and 
motor sut-
merged. 

> 25 50-400 1. Same as surlt'ce-tvpc 
turbine, 

2. St ort p ump shaft to 
motor. 

3 1)lumbness and align-
ment of wvell less cri-
tical than for line-
'haft tvpe. 

4. Less maintenance 
problems due to wear-
ing of tnoving parts 
than for lineshaft 
type.

i. Lower installation and 
housing costs than for 
lineshaft type. 

6. Lower noise levels 
during operation than 
fot lineshaft type. 

Jet:
1. Deep Well 20-100 

below the 
ground, 
(-jector 
submerged 
5 ft). 

> 25 80-150 1. Simple in operation. 
2. Does not have to be 

inst-lled over the 
well. 

3. No moving parts in the 
well. 

4. Low purchase price and 
maintenance costs. 

*Practical suction lift at sea level. Reduce lift 1 foot for each 1000 Ct above level. 

Disadvantages 

1. 	 pair to motor or 
pump requires removal 
tronm well. 

2. Repair to motor may 
require shipment to 
manufacturer or his 
age nt. 

3. Subject to abrasion 
from sand. 

I. Geterally inefficient. 
2. 	Capacity reduces as 

lift increases, 
3. 	Air in suction or re-

turn line will stop 
pumping. 

Remarks 

I. 	Relatively recent 
design improvements for 
sealing of electrical 
eqtuipment make long 
periods of trouble
free service possible. 

2. Motor should be pro
tected by suitable 
device against power
failures. 

I. The amount of water 
returned to the 
ejector increases with 
increased lift - 50% 
of total water pumped 
at 50 ft lift and 75% 
at 100 ft lift. 

2. Generally limited to 
discharge of about 20 
gpm against 150 ft
maximum head. 



CHAPTER 9
 

SANITARY PROTECTION
 

OF GROUND-WATER SUPPLIES
 

Too great stress can never be placed on the need to provide sanitary 
protection for all known ground-water sources, whether in immediate use or 
not, since such sources may some time in the future be of great importance to 
the development of their localities. 

Small wells, of the type being considered in this manual, very often have 
relatively shallow aquifers as their sources of water. These sources, in many 
cases, are merely a few feet below the ground surface and can often be 
reached without great difficulty by pollution from privies, cesspools, septic 
tanks, barnyard manure, and industrial and agricultural waste disposal. It also 
very often are only economicallyhappens that privies and septic tanks tile 
practicable means of sewage disposal in a small and sparse community which 
must for various reasons depend entirely upon a shallow ground-water source 
for its potable water supply. Such dependence may be due to the inability of 
a small community Iomeet fhe costs of a sophisticated treatment plant for 
available surface water. Many rural areas are also subjected to annual 
extended periods of drought when streams become completely dry and 
shallow ground-water aquifers provide the only reliable sources of potable 
water. It is, therefore, of great importance that such sources be adequately 
protected.
 

POLLUTION TRAVEL IN SOILS 
The sanitary protection of ground-water supplies must be based on an 

understanding of the basic facts relating to the travel of polluted substances 
through soils and water-bearing formations. It must be remembered that all 
water seeping into the ground is polluted to some degree, yet this water can 
later be retrieved in a completely satisfactory condition for domestic and 
other human uses. Some purifying processes must be taking place within the 
soil as the water travels through it. Several studies have been made of
"nature's purifying action" by research workers in many parts of lie world, 
particularly in Europe, India and the United States of America. These studies 
have contributed very much to our knowledge of the processes involved in 
th, natural purification of ground waters and the patterns and extent of flow 
of pollution in them. The basic findings are summarized in the succeeding 
paragraphs. 

The natural processes occurring in soils to purify water travelling through 
them are essentially three in number. The first two of these are the 
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mechanical removal of microorganisms (including disease-producing bacteria)
and other suspended matter by filtration and sed'lientatiofl or settling.
Filtration depends upon tie relative sizes of the pore spaces of the soil 
particles and those of the microorganisms and other filterable material. The 
finer the soil particles and the smaller the pore spaces between them, the 
more effective is the filtration process. Filtered material also tends to clog the 
pore spaces and thus help to improve the filtration process. Sedimentation 
depends upon the size of the suspended material and the rate of flow of the 
water through the pore spaces. The larger the particles of suspended matter 
and the slower tihe rate of flow through the soil, the more efficient would be 
the sedimentation process. It is, therefore, seen that the porosity and 
permeability of the ,oil are very important factors in the operation of the 
filtration and sedimentation processes and, as a result, in tire extent of travel 
of bacterial pollution in soils. 

The third factor is what is often termed the natural die-awav of bacteria in 
soils. Bacteria which produce disease in man live for only limited periods of 
time outside of their natural host which isgenerally man or animals. Their life 
spans are usually short in the onfavorable conditions found in soils. This 
property contributes considerably to the self-purification of ground water 
during its movement and st orage in sand and gravel aquifers. 

The effect of filtration is, of course, completely lost and sedimentation 
somewhat reduced in ground waters travelling through large crevices and 
solution channels in limestone and other such consolidated rocks. This 
explains the generally better microbiological quality of ground water 
obtained from sands, gravels and other unconsolidated formations as against
those obtained from the larger crevices, fissures and solution channels in 
consolidated rocks. 

While the above mentioned processes are effective against the travel of 
bacterial pollution in ground water and usually within andshort distances 
periods of time, they are not nearly as effective against the travel of chemical 
pollution. ('herical pollutioln, it will be seen later, persists much longer and 
travels much faster in ground waters than does bacterial pollution. Chemical 
reactions with soil material do play some part in restricting the travel of 
chemical pollution but require more time than the other processes do in 
controlling bacterial pollution. 

Pollution (bacterial and chemical) in soils usually moves downward from 
the source until it reaches the water table and tlen along with the 
ground-water flow iii a path which first gradually increases in width to a 
limited extent and then reduces to final disappearance. Downward travel of 
bacteria through homogeneous soil above the water table has seldom been 
found to be more than about 5 feet. Upon reaching the water table, no 
pollution travel takes place against the natural direction of ground-water flow 
unless induced by the pumping of a well upstream of the pollution source and 
with a circle of inlluence (upper surface of the cone of depression) that 
includes the pollution source. The horizontal path of the flow of bacterial 
pollution in sand formations from a point source, such as a well used to 
recharge an aquifer, has been found to reach a maximum width of about 
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feet before final disappearance at a distance of about 100 feet from the 
source. The corresponding distances for pit latrine sources have generally 
been smaller. The maximum distance of bacterial pollution flow is often 
reached several hours (often less than 2 days) after the introduction of the 
pollution. Filtration and tile natural die-away processes then cause a rapid 
reduction in tile numbers of bacteria found and the extent of the path until 
eventually only the immediate vicinity of the pollution source is found to be 
affected. 

Chemical pollution follows a similar but much wider and longer path than 
that of bacterial pollution. Maximum widths of about 25 to 30 feet and 
lengths of about 300 feet have been observed. Investig,tions have indicated 
that chemical pollution travels twice as fast a.s 'acterial pollution. 

The aiove findings serve to emphasize the importance of the proper 
location of wells with respect to sources of pollution if contamination is to be 
avoided. They also form the basis for the general rules which are applied in 
well location and construction and the siting of pit latrines. cesspools and 
other such menis of waste disposal in relation to ground-water sources. 

WELL LOCATION 
Wells should be located on the highest practicable sites and certainly on 

ground higher than nearby sources of pollution. The ground surface in the 
immediate vicinity of the well should slope away from it and be well drained. 
If necessary, the site should be built up to achieve this end. A special drainage 
system should be provided for waste water from public wells. It is good 
practice, whenever practicable, to off-set the pump installation and discharge 
pipe as far as possible from a public well. This, together with a good drainage 
system, ensures that no waste water accumulates in the immediate vicinity of 
the well to become a possible source of pollution or unsightly pools and 
mosquito breeding grounds. If a well must be located down-hill from a 
pollution source, then it should be placed at a reasonably safe distance away, 
depending upon the source and the soil conditions. Recommended minimum 
distances from various types of pollution sources are listed in Table 9.1. 

TABLE 9.1 

Pollution Source Recommended Minimum Distance 

Cast iron sewer with leaded or 10 ft. 
mechanical joints 

Septic tank or sewer of tightly 50 ft. 
jointed tile 

Earth-pit privy, seepage pit or 75 ft. 
drain field 

Cesspool receiving raw sewage 100 ft. 
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These minimum distances are meant to be no more than guides to good
practice and may be varied as soil and other conditions require. They should 
be applied only where t ile soil has ihlciing capacity equal to, or better than 
that of sand. 

Well location should also take into consideration accessibility for pump
repair, cleaning, treatment, testi~ig and inspection. Wells located adjacent to 
buildings should be at least 2 feet clear of any projections such as 
over-hanging eaves. 

Chapters 4. 5 and 0 should be consulted fojr information concerning tile 
design, construction and completion aspects, respectively, of the sanitary 
protection ot wells. 

SEALING ABANDONED WELLS 
The objectives oft sealt,,g abaidoned wells are (1) the prevention of the 

contailnatiol of 1he aquifer by the entry of poor quality water and other 
foreign sabstances through the well, (2) the conservation of tile aquifer yield
and irtisean head where there is one, and (3) the elimination of physical 
hazard. 

The basic concept of' proper seafing of an abandoned well is the 
restoration, as far as practicable, of the existing geologic conditi'ns. Under 
water-table conditions sealing must ne effective to prevent the percolation of 
surface water through the well bore or along the outside of the casing to the 
water table. Sealing under artesian conditions must be effective in confining 
water to the aquifelC in which it occurs. 

Sealing is usually achieved by grouting with puddled clay, cemeit or 
concrete. When gm)uting under water, the grouting material should be placed
from the bottom up by methods that would avoid segregation or excessive 
dilu tion o1 the material. Grouting methods have been described in Chapter 5. 

It may be necessary, in some cases, to wellremove casiiig opposite
water-bearing zones to assure an effective seal. Where the upper 15 oi 20 feet 
of the well casing was not carefully cemented during the original con
struction, this portion of the casing should be removed before final grouting 
for abandonment. 
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APPENDIX A
 

MEASUREMENT OF PERMEABILITY
 

The coefficient of permeability, or permeability as it is usually referr ed to 
in practice, can be determined by both laboratory and field experiments. 
The field experiments, o, pumping tests as they are called, have the advantage 
over laboratory experiments in that they are performed oil the aquifer 
materials in their natural, undisturbed state. They are, however, more 
complicated, time consuming, costly and beyond the scope of this book. 

Permeameters are used for laboratory determ;nations of perineability. The 
simplest laboratory method for the determination of pe uileability usCs a 

constant head permealneter as 
f'Ollows. Flow under constant head 
or pressure is maintained through a 
chosen length., of the sample of 

-1 aquifer nmiaeriAl placed between 

__. 
porous plates
sectional area. 

il a tube of cross 
x wFig. AI)n. Thie 

" device at the ipper left of ihe 
.. ! figuie is used to provide the flow 

under constant head. The rate of' 
flow, Q, through the saiple is 
obtained by ileasuring the vlumle, 
V, of water dischlarged ilto a grad
uated cylinder in l a iven i tte. . 
The manoneter tubes to the right 
of the figure are used to measure 
the head loss. hi- I. as [he waler 
flows tho'ugh he111 lengt V,of the 
sanlple. (are must he taken to 
expel any air trapped ill the s:mple 
before taking leasuremntlits. 

V 1)(h, -h.)A 

Fig. A.I CONSTANT-HEAD PERMEA- Then Q 
MEI'ER FOR LABORATORY I 
DETERMINATION OF (OEF-
FECIENTS OF PERMEABIL-
ITY. V 

Giving P= 
(l -h,2) A t 

To obtain P in units of'gallons per day per square t'Oot (gpd/sq tt), V must 
be expressed in gallons, Q,hI , and h, in feet, A insquare feet, and t in days. 
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APPENDIX B
 

USEFUL TABLES AND FORMULAS
 

TABLE B.1 LENGTH 

EqLuialents of First Column 
Unit 

Centi-ni MeesMeters Kil-Ko- Inches Feet 
meters meters 

I (Centimeter I 0l .011011)l .3937 .1)328 
1 Meter 1lll) .1001 39.37 3.2818 
1 Kilometer 100,000 1000 I 39.37) 3.280.8 
1 Inch 2.54 .1)254 .11(1)25- 1 .()833 
I ool 31.48 .3(148 .00111315 12 1 

1 Yard 91.44 .9144 .0011014 36 3 
1 Milte 100,935 1.,609.3 1.61193 6 3. 110 5, 2 8 0 

TABLE B 2 AREA 

Eliquivalents of F'irst ('olLmn 
Unit 

Square Square Square Square Square 
Centimeters Meters Inches Fee) Yards 

I Sti. 
centi
meter I .000111l .155 .010) .)00012 

1 Sq.
Meter I (I,11)0 1 1.550 111.7o 1.1960 

I S11.
 
Inch 6,.452 .11111645 I .)0094 .010 772
 
I Sq.

l oot ')29 .11929 144 I .111 

I Sq.
Yard 8,.31 .830) 1,290 9 I 

I Acre 40,405,284 4.047 6.272,640 43,56 4.840 


I Sq.
 
Mile 2.581l.998 27,878,4011 3.097.011) 
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Yards Miles 

.0l11 .)10 0Ow2 
1.(1936 .010021 

1,(93.6 .621 

.0278 .1)0(0 16 

.33.13 .00)1189 

1 .01110568 

1,760 1 

Square 
Acres Miles 

.1(00247 

.01111023 

.0011207 

I .00156 

64) I 



TABLE B.3 VOLUME 

Unit I 
Equivalents of First Column 

I I 
Cubic 

Centimeters 
Cubic 

Meters Liters I 
i .S. 

Gallons 
Imperial 
Gallons 

I Cubic 
Inches 

Cubic 
Feet 

I Cu. Centimeter I .00001 .001 .000264 .ou22 .061 .0000353 
I C. Meter 1.000.000 1 1.000 264.17 220.113 61.023 35.314 

I Liter 1.000 .001 I .264 .220 61.(23 .0353 

1 U.S. Gallon 3.785.4 .0(1379 3.785 1 .833 231 .134 
1 Imperial Gallon 4.542.5 .00454 4.542 1.2 1 277.274 .160 
1 Cu. Inch 16.39 .0000164 .0164 .0(1433 .00361 I .000579 

1 Cu. 1-oot 28.317 .0283 28.317 7.48 0.232 1.728 1 

TABLE B.4 FLOW 

Equivalents of First Column 
Unit 

Cubic Feet 
Per Second 

Cubic Feet 
Per Day 

U.S. 
P 

Gallons Imp. Gallons 
Per Minute 

U.S. Gallons 
Per Day 

Imp. Gallons 
Per Da 

j Acre Feet 
Per Day 

I Cu. Foot per Sec. 1 86.400 448.83 374.03 646.323 538.860 1.983 
I Cu. Foot per Day .0000116 1 .005,19 .0(1433 7.48 6.233 000023 
I U.S. Gallon per Min. .00223 192.50 1 .833 1.44(0 1.201 [ .(10442 

I Imp. Gallon per Min. .00267 231.12 1.2 1 1,728 1.440 (1(1053 
I U.S. Gallon per Day .00(100155 .134 .000694 .000579 1 .833 .00000307 

1 Imp. Gallon per Day .00000186 .160 .000833 .000694 1.2 1 .(0000368 
1 Acre Foot per Day .504 43.560 226.28 188.57 325.850 271.542 1 



TABLE B.5 WEIGHT 

Equivalents of First Column 

Unit 
Grams Kilograms 

Ounces 
(Avoir-
dupois) 

Pounds 
(Avoir-
dupois) 

[Tons
hort)(S 

Tons 
(Long) 

I Gram I .0(01 .(353 .00122 .O(1OO)lI .000098 
I Kilogram 1O00 1 35.274 2.205 .011 1 .1000984 

1Ounce 
(AvoirdUpois 28.349 .02%3 I .0625 .11111(1312 .00(10279 

I Pound 
(Avoirdupois) 453.592 .454 16 1 .00)5 .110446 

1Ton (Short 907.184.8 917.185 32,(100 2,000 1 .893 
1 Ton (Long) 1,016,046.98 1,016.047 35.84 2,240 1.121 

TABLE B.6 POWER 

Lquivalents of First Column 
Unit Foot Pounds JoulesWatts Kilowatts Iorsepower Per Minute Per Second 

I Watt 1 .001 .001(134 44.254 I 

1 Kilowatt 1()00 1 1.341 44.254 1,000 
I Horsepower 740 .746 1 33,0(0 746 

1 I-oot Pound 
Per Minute 0226 .0000226 .0000303 1 .02 26 
1Joule 
Per Second 1 .00 1 0134 44.254 

TABLE B.7 VOLUMES AND WEIGHT EQUIVALENTS (Water at 39.2F) 

Equivalents of First Column 

Unit Cubic U.S. Imp. Cubic Cubic Pounds 
Meters Gallons Gallons Inches Feet 

I Cu. Meter 1 1,000 264.17 220.183 61.123 35.314 2.200.83 
1 Liter .M)1 I .264 .22( 61.023 .0353 2.201 
I U.S. Gallon .1,13NI 3.785 I .833 231 .134 8.333 
1 Imp. Gallon .0:454 4.542 1.2 1 277.274 .160 10 
I Cu. Inch .1110))164 .0164 .00433 ,00301 1 .000579 .(361 
I Cu. Foot .0283 2317 7.48 6.232 1,728 I 62.32 
1Pound .110045 .454 .12 .1 27.72 .)16 1 
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B.8 PRESSURE 

I Atmosphere = 760 millimeters of mercury at 32'F. 
29.921 inches of mercury at 32F. 
14.7 pounds per square inch. 
2,116 pounds per square foot. 
1.033 kilograms per square centimeter. 
33.947 feet of water at 02')F. 

B.9 TEMPERATURE 

Degrees C = 5/9 x (F - 32) Degrees F = 9/5 C + 32 

TABLE B.1O FRICTION LOSS IN SMOOTH PIPE 
(approximate head loss in feet per 1000 feet of pipe) 

Flow Rate in Nominal Pipe Size in Inches 
Gallons per Minute 2 2 3 

Ik0 2 21/ 3} 4 

101 20 2 

is 44 20 6 
2{) 79 35 10 4 1 
25 123 55 16 6 2 

30 178 79 22 9 3 
40 142 40 16 5 

50 222 64 25 8 2 

TABLE B.I I PIPE, CYLINDER OR HOLE CAPACITY 

Diameter (inches) Gallons Per Foot 

1 0.09 

2 0.16 
21/, 0.25 

3 0.37 

4 0.67 

6 1.47 

8 2.61 

10 4.08 

12 5.86 

16 10.45 

18 13.20 

20 16.35 

24 23.42 
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B.12 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT USING SMALL CONTAINER
 

(Oil Drums, Stock Tanks, etc.) 

=Discharge (Gallons per minute) Volume of containcr (Gallons) x 60Time (Seconds) to fill containet 

TABLE 13.13 ESTIMATING DISCHARGE FROM A HORIZONTAL 
PIPE FLOWING FUL 

Straight unobstructed length 

3' minimum 

DIS(HARGE RA'I E (Gallons Per MilntC)
 

Horizontal Nominal Pipe Diameter (Inches)

Distance, x

(Inches) I PII2 2 2'Il 

4 5.7 9.8 13.3 22.10 31.3 

5 7.1 12.2 16.6 27.5 39.0 

6 8.5 14.7 20.1) 33.1) 47.0 

7 1O.0 17.1 23.2 38.5 55.A 

8 11.3 19.6 26.5 44.10 62.5 

9 12.8 22.0 29.8 49.5 70.0 

10 14.2 24.5 33.2 55.5 78.2 

1I 15.6 27.0 36.5 60.5 861 

12 17.0 29.1 40.11 66.0) 94.0 

13 18.5 31.5 43.0 71.5 102.0 

14 20.1) 34.0 46.5 77.0( 109.1 

15 21.3 36.3 50.0 82.5 117.(1 

16 22.7 39.0 53.) 88.0 1 125.0 
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TABLE B.14 ESTIMATING DISCHARGE FROM VERTICAL
 
PIPE OR CASING 

Level
 

/,....a, I-
 T 

P I /

Pi ,Support 

DISCHARGE RATE (Gallons Per Minute) 

Height, 11 Nominal Pipe Diameter, 1) (Inches)
 
(Inches) 3
2 34
 

I22 43 
 68
 

2 26 55 92
 

3 33 74 130
 

4 38 88 155
 

5 44 99 175
 

6 48 110 190
 

8 56 125 225
 

10 62 140 255
 

12 69 160 280
 

15 78 175 315
 

18 85 195 350
 

21 93 210 380
 

24 100 230 400
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TABLE BI.15 ROPE CAPACITY OF DRUM OR REEL 

(Wire Rope Evenly Spooled) 

Outer layer of rope 

A 

B 

- I 

C 

Rope Capacity (fcet) K(A+B)AxC 	 where A.BC are in inches and K 
has values in table below 

Nominal Rope Diameter K Nominal Rope Diameter K 
(I nches) Knches) 

1/4 4.4 9/16 .9 

5/16 2.8 5/8 .7 

3/8 2.0 3/4 .5 

7!16 1.4 7/8 .4 

1/2 1.1 1 .3 
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TABLE B.16 DRILLING CABLE ROPE CAPACITIES 

(Left Laid Mild Plow Steel - 6x11 Hemp Center) 

Rope 
Diameter 

Approximate 
Weight Per Foot 

Recommended 
Working Load 

(Inches) (Pounds) (Poonds) 

1/2 .42 3,200 

9/16 .53 4,200 

5/8 .66 5,000 

3/4 .95 7,200 

7/8 1.29 9,800 

1 1.68 12,600 

TABLE B.17 SAND LINE CABLE ROPE CAPACITIES 

(Coarse Laid Plow Steel 0x7 Hemp ('enter) 

Rope Approximate Recommended 
Diameter Weight Per Foot Working Load 
(Inches) (Pounds) (Pounds) 

1/4 .09 800 

5/16 .15 1,200 

3/8 21 1,800 

7/16 .29 2,400 

1/2 .38 3,200 
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TABLE B.18 CASING LINE CABLE ROPE CAPACITIES 

(Non Rotating Plow Steel 18 x 7 Hemp Center) 

Rope
Diameter 
(Inches) 

5/8 

3/4 

7/8 

TABLE B.19 

Rope
Diameter 
(Inches) 

3/8 


7/16 


1/2 

9/16 

5/8 

3/4 

7/8 

I 

Approximate

Weight Per Foot 


(Pounds) 

.68 

.97 

1.32 

Recommended
 
Working Load
 

(Pounds) 

5,400 

7,600 

10,200 

MANILA ROPE CAPACITIES (3-STRAND) 

Approximate
Weight Per Foot 

(Pounds) 

Recommended 
%-king Load 

(Wounds) 

.04 270 

.05 350 

.08 530 

.10 690 

.13 880 

.17 1,080 

.23 1,540 

.27 1,800 
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INDEX
 

A 	 Carbon dioxide, 26, 48, 107 
Carbonate, 106, 109Abandoned well. 137 Casing. (see Well casing)


Acid, hydrochloric, 49, 86. 109f. - elevator, 70
 
-. precautions in using, I I I - shoe, 68


-sulfamic, 109ff. Cementation, 7, 15
 
treatment, (see Well maintenance Cementing agents, 8, IS
 

operations) Cesspools. 23, 25. 134. 136
 
Aerial pholographs, 28, 30 Chemical analysis, 48, 108
 
Agricultural wastes, effects on ground- - constituents. 7 
water quality. 25, 134 - decomposition, 7 
- water needs, 2 -- treatment of wells, (see Well main. 

-I use. 24 tenance operations)
Alignment. (see Well alignnlent) Chloride, 24
Alluvial plaiiis, 30 Chlorination, (see Well disinfection)
Altitude, effect on suction lift, It5 Chlorine treatment, (see Well main-

Aquifer, coastal, 24 tenance operations)
 

. definition. 6 Circle of influence, 135
 
depth of. 29 Clay. 7, 106, II I
 

- . exteii of. 9 -1) bentonite, 71
 
fU-Ctiois, I Iff. - cemented, 8
 
hydraulic characteristics, 9 -, grouting with, 70f., 1 3, 137
 

-- shape of, ' - screening of, 41
 
stratified, definition, I5 Compaction. 7f.
 

-. thickness of'. I0, 13, 20, 29,41 Concrete, 52, 137
 
- t of. IOf.. (also see Artesian Conduit function of aquifers, I I ff.
 
aquifer and Water-table aquifer) Cone of depression, 16ff., 135
 

. %idth of. 14 ... , composite, 20
 
Area. cross-scctional, 13 	 . .. . , definition, 16
Artesian uquifer, 10. 13, 10. 30, 33. 52 Confined aquifer, t0
 

head, 137 Contaminated sources, 2
 
-%ll,luufting. !0, 33. 1(14 - water, 2, 70, 104
 

-- - non-flov ig, I10 	 Contamination, 23, 104, 136f.
Auger. hand. S', -. routes of. through wells, 52 

. spiral, 56 Contiur lines, 29
 
- map of water table, 31
 
Corrosion, 26, 37f., 48f.
 

Bacteria. coliform. 104 -- control of, 26
 
disease-pruiducing. 135 dissimilarity of metals, 48
 
iron, 49. 16,. 1f 	 -1Ogalvanic, 37 

i 0resistant materials, 33, 48ff.Bhacterial growths, I I IHailer,, H. 1),99, 109	 Corrosive waters, 26, 44, 48Btaryard, 25 (.Cost, effects on pump selection, 126 
- manure,2 5 134 . selection of power source, 

Btasalt , 8128f 
brecciated. 8 	 , well design, 33, 35, 40, 50Belt, hrinteedi, 0 	 fishing operations, 86I. ,oil Vater. 6 	 Crevices, 8, 135 

Bits. (see )rilling methods) Cyanosis, 25
 
Ilorehole, depth of. 88
 
Boring. (see Dlrilling methiids) D
 
lioulders, 9, 74. 88
 
Bouundary. effects, 17 larcy's Law, 12, 16
 

- impermeable, 18 Dental fluorosis, 25
 
negative. 18 Deposition, 7
 
positive. I 8 Deposits, alluvial, 7, 9f.
 

Brackish-water rivers, 24 -- , areal extent of, 8 
-- deltaic. 7 

C - glacial, 7. 10 
lake, 9f. 

Cable, (see Wire rope) - marine, 7, 9 
-- -tool percussion drilling, (see Drill- -, scale, 25f.. 49 
ing methods) -, slime, I I I 

Calcium hypochlorite, 104f.. Il -I stream, 7, 9 
-- -- , stock solution. 105 -. thickness of, 8 

storage of, 105 - wind-blown, 7, 9 
Capillary forces, 6 Design, well, 33ff., 75 
- fringe, 6 Development of wells, 36, 38, 42, 50f., 

-- tube. 6 96ff. 
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Development, artificially gravel-packed Drilling tools, record of dimensions, 88
 
wells, 103f. - -. ,storage, 88
 

-, backwashing, high-velocity jetting, -- -- , tool joints, making up. 88
 
101ff. l)rinking water standaras, United States 

--, - - --- ,jetting tool. lolf. Public Health Service, 23 
object of,96 Drive head, right-angle, 124f. 
surging, 98ff. -- point, (see Well poini:) 

De-watering, well-point systems for. --- shoe. (see Casing shoe)
 
22 Driven wells, (see Drilling methods)
 

Diameter, casing, 34, 54 Driving well casing. 68
 
- drilled hole. 1. 54. 73 ---- point, 56f., 82
 
Dip of formation. 29 Drought, 3
 
Discharge, natural, of aquifer, 18 Dug wvell. I 12f.
 
l)iseases, communicable. 2
 

diarrheal, 2
 
gastrointestinal, 2
 
viral,2E
 
..ater-borne, 2
 

Disinfection. (see Well disinfection) Electric motor. 114, 120, 124
 
Disinegratiton. mechanical. 7 .. -. submersible. 126
 
Dispersing agents. 104, t 1 f. Engine, 114, 120. 124
 
Doliomite., --- diesel. 1 30
 
l)rawdo.%n, I 6f.. 31 41. 107ff. , gasoline. 130
 
- .definition, Io ....kerosene.
. 130 
Drillbits, (see Drilling methods) Equilibrium, definition. 18 

. cillar 61. 74 Erosion. 30
 

- stein, tl
 
)rilling equipient, (see Drilling methods)
 

- -. care and use of, 8M. F 
fluid, functions of. 6 1ff.. 78. Ni) 

- methods, 55ff.. 75 l[aulls. 29 
boring, 55f. liltration. effects on ground-water qual

... cable-tool percussion, 66ff.. 76 ity. 22, 135ff. 
-. advantages and dis- Fish. definition, 80 

advantages, 69 -. position of, 90 
drill bit. 67 Fishing jobs, 90ff. 

-.. .drilling jars, 67 .. briiken %%. sire line, 92f.
 
. .-... rig, 66.99 - - cylindrical objects. 93ff.
 

fishing jars, t"7 . ec k iif rope socket, 93ff.
 
- ..rope socket. 67. 93, parted drill pipe. 9Off.
 

(also see Wire line socket) . - . piii of tool, 3ff.
 
--... string of drilling - - releasing locked jars. 95
 

tools. t6f. - operatiins. 8tff.
 
..-. . driving. 5(6f. preparations for. 88ff.
 

-- .equiprment. 56. - . pre elitive measures. 87f.
 
. -. hydraulic percussion, 59 tools, circul ting-slip overshot, 90f.
 

rolar%. 39. 50. (Off. -- - combinatiin sucket. 93ff.
 
. advantages and disad- die overshot. 81, 90
 

vantages. 65f. - fishing jars. 67. 92ff.
 
drill bit (siniplel 63 - impression block, 89f.
 

I .bits, jar bumlper. 95
(,I 
... - .- . - collar, 61. 74 - sinker. 92
 

stem. 61. tapered fishing tap. 81. )If.
 
drilling equipment, %.allhook. 91 f.
 

simple. 62f. . ire line center spear. 92f.
 
- .fluid. functions oif. Fissures. 22. I 35
 

61 ff. I lIo,. hase. 3
 
. . iiimud. properties if. . iconverging.
I (f.
 

63ff. , direction of. 29
 
.-.-- rig. 6tff. . rate of. I 3f.. 22f.. 135
 
-. punip. 61 -- .resistance ti, 14
mud 1)2 
settling pit. 61 f. -- loward wells. 16ff. 

.. . . . . storage pit, 6 If. I-uioride. 24f. 
jetting, 57ff. Formation, consolidated. 7 

drill bit, 57f. -- . impernicable. 52 
- . .equipment. 57f. --. laminated. 51 

-- - sludger. 59f.-- . penetrated. record of, 3 1. 65f. 
mud, 58, 78. 81, 96. 

4 ....104 , samples of, 59, 65f.
 
gelling property. 0 . 104 - stabilization, 5Off.
 

...-. properties of,63ff. --. material used.5 If.
 
- -, thickness of. 64 --- , unconsolidated, I. 7. 34, 57. 66. 135
 
-- string, length of, record keeping. 88 Fractures. 8f.
 
- tools. (see Drilling methods) Friction. 1 16
 
....-. care and use of.87ff. - hsses. 128 
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Gelling, 64 

Geologic cross-sections, 28ff. 

- data. 28ff. 

-- formations, 7ff. 

- maps, 29 

-- processes, 9f. 

Geoilogy, effect on ssater quality, 27 

Geophysics, 28 

Grading, formation stabilization mate-

rial.52 


- ,gra,'L psk nutelrial, 51 f.. 103 

uniform, of particles, definition, I S
 

Granite, 7f. 

Gravel. 7, ), 78
 
--- pack envelope, thickness of, 52,

I o3f. 


material, grading of, S If.. 103 

. .. - selection of, 51 

-- packing of w-ells, 50ff.. 82ff. 


pits, 30 

Ground water, availability of, 3, 7 


- - -,definiti.m. 6
.

. . depletion of. 3 

discharge rate, 3. 4 


. , flow of. 4, 10ff. 

importance of, 2f. 


...- ,mining 3
off. 

- - -, natural purification process.

I o4f. 

. . origin, occurrence and move-


merit, 2. 4ff. 
-- , quality oif,3, 4 

--. ,rate of extraction. 4 


rate of recharge (replenishment), 

3.4 


Ground-water development. 2, 28 

exploration. 28f. 


.. resources, development of. 3, 4 

-..- . management of. 3 


... -. sources, 3, 134, I 3o
 
-supplies,sanitary protection of, 


I 34ff. 
Grout, cemeiit. 7 1ff., 80, 84 


- -- ,mi sing. 7 1f. 

- placing, 54, 72f. 

- ,nime to harden. 73 

clay, puddled. 70f.. 113. 137 


-- pipe, 721. 

Grouting methods, 72f, 

-- - ,gravity placement, 72 


inside'tubing, 72f. 
iiutside-lubing, 73 


i--

Hardness, 25 

Herbicides. 27 

Hoisting plug, 7(1

Hydraulic characteristics of aquifers, 

IOff., 31
 

- gradient, I 3f., H) 
- - percussion drilling, (see Drilling 

met hods) 
- riitary drilling, (see Drilling methouds) 

Hydrogen sulfide, 26, 48
 
Hydr logic cycle, 4 

Hydrologist. 28
 

I 


Impermeable layer, 10 

Incrustation, 48f., 108 


Incrustation, reduction of, I 08f.
 
Incrusting deposits. 106ff.
 
- waters, 49
 
Industrial water needs, 2
 
Infiltration, 4, 18
 
Insecticides, 27
 
Interference. 18ff., 127
 
---. definition. I 8
 
Intermediate water, 6
 
Interstices, 22
 
Iron. 24, 26. 49
 
- acteria, 49, 106, I IOf.
 
- hydroxide, I 06f., I0, 1I1I 

j
 

Jars, drilling, (see Drilling methods) 
---. fishing, (see Fishing tools) 
Jetting. (see Drilling methods) 
----, high-velocit y, well development.

101ff.
 
, - with chlorine treatment, III
 
.... , w-, 104
with dispersing agents, 

L 

Lakes, 31
 
Laminar flow. 13
 
Land forms, 30f.
 
--- use, 30
 
Lava, 8
 
Laxative effects, causative chemicals in
 
water. 25f.
 

Lead packer, 76
 
-- shot, 80, 84
 

-- slip-packer, 84
 
--- wool, 8(1, 84
 
Leakage. In
 
Limestone, 7f.
 
Location of wells, 20ff., 2S. 28, 30,


1 36f.
 
Loess, 7
 

N1
 

Magma,8
 
Maintenance of wells, (see Well main
tenance)
 
Manganese. 24. 49
 
-- hydroxide, 1(17,101),II1
 
Marble. 9
 
Marsh funnel, o4f.
 
-- "iscosilN, 65
 
Methemoglibinienia. 25
 
Mineral content of water, 23ff., 48
 
Minerals. siilulion inwater. 23
Mud balance, (,4 

cake. 64. 83. ,99

%%sall,in horehioles, 52
 

Mudstine. 8
 
Multiple well systens, 18ff.
 

N 

Natural purificatiom processes in soils, 
I34f.
 

Nitrate. 25
 
No/tic, jetting tool, 10Of.
 

0 

Odors inground water, 22, 26f.
 
Organisms, disease-producing, 22, 104,

135
 

Outcrop, 29
 
Oxygen, dissolved, 26, 48
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P 	 Pump impeller, 121f., 126, 128 
-,jet, 120, 122ff., 133 

Particle classificat ion, 43 lineshaft., 124ff., 132 
- size analysis, (see Sieve analysis) - manually-operated, 114, 118 
Particles, arrangement of, 14f. -, multi-stage, 122ff. 
-, 	 distribution of, I 4f., 46 -,pitcher, 118 

Spacking of, 7, 14f. positive displacement, 124, 126,
I, rounding of, 7 131, (also see constant displacement) 

-, shape of, 9 , power source, electricity, 127, 129f. 
-, size of, 9) 14f. - -, internal combustion engine, 
-, sorting of, 7 1 29f. 
Percent size, definition, 43 man power, 129 
Percolation, benefits of, 3, 23 select ion of, 128ff. 
Percussion drilling, (see Drilling Meth- , sin of, 

, prim wind,1 29f.

ods) 

31, 43, 10, 135 priming of, I 26f.
Permeability, I 2ff., 
12ff. , reduction in capacity, 106 

cveficint o, of, I 27f.Iselection 
-, factors affect ing, I 4f. -,self-priming,, self-pimnf, 127127 
Pesticides, 27 , standardization, 128 
pli,26 , submersible, 74, 124, 126, 133 
Piezometric surface, definition, 0, 13, ,surface-type, 116, 118ff., 127f., 
16 131 f. 

Pipe, black iron, va09f.r, 117, 120ff., 

IPermeable, 7f. 

- aiable displacement, 

132f. 
joints, spigoted, 39 , , centrifugal, 120ff., I32f. 

plastic, 38f., 49f., I 09f. ,jet, 

clamp, 70, 85 

, 120, 122ff., 133 
polyvinyl chloride (pvc), 49 vertical turbine, 74slotted, 33, 38f., 102 	 Pumping equipment, 33f., 114ff. 

Pit latrine, 136 	 --- , hours of operation, record keeping,
107PIains, ctoastal, 31 

- water level, 54, 116, 127I river, 31 
Pollution, bacterial, 23, 135f. -- , rates of, 107, 109, 1 19f., 124, 

131 ff. -, chemical, I35f. 
-, rate of travel, 136 - test, 127 

-, sources of, 23, 134ff. 
-- travel in soils, ! 34ff. Q 
'olyph sptates, 104, II I 

Pore, 4ff., I 1, 135 	 Quality, ground water, 3f., 20, 22ff., 31, 
Pores, continuity of, 14f. 54 
-, volume of, 14 , chemical, 23ff., 48f. 
Porosity, 14f., I 35 , - compared with surface 
-- , definition, I I water, 22?. 
Porous, 7f. , , microbiological, 22f., 135 
Power consumption, I 07f. , , physical, 22 
Precipitation, 4, I8 
Pressure, I 2f., I 6f., 26, 40, 101, 107, 

I 14ff., 121 	 I 
aquifer, 1It 

-, atmospheric, 1 Radius of influence, 16 
-- differences, I3 Recharge, I 7f., 20 

Privies, 23, 25, 134 - area, It, 18, 29 
Public health, I - -, definition, I I 
Pulling ring, 77, 85 - effects, I 7f. 
Pump, It, 114ff. River beds, 32 
-, capacity of, I127f., 131ff. Rocks, classification, 7ff. 
-,centrifugal, 120ff., I 32f. -, consolidated, 7, 22, 29, 135 
- -- ,turbine, 12If., 132 -- definition, 7 
- -,volute, 121, 132 , de position of, 7 
-,constant displacement, ll 7ff., 131 --- erosion of, 7 

-. .- ,lelical rotor, 117, 11 9f., -- extrusive, 8 
124, 131 -hard, 7 

-,- -,reciprocating piston, 117, --- igneous, 7ff., 24 
124, 121'. -- intrusive, 8 

discharge rate, l19 -- ,ntamorphic, 7, 9 
. , rotary, 117. 119, 131 -- plutonic, 8 

deep well, 116, 118, 12off., 127, -, sedimentary, 7ff. 
I32f. -- , soft, 7 

. .. ... .lineshaft, I 24ff., 132 -, transport of, 7 
submersitile, 74, 124. 126. - unconsolidated, 1, 7, 29 

133 volcanic, 8f. 
-,driving force, 114, 117 , weathering of, 7 
-, hand-driven, 114, 119, 131, (also see Rope socket, 67, 93, (als see Wire line 
manually-operated) socket) 

- house, 125 Rotary drilling, (see Drilling methods) 
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S U 
Sand, 7, 9, 119, 126, 129, 137 Unconfined aquifer, 10 
- anaylsis, (see Sieve analysis) Uniform grading of particles, 15 
- dune, 7, 31 Unifoirmity coefficient, definition, 5 i 

-- pump, 68 
pumping from a well, 4h V
 

Sandstone, 7f.
 
Sanitary protection, ground-water Vacuum, It6, 121f,
 

supplies, 134ff. Vadose water, 6
 
-- , wells, 5 21 1., 1136 . Valley fill, 31
 

-- well seal, 52 Valleys, 9, 30f.
 
Screen, (see Well screen) Vegetation, 6, 30ff,
 
Sediments, terrestrial, ' Velocity, I 2f., 16, 34, 48, 107, 114,
 
Septic tanks, 134 121f.
 
Shales, 8 - head, 128
 
Sieve analysis, 43, 46 Vesicles, 8
 
Sieve-analysis curves, 43ff. Volcanic rocks, 8f.
 
Sieves, standard sets of, 43
 
Silt, 106, 1 1 1 W
 
Siltstone, 8
 
Site accessihilit y, effect on selection Wash-down bottom, 80f.
 
of well materials. 51 Wastes, effects on ground-water quality, 

Slotted nipe, 33, 38f., 102 agricultural, 25, 134 
Sludger, drilling method, 59f -, -. , aninal, 25, 134 
Sodium hYpochlorite, 105, 1 -- , .......... human, 25 
Solution channels. Kf., 22. 135 , ... ...... . , industrial, 27, 
Solvent, swaler as, 23 134
 
Spacing of wsells, 2tiff. Water analysis, 48
 
Specific capacity, 20, 12, 44, I 07f., 127 --- bearing capacity, 7 

retentioi, 12 ..... formation, clogging of, 96, 106 
yield, 12 . , compactiot of, 96 

Spring, 29, 31 ....... . , pollution trav l in, 134ff. 
Static water level, 16, 103, 10,, 116 .. . .- , stabilization by well develop-
Storage, aquifer, 3, 17 mett, 96 
- function of aquifers, I If. level, pumping, 54, 116, 127 
Stratification, 91, 14f., 46 .. ... , -- , definition, l6
 
Strearn patterns, 31 f. , , est matio of, 127
 
Strike of foriatioji, 29 ... ... static, 16, 103, 106, 116
 
Subsurface water, 4ff. -- -- , -- , definition, 16
 
Suction, 115f., 128 -- quality, (see Quality)
 
- lift, 103, 1 14ff., 121, 128 -- supplies, irmportance of, If.
 

- II - table, 13, 16, 56, 112, 127, 135,
, defiuitioii, Iff. 

Sulfate, 25, 10o 137
 
Surface drainage, contamination of - - contour niap, 31
 

'ells, 104 .. . , definition, 10
 
.. evidence, gronid-water exploration, --- table aquifer, 1Of., 13, 16, 30, 54
 
28. 31f. --- yielding capabilities of rocks, 7ff. 

--- s'a ter, 3, 18, 1 ;4 Weatheriig ()f rocks, 29f.
 
Surge block, 9(8 Well alignment, 73ff., 126
 
- plunger, '1ff., 109, III . ... , checks on, 75
 

- , operation within well screen, - ., conditions affecting, 74 
101 . . , measurement of, 75
 

.. .. , solid-t ype, 9'q . ...- , plumbnuess, 73ff.
 
-- -- , valve-type, I ((f. -O. , straightness, 73ff.
 

Surging, chlorine treatment, I I-, artificially gravel-packed, 36, 46, 
-- , 'ell development, 98ff. 50ff., 82ff. 

Suspended matter in ground water, 22 -- , .. . -- , conditions favoring use, 
Sva mps,. 31 5 I 
Swedge block, 77, 84 -- , -- - --- , development of, 103f. 

-- capacity, 114, 127 
-- --- , decrease in, 106 

cased section of, 33f. 
Tastes in grouid water, 22, 24, 26f. -- casing, diameter of, 34, 40
 
lenperature, 13, 22f., 116 -- -- , grouting and sealing, 54, 70ff.
 
Terraces, '), 30f. , installing, (9f.
 
Texture of rocks, 7f. --- -- , lower terminal of, 52ff.
 
Total dissolved solids, 25f., 4h . ., pulling, 77 
;-\IL' -hiernicals in waler, 26f. -- -, sealing abandonied wells, 137 

Trace elemetits, 26f. -.. , shoe, 68 
lraismissibility, 14, 16f., 31 ..... , ternporary. 54 
- ,coefficient d'i, definition, 14 -- completion, 96ff. 
TraiismissivitN , coefficient of, 14 - construction, 6, 23, 31, 55ff. 
lrasport. ro(ck, 7 --- , depth of, I . 30 
Ireatmett. swater, 22f., 26 ---- design, 33ff., 75 
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Well development, (see Development of Well screen, entrance velocity, 35, 40, 
wells) 47f.. 109 

- disinfection, 96, 104f., I I I- , instsling, 7 5ff. 
-- , chlorine solution for, 104f. 2ft.in gravel-pack.l wells, pull
- f-,flowing artesian wells, 105 back method, 82ff. 
drilling methods, (see I)rilling -- -- , -- , jetting method for setting 

methods) combined casing and screen, 8 1
 
-, ug, I i 2f. - , -, lowering hook, 76f.
 
-,efficiency of, 42, 44, 46, 51 . -open hole mcthod, 77ff.
 

Shydraulics, loff. , , pull-back method, 76f., 8If. 
-, intake section of, 33ff. - , ash-do%%n method , 80f.
 
-- inventories, 28, 30f. lenigth of, 401., 47
 
- location, 20ff., 25, 28, 30 louver- or ,hutter-type, 36
 

- -, relative to pollution sources, , open area, 34ff., -17
 
136f. - openings,clogging of, 1)06
L 

logs, 30f. shape of, 34ff. 
- maintenance, I 06ff. -fsizeo', 42ff. 
- operations, I 08ff. standardization of sizes, 46 
- - -, acid treatment, 109ff. pipe-hase, 37 

- , plIcing acid, 101) pipe-siie, 41, 47
 
.. ., -- , precautions, I I I recovering, sand joint method,
 

- - -,chlorine treatment, 109ff. 84ff.
 
-- , dispersing agents, Il f. slots, plastic pipe, 38f.
 

, planning of, 107f. telescope-size, 41, 47, 76
 
,record keeping, I 07f. --.5pacing, 20ff.
 
-, -- , frequenC) of observa- , pper terminial of, 52, I 13
 

tiolIs, 108 useful life of, 33, 100
 
-- materials, coirrsion, resistant, 33, Wells, arranmgemntli of, 2Off.
 
48ft. Wetting agent, Ill 

-- -, selection oif, 47ff. Wind, 31, 1 29f. 
- -- , strength requiremenits, 48, 49f. Windmill, 114, 1 29f. 

-- performnance. 33, 106 ... wind speed rCquirenent, 129 

-- , Ilaintenance of, I 06f. Wire line socket, 92 (also see Rope 
- point, installing, driving, 56f., 82 socket) 
. ..., - in dug well, I I 2f. -- rope, care of, 87f. 

, , open hole miethod, 81 
, , pull-back method, 81 
types of, 37f. 

pump, (see Pump) Yield, 8, 20, 31, 40f., 49, 106, 109, 113, 
-rehabilitation, 106ff. 127f., 137 
-, sand producing, -1, specific, II f. 
-- screen, 33ff., 1021. - - definition, 12 
. ....continuous-slot type, 35f., 102f., 

.... , design, influence tifaquifer char
acteristic:s, 40ff. Z
 

. -- on well devepnln, 6,
 
102 Zone of aeration, 4ff.
 

. diameter of, 40f., 47 - - saturation, 4ff.
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WATER WELL MANUAL
 

GROUND WATER IS ONE OF MAN'S MOST IMPORTANT 
NATURAL RESOURCES. ITS PROPER DEVELOPMENT 
BY MEANS OF WELLS IS A MATTER OF INCREASING 
IMPORTANCE. THIS BOOK DISCUSSES THE LOCATION, 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF SMALL WELLS USED PRIMARILY FOR 
INDIVIDUAL AND SMALL COMMUNITY WATER 
SUPPLIES. 

THE AUTHORS, WRITING IN A CLEAR AND EASY-TO-
READ MANNER, PRESENT THE FUNDAMENTALS OF 

WATER WELLS SO AS TO BE USEFUL TO INDIVIDUAL 
HOME OWNERS, FARMERS, AND STUDENTS AS WELL 
AS TO THOSE PROFESSIONALLY INVOLVED SUCH AS 
WELL DRILLING CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS, AND 
GEOLOGISTS. 

MODERN TECHNIQUES FOR OEVELOPING GROUND 
WATER ARE COMPREHENSIVELY DESCRIBED-
WHETHER THE WATER SUPPLIES ARE FOR AGRI-
CULTURAL, INDUSTRIAL, OR HUMAN NEEDS. TO 
AID UNDERSTANDING THE AUTHORS HAVE IN-
CLUDED MORE THAN 100 ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGH-
OUT THE BOOK. 

THIS BOOK WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED BY 
THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT TO ASSIST 
THE PEOPLE LIVING IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
OF THE WORLD WHO ARE WITHOUT ADEQUATE 
SUPPLIES OF GOOD QUAITY WATER. THIS NEW 
EDITION HAS BEEN PREPARED SO THAT ALL PERSONS 
INTERESTED IN WATER RESOURCES MAY BENEFIT 
FROM THIS VALUABLE BOOK. 
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